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ABSTRACT
Vision, Voice, and Audience in La Chartreuse de Parme
Lottie Katz

This dissertation presents a close reading of Stendhal’s La Chartreuse de Parme,
analyzing its written style, its themes, and the relationships between its numerous characters and
narrative lines. Through a rigorous investigation of these factors, Stendhal’s explicit creative
project emerges: the author’s desire to present himself as a storyteller in conversation with his
reader.
As storyteller, Stendhal applies himself to show rather than tell. In his narrative method
first person often replaces the third; the story unfolds before the reader’s eyes as it would on a
stage. The clarity and sobriety of Stendhal’s language becomes a vehicle for the vivid
expressivity and dynamic energy that give rise to the Chartreuse’s blatant theatrical presentation.
This analysis unfolds in five chapters and an epilogue, illuminating the foundations of
Stendhal’s theatrical style.
I. Caricature: The Rogues’ Gallery: An inquiry into the passages that present Stendhal at
his satiric best.
II. Sentence Structure: The stylistic characteristics that underpin theatrical presentation.
III. The Emphasis on Time: Stendhal’s manipulation of narrative time facilitates the
forward movement of the action; it is theatrical in the sense that there is a continuous
flow of movement.

IV. Architectural Structure: Enables the disparate components of the narrative to fit
together, though there are a multitude.
V. Theatrical Prelude: The culmination of Stendhal’s tactics results in an aura of
theatricality.
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Preface
The preface to the Chartreuse sets the tone for the entire novel. In it, Stendhal remembers
a visit with friends in Padua. As Stendhal recounts it, during the pleasant evening spent in their
company, around their table, these friends told him the highly immoral but fascinating story of
the brilliant Duchess Sanseverina.
Later, this tone of cozy camaraderie is carried forth as Stendhal takes the relay and
continues the conversation with a new group of friends, the readers. He acts as a guide, not only
of the physical terrain, but of the intimacies of his characters. As befits a guide, he does not
probe or enter into deep intellectual discussions, though he might discreetly brush against them.
His overriding concern is to maintain a light, easily accessible manner that will not repulse his
audience. Therefore, his aim is not to interrogate, but to show. He wants his audience to see what
his characters see, and while he lays bare his cast’s internal motivations, he wants the audience to
watch them as they perform the acts of their life in their external manifestations and, as is
especially possible during a theatrical performance, to vicariously participate along with them.
In my study, I wish to show the primary role the theatre and the senses occupy in the
Chartreuse. First among these senses is seeing; the text’s pictorial quality creates scenes worthy
of a painting or a stage set, complete with script. The response of Stendhal’s characters to outside
stimuli is responsible for the text’s poetic references to nature, space, and sound.
In The Gates of Horn, Harry Levin explains the role the ideologues and perforce, Destutt
de Tracy, one of their leaders, played in Stendhal’s thinking about the importance of the senses.
The ideologues represent “an empirical approach to the mind-body problem. Knowledge is
derived from sensation, not from innate ideas; human nature is the variable product of particular
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conditions. The mind is a blank tablet to be etched by human experience” (Levin 103). Their
senses aroused, the characters react to the stimuli around them, which the reader may also enjoy.
To this end, the text is sprinkled with the expressions “vis-à-vis”, “en face de”, “tête-àtête”. Such receptivity of the senses to outside stimuli includes smell and sound, as Stendhal, like
the alchemists of old labors to transmute his material from base metal to gold, from the dross of
forgotten history to the vivid panorama of lives lived. (For a representative sample of these
features, please see Appendix A.)
The novel is a transposition of the elements contained in the preface, from Stendhal’s
easy sociability at the table with an Italian family as he consumes an excellent sambajon that, he
tells us, comes from the “café Perdoti”, a reminder of the cafés he loved to frequent, to the story
of the duchess herself, an example of the Italian beauty and temperament he so admired.
The young Stendhal, bivouacked in Padua years before 1830, becomes Lieutenant Robert
of Napoleon’s army, bivouacked in the del Dongo household of Milan. Lieutenant Robert steps
out of the story’s time frame, speaking to what seems his alter ego, Stendhal, about the past,
which is the present of the story, “De la vie je ne fus plus mal à mon aise, me disait le lieutenant
Robert; […] La marquise del Dongo, ajoutait-il, était alors dans tout l’éclat de sa beauté” (146).
Like his counterpart, Stendhal, Lieutenant Robert is a connoisseur of art: it serves as a
springboard for his understanding and appreciation of life:
Vous l’avez connue avec ses yeux si beaux et d’une douceur angélique, et ses
jolis cheveux d’un blond foncé qui dessinaient si bien l’ovale de cette figure
charmante. J’avais dans ma chambre une Hérodiade de Léonard de Vinci, qui
semblait son portrait. (146)
He continues, and does not forget the marquise’s sister-in-law, Gina del Dongo.
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Gina del Dongo, soeur de son mari, qui fut depuis cette charmante comtesse
Pietranera; personne dans la prospérité ne la surpassa par la gaieté et l’esprit
aimable, comme personne ne la surpassa par le courage et la sérénité d’âme dans
la fortune contraire. (147)
It is interesting to note that the lieutenant’s memories do not include Gina’s second marriage,
after which she becomes the Duchess Sanseverina. At that point, Stendhal alone takes over, and
he never abandons his repartee with the reader as he puts before him a stage set with a world that
rises, swells, and slowly fades in the final single-sentence paragraph of the novel, when all the
props have disappeared — “Les prisons de Parme étaient vides, le comte de Parme immensément
riche, Ernest V adoré de ses sujets qui comparaient son gouvernement à celui des grands ducs de
Toscane” (597) — and Stendhal himself bids adieu to his friends, the readers, “the happy few”.
He has resurrected a society, and it disappears like Atlantis into the sea.

A note on the text: The edition I have used is La Chartreuse de Parme in Stendhal, Oeuvres
romanesques complètes, t.III, édition établie par Yves Ansel, Philippe Berthier, Xavier
Bourdenet et Serge Linkès. Gallimard, Bibl. de la Pléiade, 2014.
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Introduction
Le 15 mai l796, le général Bonaparte fit son entrée
dans Milan à la tête de cette jeune armée qui venait
de passer le pont de Lodi, et d’apprendre au monde
qu’après tant de siècles César et Alexandre avaient
un successeur. (143)
The Chartreuse de Parme’s enthusiastic first sentence serves as its overture. It opens the
action on the awakening of a new era and its inhabitants’ struggles to defeat the old. It promises
the members of the audience a dramatic spectacle, and they need only hold onto their seats and
enjoy the ride. The sentence streams across the page with the rapidity of a train bearing the flag
of the French Republic, whose message it spreads not only across Italy, but across the world. The
structure of the sentence is in harmony with the history it announces and the suggestive
connotations it arouses in the reader.
It begins with an incontrovertible date that redounds to the aura of certainty it exudes and
appears as a triumphant salvo, just like those shot by Napoleon’s army must have been. It speeds
ahead as it implies Napoleon did at the head of his army (“à la tête de cette jeune armée”), and it
doesn’t stop, passes rapidly from the bridge of Lodi (“qui venait de passer le pont de Lodi”) till it
enters Milan. The sentence never slows down into meandering subordinate clauses that deviate
from the straight line it travels. Rather, each relative clause proceeds directly from its antecedent
without delaying interjections (“l’armée qui venait de passer, d’apprendre qu’après”) and leads
to the final glorious conclusion: Cesar and Alexander had met their match.
The use of the demonstrative adjective “cette” in the phrase “that young army” calls out
to the reader’s knowledge of that army, invokes his memory of the events associated with it, and
thus this opening sentence sets the stage for the opera buffa to which critics have compared La
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Chartreuse de Parme. It calls to mind opera buffa because of the spectacle its author summons
before the reader: a princely court, picaresque adventures, dramatic passions, and an atmosphere
of intense activity. It is coupled with heightened sensitivity magnified by external forces, plus the
interplay of each of these factors, all introduced by the resoundingly theatrical final chord of its
opening sentence, reminiscent of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.
The clarity that statement proudly trumpets is emblematic of the forward thrust of the
novel’s cascading episodes, embedded one into the other, and of the optimism and exuberance
such a limitless number of stories conveys, though the end be tragic. The statement is well suited
as the curtain raiser to the theatrical production that is to follow, for the theater requires
declarative clarity so the words may cross the stage and reach the audience. This is an important
component of Stendhal’s style. It is characteristic of the story begun in Padua and continued by
Stendhal, narrator to the reader. It is unclouded by existential doubts. Rather, the monologues in
which the characters indulge are clarifying statements of their thoughts and purpose.
Fabrice del Dongo, the least purposeful, led by events foreshadowed in the omens he
detects, is therefore a fatalist. Believing in fate, he also believes in facts, which, he supposes are
inscribed in destiny and dictate the course of his life. “C’est ainsi que, sans manquer d’esprit,
Fabrice ne put parvenir à voir que sa demi-croyance dans les présages était pour lui une religion,
[…] Et il s’obstinait à chercher comment ça pouvait être une science prouvée, réelle, dans le
genre de la géométrie, par exemple” (282). Duchess Sanseverina (toujours passionnée pour
quelque chose, toujours agissante, jamais oisive) glories in her decisiveness, as she was taught by
her first husband, Count Pietranera:
Il y avait deux choses dans le caractère de la duchesse, elle voulait toujours ce
qu’elle avait voulu une fois; elle ne remettait jamais en délibération ce qui avait
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été une fois décidé. Elle citait à ce propos un mot de son premier mari, l’aimable
général Pietranera: Quelle insolence envers moi-même! disait-il: pourquoi
croirais-je avoir plus d’esprit aujourd’hui que lorsque je pris ce parti? (479)
The Chartreuse is an accumulation of facts, and the actors, whom they seem to overtake,
subordinate to them. Each act requires representation on stage for the actors’ movements and
declamations to be seen and heard. The spoken word and the summons to see are implanted in
the text from the outset, as Stendhal speaks to the reader and shows him, left behind on a café
table, a caricature by the artist Gros.
Stendhal himself never disappears entirely, at times transmuted into the characters he
invents or content to remain in the wings as both director and impresario, thus demonstrating the
theatrical triangulation of author, spectator, and director discussed by Evlyn Gould in her article
“Stendhal’s Theaters”. In their studies of Stendhal’s oeuvre, critics have noted his fascination
with the theater, comedy and Molière, role playing, his many pseudonyms and disguises, and the
incarnation of all these obsessions in the “érotisation du politique” and the “politisation des
relations amoureuses” that, according to Jacques Dubois in Stendhal: Une Sociologie
Romanesque, is the essence of the Chartreuse, “un opéra comique dans une cour italienne” (15).
Like a “raconteur who gossips about the other strollers as we sit with him in a café” (Levin 96),
Stendhal aims to please his audience and, not coincidentally, himself, for, in the process, the
author fuses with both characters and reader and thus enjoys himself immensely, putting himself
also into play.
The latent scenic qualities inherent in the narrative structure can be found
indiscriminately throughout the novel. Every few pages, a few paragraphs encompass a miniature
drama. The author lets the characters do the work. The following passage is an example of the
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tragicomic blend that is one of its hallmarks. Three people are sitting around a table, each with a
different agenda:
“En voici bien d’une autre!” s’écria Gonzo, le lendemain, après le dîner,
quand les domestiques furent sortis; n’arrive-t-il pas que notre coadjuteur est
tombé amoureux de la petite Marini!
On peut juger du trouble qui s’éleva dans le coeur de Clélia en entendant un mot
aussi extraordinaire. Le marquis lui-même fut ému.
“Mais Gonzo, mon ami, vous battez la campagne comme à l’ordinaire! et
vous devriez parler avec un peu plus de retenue d’un personnage qui a eu
l’honneur de faire onze fois la partie de whist de Son Altesse!”
“Eh bien! monsieur le marquis,” répondit le Gonzo avec la grossièreté des
gens de cette espèce, “je puis vous jurer qu’il voudrait bien aussi faire la partie de
la petite Marini. Mais il suffit que ces détails vous déplaisent; ils n’existent plus
pour moi, qui veut avant tout ne pas choquer mon adorable marquis.”
Toujours après le dîner, le marquis se retirait pour faire la sieste. Il n’eut
garde ce jour-là; mais le Gonzo se serait plutôt coupé la langue que d’ajouter un
mot sur la petite Marini; et, à chaque instant, il commençait un discours calculé de
façon à ce que le marquis pût espérer qu’il allait revenir aux amours de la petite
bourgeoise. Le Gonzo avait supérieurement cet esprit italien qui consiste à
différer avec délices de lancer le mot désiré. Le pauvre marquis, mourant de
curiosité, fut obligé de faire des avances; il dit à Gonzo que, quand il avait le
plaisir de dîner avec lui, il mangeait deux fois davantage. Gonzo ne comprit pas,
et se mit à décrire une magnifique galerie de tableaux que formait la marquise
Balbi, la maîtresse du feu prince; trois ou quatre fois il parla de Hayez avec
l’accent plein de lenteur de l’admiration la plus profonde. Le marquis se disait:
“Bon! il va arriver enfin au portrait commandé par la petite Marini!” Mais c’est ce
que Gonzo n’avait garde de faire. Cinq heures sonnèrent, ce qui donna beaucoup
d’humeur au marquis, qui était accoutumé à monter en voiture à cinq heures et
demie, après sa sieste, pour aller au Corso.
“Voilà comment vous êtes, avec vos bêtises!” dit-il grossièrement au
Gonzo; ‘vous me ferez arriver au Corso après la princesse, dont je suis le
chevalier d’honneur, et qui peut avoir des ordres à me donner. Allons! dépêchez!
dites-moi en peu de paroles, si vous le pouvez, ce que c’est que ces prétendus
amours de monseigneur le coadjuteur?”
Mais le Gonzo voulait réserver ce récit pour l’oreille de la marquise, qui
l’avait invité à dîner; il dépêcha donc, en fort peu de mots, l’histoire réclamée, et
le marquis, à moitié endormi, courut faire sa sieste. (586-588)
The reader and the putative spectator, were this scene played on stage, have the fun of watching
the reality of what is being presented be actually the reverse of the underlying truth. The fat-head
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aristocrat, secure in his prerogatives, insults the lowly courtier whom he has invited to his table,
at his expense, and, unaware, actually begs him for information that is finally, parsimoniously,
supplied. The tables are turned. The sycophant becomes the master, the master, the fool teasingly
manipulated, and it is funny to watch someone so blind to what is happening and to his own
stupidity, as emphasized by his loyalty to meaningless protocol: the number of times (eleven) the
coadjutor has played whist with “His Highness”, his faithful service to the inconsequential
princess, and his need to arrive at the Corso on time before her. At the same time, it is a scene
filled with pathos at the sight of a dull-witted but fundamentally decent man living in a cocoon of
privilege and false sense of security undermined by the realities of the cruel world. The bubble is
about to burst because waiting in the wings is his wife, the marquise. Parallel, but in antithetical
mode, she has been moved, but remains silent throughout. She is the mute, restrained third party
secretly churning with suppressed emotions. Once the drowsy marquis has left for his siesta,
questions and answers between marquise and interlocutor will be of a very different sort. The
aristocrat goes off for his siesta, but in the course of time, tragedy awaits him, and a rude
awakening.
The comical interaction between two protagonists set in contradictory word play, the
satirical effect of the contrast between truth and fiction, and the drama of the subterranean flow
of passions combine to create memorable theater; these are among the principle components of
the text that is the Chartreuse de Parme. Ann Jefferson, in Reading Realism in Stendhal, notes
that “the real remains the touchstone of Stendhal’s aesthetic theory and his practice” (26).
Stendhal believed the conditions of contemporary life would be the subject most likely to engage
the modern reader. As outlined by Stendhal in his polemic, Racine et Shakespeare, he believed
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that contemporary life would be most important because it was most relevant to the reader,
unlike the literary focus of the classical theater. He undertook to make of his novels “un miroir
qui se promène sur une grande route,” a formula he uses as justification for the immoralities to
be found in them. In her discussion of realism in Stendhal’s work, Ann Jefferson introduces his
concept of the “petit fait vrai”, which she defines as a “device designed to resist or explode the
banality that threatens to engulf the representative in which it appears” (34). It can also be seen
as following in the tradition of the ideologues and Destutt de Tracy; according to Harry Levin,
“Detail is that which, by localizing and stamping a sensation, transforms it into perception. It is
that which gives shape and authenticity to characters and landscapes; […] Finally […] detail is
that which makes memory seem vital, and description realistic. In his reconstruction of reality,
therefore, the novelist must strive to rediscover or invent the trifling circumstance” (135-136).
In Mimesis, Erich Auerbach analyzes the role of Le Rouge et le Noir in the development
of realism in the 19th century:
The character, attitudes and relationships of the dramatis personae, then, are very
closely connected with contemporary historical circumstances. Contemporary,
political and social conditions are woven into the action in a manner more
detailed and more real than had been exhibited in any earlier novel, and indeed in
any works of literary art. (403)
Jacques Dubois maintains that the microcosm that is the royal court of Parma actually represents
the Restoration and the July Monarchy (16). Though Stendhal strives for objective realism, Ann
Jefferson maintains that he is still close to the traditions of the 18th century (11). Then the desire
to amuse trumped the desire to instruct. Pleasure was the aim of novelists like Fielding and
Sterne, close to Stendhal’s heart, not documentation, as for realists like Zola. Pleasure is one of
the rewards of reading the Chartreuse de Parme, and at times, that quality derives from the
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comedic effect of its satire of society and the hilarious hypocrisy and incongruities of its
supporting cast of characters. It is a spectacle from which the leading players are excluded, for
they represent the author himself: Count Mosca, the disabused, bored minister; Fabrice, the
sensitive dreamer; the two women, the Duchess and Clélia, both passionate lovers and critical
observers of the society around them.
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Chapter 1
Caricature: The Rogues’ Gallery
The novel does not open with the story the author intends to tell. Instead, he begins with
the historical background and mood of Italian society at the time of Napoleon’s entry into Milan,
enabling him to move from the general to the particular. However, his introduction is not
pedantic. Stendhal is an author who shows rather than describes. He prefers action to talk. His
novel is made up of theatrical scenes complete with entrances, exits, dialogue, and setting fit for
the stage. And so, the opening of his novel resembles the generic of a movie that establishes the
tone and theme; it is a collage of episodic fragments.
There is the exact date of Napoleon’s entrance into Milan: May 15, 1796, plus the
evocation of a young, victorious army in contrast to the decline of a proud people for whom a
major activity had become printing sonnets on little handkerchiefs of pink taffeta. The clergy is
shown preaching subservience, and the Milanese army is a contingent of 80 soldiers dressed in
red, together with four magnificent regiments of Hungarian grenadiers. Finally, there is the
Archduke, living in Milan, governing in the name of the emperor, making money selling wheat.
All these picturesque details culminate in a picture left on the table of a café by an artist named
Gros. It is a caricature of the big, fat Archduke, stabbed in the belly by a French bayonet, and,
instead of blood, a huge quantity of wheat runs out of him. Moreover, we see the paper on which
the caricature is drawn, the back of a dirty yellow menu printed with a list of ices sold in the
café. The menu’s decaying condition, and its lists of cheap desserts, are an additional
demonstration of Gros’ opinion of the Archduke.
8

A caricature is shorthand for the truth. It is a device Stendhal uses repeatedly as he picks
out the little details that belie appearances. The picture Gros leaves behind on the table is
emblematic not only of Stendhal’s point of view, but also of his manner. It is therefore the
climax in the amalgam of incidents (the movie generics) leading to the opening sequence of the
Chartreuse. Superimposed on the image left by Gros, Stendhal will leave many pictures in the
pages of his book, starting with the presentation of Duchess Sanseverina to a cast of characters
who appear just as they might on the podium: before the curtain, in make-up and costume,
bowing to the audience.
After her arranged marriage to Duke Sanseverina, Gina del Dongo, formerly Countess
Pietranera, arrives in Parma to be near her lover, Count Mosca, and she is presented at court. Yet,
those introductions are not the standard kind, an exchange of pleasantries. Rather, they are
shown as a series of official portraits, such as might grace the walls of a museum, palace or
ministry. Actually, they are a rogues’ gallery. Before her eyes, their idealized poses morph, as
though through the magic of digitalized photography, into the defects of reality. Grandeur
disintegrates into absurdity, just as it does in the life at court Stendhal recreates as a tragicomedy
in which the duchess participates.
Duchess Sanseverina’s entrance begins with a distinguished welcome from the reigning
prince and princess, and she cannot fail to be impressed by the dignity that surrounds them as
testimony to the nobility of their person. The prince is tall; his hair, mustache and sideburns a
beautiful blond color; there is majesty in his bearing, and he seems to be a man of wit and strong
character; however, on closer inspection, his good attributes dissolve. He may be tall, but he is
also a little fat. His hair is not a beautiful blond, but rather pale and stringy, and in the middle of
9

a big face, there is a tiny, almost feminine nose. His majestic bearing is marred by an
uncontrollable swaying from one foot to the other.
As when one looks at portraits, the emphasis is on seeing and noticing, and the duchess
concludes that in order to uncover all these flaws, she must look closely at the details. But these
details destroy the assumed airs of hauteur and only make the individuals seem ridiculous.
Restrictive clauses that contradict the initial favorable impression of a penetrating and
commanding presence intensify the contradictions and contribute to the caricature. The allusion
to paintings becomes ever more overt as the prince owns a full-length portrait of Louis XIV; the
duchess finds the imitation striking. He also owns a marquetry table from Florence, which he
uses as a stage prop to lean upon in the manner of another monarch, Joseph II. In fact, the day
the duchess is presented, the model for the clothes the prince wears (red breeches, silk stockings,
and shoes), is to be found in the garments worn by Joseph I. The introduction to Ernest IV is the
first in a series, just as one would expect to see a series of portraits of eminences lining the halls
of the great. This similarity is further reinforced by the fact that Stendhal does not show these
introductions actively taking place, but rather in the past tense, as already fully formed images
hanging there for the duchess to see. Speaking to the reader, Stendhal digs beneath the surface
and exposes the personal details that overwhelm the superficial impression.
In the case of the Princess of Parma, Clara-Paolina, the second in line to be introduced,
Stendhal begins with the effects and then proceeds to their cause. He tells the reader that
Duchess Sanseverina was presented to a sad princess, but the word sad does not only apply to the
princess herself. It also applies to the impression she makes on others, which is unhappy,
therefore introverted, therefore boring, all because her husband has a mistress. The caricature
10

proceeds from that premise because it undermines the positive points that would satisfy the
casual observer. On the one hand, she is very tall, but she is also very skinny. She is not yet
thirty-six, but looks like she is fifty. Her features are regular and noble, but she has big round
eyes that barely see. As is often done in portraits, the artist adds an object that represents the
sitter in some way. For Clara-Paolina, Stendhal adds the mention of greenhouses filled with
tropical plants since she is very learned in botany. The joke served by this symbol becomes
apparent when, the next day, the duchess buys exotic plants to emulate her distinguished regent,
and, as a compliment to her. Because what else can you do as regards a lady so socially inept?
Clara-Paolina is at ease only when speaking to plants.
The motionless stillness of subjects that is natural to portraiture follows in what is an
addendum, another official portrait characterized by Stendhal as “un singulier spectacle” (243).
The princess is shown sitting opposite Father Landriani, Archbishop of Parma. “La princesse
passait sa vie avec le vénérable père Landriani, archevêque de Parme, homme de science,
homme d’esprit même, et parfaitement honnête homme, mais qui offrait un singulier spectacle
quand il était assis dans sa chaise de velours cramoisi (c’était le droit de sa place), vis-à-vis le
fauteuil de la princesse” (243). In place of the restrictive “mais”, there is the undermining “et”
linking a descending order of qualities starting from “homme de science” to “honnête homme”,
culminating in the mocking aside contained in the parentheses, which shows him to be a selfish
man tenaciously holding on to his privileges. The farcical contrast between appearance and truth
is further enhanced by the vivid coloration suggested by the white of the prelate’s long hair set
against the startling red of his chair, in comic antithesis to the drab silence that exists between the
two personnages. These two meet every day, yet they have nothing to say to each other, as they
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sit, overcome by torpor, a study in meaningless ceremony and impotence. Irrelevance brings the
two together. Ignored by both the prince and Count Mosca, his minister, they live on the
periphery of power. They have nothing to do.
The same image of antiquated hierarchy is repeated 173 pages later when, as a joke, the
count visits Princess Isota, ostensibly to propose marriage. She is the prince’s spinster sister, and
it is no coincidence her name phonetically includes the French word “sotte”, or silly. The count
finds her surrounded by her numerous dogs, living in solitary confinement masquerading as
splendor, totally out of touch with reality. When the count asks her why she is dressed in full
regalia, her answer is so absurd he can hardly keep from bursting out laughing. She says: “Il faut
faire une distinction, dit la princesse: la fille d’un roi de France, par exemple, n’a aucun espoir
d’arriver jamais à la couronne; mais les choses ne sont pas ainsi dans la famille de Parme. C’est
pourquoi nous autres Farnèse nous devons toujours conserver une certaine dignité dans notre
extérieur” (416).
In the way Stendhal’s images function in his novel, they bring to mind the packaging
logos devised by advertisers to represent their products and so to more easily sell them. Thus, the
hereditary prince is bestowed a hammer that represents obtuseness but also willful stubbornness;
it bangs at obstacles standing in the way of his desires. The Raversi, the count’s uncompromising
rival, is represented by three slashes of color: the bright red of her cheeks, the black ebony of her
hair, and the white brilliance of her diamonds, which telegraph her iron will, the ruthless
determination of her nature, and her manipulative intransigence.
The third in this series of presentations at court is that of the young prince. His caricature
is expedited in one brief paragraph notable for its coordinating sentences that link two disparate
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facts, giving them equal weight, “Il était fort en minéralogie, et avait seize ans. […] Il était fort
bel homme, et passait sa vie dans les bois un marteau à la main” (243). The resulting incongruity
signals his awkwardness and limited intelligence. There is not much to be said about him, and
that general assessment takes concrete shape when he is shown in the woods with a hammer in
his hand, an instrument that symbolizes his psyche and foreshadows his persistent courting of the
duchess, starting with his sudden outburst on seeing her for the first time. “Mon Dieu! madame,
que vous êtes jolie!” (243). Stendhal places the first family within the context of the entire court
and therefore proceeds to caricature two of its most prominent members: Marquise Balbi, the
prince’s mistress; and Marquise Raversi, leader of the political opposition.
When seen from a distance, Marquise Balbi is perfection itself; however, from close up,
one sees her skin is covered with an infinite number of wrinkles. (It is always the truth that
disturbs the illusion.) In fact, she cannot bear close scrutiny at all. She is excessively thin and
always has a knowing smile: the better to show her beautiful teeth and cover the puerility of her
words. The caricature points out her essential attribute, sordid avarice, represented by her oftrepeated fear of dying asleep on a straw mattress; by her lackeys’ fingerprints blackening the
doors of her salon; and by the lone candle melting on a table of precious marble; all among the
resplendent gilt decorations of her palace.
The painter Gros had no TV screen, only a table on which to leave his caricature for all to
see. Stendhal continues to supply graphic examples that replace abstraction and predict coming
events. Individuals stay true to form as the plot unfolds, revealing Duchess Sanseverina’s
struggles with the prince and his wife. Their lecherous son will rape the duchess and the
treacherous Raversi will lure Fabrice back to Parma and imprisonment in the Farnèse tower. The
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static caricature gives way to animated comedy as the traits it has laid bare propel action in the
drama embedded in the narrative.
When Prince Ranuce-Ernest IV prepares for his interview with the duchess (360-367), he
is fortified by a glance at the portrait of Louis XIV hanging in his office. He asks himself how
Louis talked to his daughter when he had reason to be displeased (361). Surprised by the
duchess’ nonchalance, he adopts an air of grandeur worthy of that portrait (362). When he feels
he has won points in the game of cat and mouse between himself on the one side and the duchess
and count on the other, he is emboldened to remark that he is prepared to forget his lofty position
and speak “comme un ami”, the preceding words italicized in the text to reproduce, on the one
hand, the insistent tone of sincerity he adopts, on the other, his falseness. This final dimension is
conveyed by a beautiful condescending smile, which comes straight from the happy era of Louis
X1V (365).
At the conclusion of the session, the count who, despite his liberal leanings, wit, and
disaffection, can’t overcome his instincts as a courtier, ends the scene with a closing sentence
that is an antiphrase masquerading as a statement of fact, magnified by the rhythmic cadence
typical of a hagiography. The count assures the prince that, “l’histoire anecdotique de Louis X1V
n’avait pas de page plus belle que celle qu’il venait de fournir à ses historiens futurs” (367-368).
In a vignette showing the count’s visit to Princess Isota, she first appears as in the standard
portraits of the era, decked out in all her finery, surrounded by a quantity of dogs. The portrait
comes to life when the count, who had embarked with childish glee on a visit he considers
ridiculous, and also as compensation for his despair over the duchess' rejection, introduces
himself. His words are rendered indirectly to mimic the distance that must separate him from a
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royal princess, and they echo his feigned respect and admiration. She takes him at his word, and
the count can hardly repress a movement of hilarity. The dichotomy between the hauteur the
princess assumes and the truth of her situation as an old maid delighted by the visit of a
distinguished prime minister, blushing at his compliments, is the essence of a joke that began as
a caricature (416). It terminates as a humorous scene.
The caricature of Archbishop Landriani comes to life when, in the midst of the indignant
uproar over Fabrice’s escape from the Farnèse tower, only he defends his young friend. His
words are comical because, although they state the truth in theory, they are in contradiction to the
truth in fact—tyranny. He dares repeat the legal maxim that the prosecution must remain
objective only because he is inconsequential. Everyone ignores him. He is a craven hypocrite and
is satirized as such (503). Another scene enhances this image of the archbishop when, in one
antiphrase after the other, the author dispassionately records the progressive advance of an
ecclesiastical ceremony, only to conclude with the source of the prelate’s piety: vainglory.
The author states that it is the custom in Italy (though Fabrice chose to stay in seclusion)
that it is the archbishop’s prerogative to attend all the court’s galas, at which time he is dressed in
the costume befitting his rank. The hundreds of servants gathered in the colonnaded antechamber
never fail to rise and ask for benediction from the monsignor, happy to stop and give it to them;
however, it is at one of these moments of solemn silence that the archbishop hears a voice say:
“Notre archevêque va au bal, et Monsignor del Dongo ne sort pas de sa chambre” (560). It is a
statement reminiscent of the child shouting that the emperor is wearing no clothes. As of that
moment, the favor Fabrice enjoys evaporates, and this animated scene affirms the initial
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caricatural portrait (243). The caricatures are definitive displays of personality traits since the
people portrayed never deviate.
A letter addressed to the duchess circa nine years after her presentation at court mirrors
the life the princess leads and is exactly as one would expect according to her caricature. First,
the letter shows her naïveté, her ignorance as to what really happened, since she speaks of the
duchess’ departure as being “brusque”, not realizing its motivation, Fabrice’s escape, initiated by
the duchess (508). It shows her dependent on the duchess’ society as distraction from her lonely
existence and gratitude for her support. She is so unsophisticated and lacking in insight that she
misses the purpose of the duchess’ letter and off-handedly grants her request to appoint Marquis
Crescenzi her attendant at court. Thus she inadvertently insures his marriage to Clélia Conti, as
the duchess so fervently desires. In her ineptitude, she remains poor Clara-Paolina.
The opening words of her letter, “Mon fils et moi”, show that she has been thrust aside
together with her son, an ungainly twenty-one-year-old still, seemingly, interested in mineralogy,
and with whom she has nothing in common, does not understand, and cannot control. As
happened several years earlier, his expressions of interest in the duchess, noted by his mother,
are “un peu fortes”. Archbishop Landriani is still around and has remained faithful. The ladiesin-waiting have grown older, and one of them, Marquise Ghisleri, is preparing to leave this world
for a better one, a prospect that annoys the princess. Her displeasure, rather than compassion,
highlights the shell of narrow-minded self-pity into which she has retreated.
Marquise Raversi, who was only briefly glimpsed when Stendhal showed her character as
distilled into three colors, rouged cheeks, black hair, white diamonds, reappears in a scene that
elaborates on the original impression and recalls Italian farce (244-245). She is represented as an
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evil genius, plotting to trap her enemies, aided by two buffoons she orders around. The first,
Count Baldi, her lover, is described as “jeune homme d’une admirable figure et fort insignifiant”,
the coordinate “et” inappropriately linking a noun and adjective, its awkwardness stressing his
insignificance. The second, her ex, Riscara, is his opposite, a small man, dark both physically
and morally, and therefore perfectly suited to Marquise Raversi’s designs (374). The three
together comprise a very funny picture, all alike in their contemptible way, yet very different the
one from the other. The marquise, imperious, asking “Comprends-tu Riscara?”. “Parfaitement”,
he replies. Baldi, on the other hand, needing some time before he finally opens his beautiful eyes
wide in comprehension, finally realizes how the marquise intends to use the letter she has just
dictated to him (to be copied by a forger) imitating Fabrice’s script. Riscara runs away laughing
and talking through his nose like Polichinelle. His movements are burlesque, and he leaves to
give Baldi time alone with the marquise. This scene is a farce because there is no subtlety in its
evolution. One character is very cunning, the other very stupid, the third very slimy, and they
play off one another as they interact. Stendhal quotes Riscara’s outcry in italics, “Il faut préparer
les paquets”, the italics mocking his derisive dependence on the marquise (375). The joke
continues five days later when the two men have returned, their errand completed, Baldi limping,
exhausted by what he calls a big trip because part of the way was across a mountain on the back
of a mule. The association of Baldi with a mule seems appropriate.
Hilarity and buffoonery reach their climax when, after all these conspiratorial
machinations, a sample letter by Riscara, just in case, recalls the original caricature of the prince
(240-241), and his mistress, Marquise Balbi (243-244). It describes the prince’s fears and tears at
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night and says that his mistress is so skinny that she leaves the mark of a tweezer on the cushion
upon which she has sat.
The foregoing eminences at the court of Parma are presented to the duchess' initial
viewing as a series of caricatural portraits that preview their role in the narrative and the manner
of their participation later; however, other secondary figures subsequently appear embedded
within the narrative itself. One such is the potentate’s Minister of Justice, Rassi. His personality
is displayed by his gestures and appearance, as noted by the author (371). First, he shows his
entrance into the prince’s office through a secret door, bent in two, enormously obsequious. He
continues to note the rapid and darting movement of his eyes, which betray knowledge of his
merit, and the arrogant and grimacing assurance of his mouth, which shows he knows how to
defend himself against scorn. Only after recording these revelatory reflexes does Stendhal
proceed to the description of Rassi’s person as being tall, having very intelligent, beautiful eyes,
and with a face disfigured by scarlet fever. Rassi possesses a keen mind and is a resourceful
lawyer capable of contorting the law to suit his argument. It is generally acknowledged that he is
a brilliant jurist. From this bundle of contradictions, Stendhal searches for the one characteristic
that will define Rassi and symbolize him, and that is his willingness to submit to the indignities
the aristocracy reserves for him. Thus, the caricature is the source of comedy that turns to farce
as the great judge becomes court jester, receiving slaps and kicks in the pants from his prince,
who needs distraction from his paranoia and for whom he is a perfect foil (371-372). Throughout
his tenure, Rassi is the butt of jokes, and he comes across as a buffoon so overcome by the
exalted company around him that he forgets himself in conversation, crosses his legs, puts his
shoe in his hand, and spreads his red cotton handkerchief on his leg. The comedy continues
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when, for the edification of the young lascivious prince who has succeeded his father, one of the
prettiest women of the bourgeoisie, knowing she has good legs, sets out to imitate the judge
(523).
In what at first appears to be a detour, Stendhal broadens his novel’s panorama by the
unexpected inclusion of persons heretofore unknown to the reader. They are presented in a
detailed way that is fodder for comedy, made up of a myriad of little observations that reach their
apotheosis in one emblematic object that represents the entire scene, just as a logo brands a
product. First, chapter 28, begins with what, in Stendhal’s own words, is funny, because, as he
says, he is sketching the comic race of courtiers (583). In the list of their defects, he includes
their meager income, black stockings, their state of never having read Voltaire or Rousseau, their
tender speeches about the sovereign’s cold or newest box of mineralogy, their attendance at mass
every day of the year, and the existence among their friends of two or three fat monks, all of
which allow them to ignore the tax collector.
Among them, Gonzo stands out as the personnification of this type of sycophant. He is
never happier than when in the company of the great (in this case, Marquis Crescenzi), and
accepts their insults with equanimity. Though devoid of any ideas, he is very shrewd,
ingratiatingly pretentious. Finally, Stendhal arrives at the defining symbol, the caricature that
explains everything. It is a three-cornered hat decorated with a rather bedraggled black feather,
which Gonzo always wears in an impudent, shameless way. It is the high point in the comic
scene, and seems to float above the crowd, first as Gonzo catches his breeches on the gold
brocade of the armchair in the Crescenzi household; then during the reception given to the
assembly who have arrived like Gonzo for the evening; and finally during the conversation
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among five or six officers concerning the number and type of buttons soldiers must wear in order
to ensure a general’s victory.
Set against the magnificent surroundings, in the antithetical mode favored by Stendhal,
the presence of this poor black feather, so incongruous and strange, is intensified. The setting is a
study in hilarious futility. A lackey dressed in yellow livery covered with silver braid and a red
vest takes the hats and canes of the poor devils. He is immediately followed by a valet bringing a
tiny cup of coffee on a silver filigree stem and, every half hour thereafter, by a maître d’,
magnificently dressed, a sword at his side, coming to offer ice cream (584). The black feather
also foreshadows Clélia’s neglect of her vow, as her vow to forget Fabrice evaporates. The
enterprising, vainglorious Gonzo, in an attempt to ingratiate as well as distinguish himself, will
lead Clélia to her downfall.
In the story of La Fausta, the opera star whose voice attracts Fabrice, Stendhal adopts the
tradition of the knight errant on a quest of an impossible dream, a holy grail, glorious victory in
battle, the love of a fair lady (338-355). Set against the backdrop of a park, an allée planted with
towering trees, a palace, it is a spoof that follows Fabrice as suitor on a powerful steed in his
trials and tribulations attempting to reach his beloved. In keeping with the comic intentions,
everything is hyped to the nth degree. The sideburns Fabrice’s rival sports are enormous, his
insolence extreme, his jealousy abominable, and he himself is an unfortunate insect to be
exterminated. La Fausta herself is crazy, and not only are the streets around her residence
guarded, but so is the entire neighborhood. As spies watch Fabrice from behind drawn blinds, not
only does silence reign, but it is profound. When Fabrice writes La Fausta a letter, it is of the
most extravagant kind, and, when, finally, his rival sends his men to attack, they are armed to the
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teeth; fifty torches appear, illuminating the sky. The crowning joke is that this daring young man
who dares to usurp his attacking rival’s place is presumed to be none other than the hereditary
prince, the very person whose amorous impulses are directed towards the study of mineralogical
specimens by the phalange of tutors surrounding him. In this way, the caricature of the epic of
chivalry is linked to the character of the prince.
Casting a spotlight on each one of its portrayals, it finds a symbol for each: a black
feather for Gonzo, mineralogy for the young prince, the colors red, black and white for the
Raversi, and the color red for the farcical pursuit of La Fausta undertaken by Fabrice, during
which he wears a bright red wig. Red suggests the exceptional, what is out of bounds, beyond the
norm. In the general population, red hair is a rarity. This is particularly true in Italy, so Fabrice’s
wig is not only a disguise but a statement of deviation from the norm. The caricature is pursued
further in the image of the awkward Englishman whose red hair advertises his foreignness in
contradiction to the fiery Italian temperament incarnated by Fabrice. He is a scholar, not a lover,
come to Parma to study mediaeval manuscripts in its library, unaware that he is among the
descendants of the people in those manuscripts. His hosts perceive him as a fool worried about
being cheated pennies when buying groceries. Before he knows it, he lands in jail for a month, a
convenient stand-in scapegoat for Fabrice in the La Fausta episode, (351-352). La Fausta herself
has been put into the citadel after her lover has fled and she is left holding the bag. Finally, the
joke has reached its zenith. The wrong people are in prison, the fall guys.
In Ferrante Palla, Stendhal creates a figure that represents the idea of poetic genius, but,
at the same time, satirizes its excesses, and therefore caricatures them. A prisoner of his genius,
the poet is set apart from ordinary men in his mission to inspire them and prevent them from
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falling into the slothful acceptance of false, materialistic values. Because of the sincerity of his
motives, the depth of his convictions, his attachment to sublime beauty, his lack of personal
ambition, and his complete disinterest for profit, he is saintly. In fact, looking at Ferrante Palla,
the duchess remembers a portrait of Saint John in the Desert that had just been placed in the
cathedral (471). Palla’s appearance bespeaks his solitary existence outside normal pursuits. He is
extremely thin, and his eyes are so beautiful and filled with such tender exaltation as to eliminate
all fear of him. On the other hand, there is his oversize image, just as extreme in nature; the
exaggeration it suggests borders on the comical.
Palla’s clothes have rips a foot long. He gambols through the woods like a sprite,
enthralled by the fantastic idea of meeting the duchess and becoming her lover. He is undeterred
by the fact he already has five children by an apothecary’s wife with whom he ran away. To
remain independent, he has become a highwayman, but he robs only 100 francs a month and
intends to return the sum if ever able. The sentences he utters are structurally sound and, on the
face of it, make sense, but in their absolutism, their total disengagement from political, social,
and normal conventions, touch on the fringes of insanity, “Moi, primo, j’expose ma vie; secundo,
songez, madame, aux réflexions qui m’agitent lorsque je vais voler! Suis-je dans le vrai, me disje? La place de tribun rend-elle des services valant réellement cent francs par mois?” (473). After
promising the duchess not to act on his plans to eliminate certain tyrants, he says, “Et si l’on me
prend par suite de mon imprudence, dit gravement Ferrante, tous ces coquins, si nuisibles au
peuple, vivront de longues années, et à qui la faute? Que dira mon père en me recevant là-haut?”
(473). He actually believes robbery is excused by the promise of future repayment and seriously
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calculates the value of his crime. He justifies regicide by the fear he has of a reprimand by his
dead father.
Promising the duchess that he will poison Prince Ranuce-Ernest as she commands, he
says: “J’exécuterai fidèlement, ponctuellement et prudemment” (477). Through the figure of
Ferrante Palla, one of his alter egos, Stendhal gives his version of what he and the duchess
admire in art. Referring to Palla, she says, “Voilà le seul homme qui m’ait comprise” (479). His
extreme convictions are in sympathy with her passionate nature.
As the portrait of Ferrante Palla insinuates, art and poetry are the sincere communion
with deep, primeval emotions and their original expression; yet, such an achievement can also
derive from a vision that is so unusual it is called “crazy”. The duchess and her servants
characterize Palla in this way, and, therefore, art carried to its extremes can also become the
object of comedy, as in the operetta “Patience” by Gilbert and Sullivan, where the artsy hero
promenades, a flower in his hand.
In his introduction to the 1949 edition of the Chartreuse, Henri Martineau notes:
La Chartreuse fut écrite, […] avec une étonnante rapidité. En cinquante-deux
jours Stendhal remplit six gros cahiers de l’histoire de Fabrice del Dongo. Chaque
matin il se remettait au travail après avoir relu la dernière page dictée la veille
[…] Sans savoir au juste où il allait car, il nous l’a confié, “cela le glaçait que de
suivre un plan”, il se fiait à son imagination émue et il improvisait. (xi)
Because it is a product of extemporaneous speech, the Chartreuse does not exhibit the obsession
with stylistic devices of Madame Bovary. Rather, stylistic expressivity is achieved instinctively
from the accumulations of a lifetime apprenticeship in all the experiences of living. From
speaking for himself, Stendhal easily transitions to having his characters speak. In his study, La
Création chez Stendhal, Jean Prévost noted:
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Dans Armance on voit très nettement en effet […] l’écriture […] se lier au parler
oral dans le dialogue et dans le monologue, mais c’est pour y devenir le véritable
instrument du style de Stendhal. […] nous connaissons […] le goût de Stendhal
pour la déclamation et son sens appuyé de la sténographie à travers sa déjà longue
pratique de l’écriture avec le Journal et dans sa tentation du théâtre. (28-29)
The spoken word is the fundamental building block of a stage play, and the oral quality of
Stendhal’s prose easily adapts to theatrical performance and recalls his youthful attempts at
playwriting and acting. The initial image of Stendhal sitting at a table in Padua is etched
(Prévost) in the reader’s mind, and it seems he never leaves that position as he tells the story of
the Chartreuse. In this way, he has taken an acting role for himself, as Harry Levin observes in
The Gates of Horn: he was a “comic bard” (111). He describes him as a “professional
conversationalist” whose speech therefore incorporates the qualities such a personality would
exhibit: “offhand verve, deliberate indiscretion, anecdotal flow, epigrammatic turn, sudden
transition, parentheses, frequent repetitions […] Only in conversation could a characteristic
adjective like “affreux”, so colorless in print, be charged with meaning.” (112). In Stendhal’s
case, the wit, the clarity, the expository demonstration irresistibly cross over to stage production:
set design, dialogue, intonation, body language, directional flow and movement.
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Chapter 2
Sentence Structure
I. Italics
An analysis of Stendhal’s sentence structure reveals his strengths as a conversationalist.
The initial conceit of a story told to friends sitting around a table, as formulated in the notice, is a
fundamental narrative device in the Chartreuse, and it persists to the end. Italics appear as one of
its incarnations because their typography diverges from the rest of the text: jumping out from the
page, they seize the reader’s attention. It is as though the author were engaging the reader in
conspiratorial communication, giving him the illusion he is speaking only to him. Storytellers
spin out their yarn without premeditation as to the structure of their sentences or the choice of
their vocabulary. It is an impromptu exercise that springs directly from their psyche. Moreover,
as a facsimile of oral communication, italics reflect the theatrical presentation of Stendhal’s
vignettes.
First in the opening chapter, in order to set the background and then at steady intervals,
Stendhal addresses the reader to explain or give his opinion. When he is not overtly present in
the narrative, he inserts reminders of his presence in the form of explanations, parentheses, or the
use of “etc”. Italics are particularly useful because they do not require the interruption of the
narrative since they can be placed anywhere within the text. Moreover, the act of informal
storytelling to friends does not necessarily allow time for the search for expressive imagery, and
the listener must often deduce implied meaning from the storyteller’s tone of voice or body
language. Italics may stand in for both of these.
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Stendhal italicizes proper nouns referring to people and places, foreign words and titles.
The words that are italicized spring from the page and arouse the reader’s attention. Their
significance is not always apparent, but by virtue of their iconography, the reader is persuaded of
the narrator’s unarticulated intentions and is free to interpret them as he wishes. What would be a
fluent reading is interrupted by a halt of a second or two. Sometimes their use can seem arbitrary,
used as the fancy strikes, because the same word appears italicized in places, not in others.
Sediola appears in italics in the opening sentence, “Deux heures plus tard, le pauvre
Fabrice, garni de menottes et attaché par une longue chaîne à la sediola même dans laquelle on
l’avait fait monter” (376). Two sentences later, the word “sediola” appears in ordinary type: “Sur
les sept heures après midi, la sediola, escortée par tous les gamins de Parme et par trente
gendarmes, traversa la belle promenade.” In the following sentence, it re-appears in italics: “La
voiture du gouverneur s’arrêta avant d’arriver au pont-levis pour laisser entrer la sediola à
laquelle Fabrice était attaché” (376-377). The name of Duchess Sanseverina’s maid is first
italicized: “La duchesse, accompagnée de Chékina, venait, dans la soirée avancée, passer
quelques instants dans le jardin du comte” (469). Then, in the next paragraph, Chékina’s name is
in ordinary type: “elle le fit prier par la Chékina de passer à l’instant chez elle.”
The same inconsistency in italicizing standards is shown with place names. Sanguigna,
the site of the excavation of ancient Roman artifacts and the murder of Giletti by Fabrice, is
italicized in the mouth of Fabrice talking about the count’s excavations at Sanguigna (302). Yet
in the same paragraph, one sentence later, “j’ai envie de lui proposer d’aller passer trente-six
heures à Sanguigna,” it is not italicized. Later, when Rassi talks about the excavation at
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Sanguigna to the Prince, it is italicized again, “De plus, je soupçonne la duchesse d’avoir
découvert trois des paysans qui travaillaient à la fouille de Sanguigna, et qui se trouvaient hors
du fossé au moment où le brigand de Gieltti attaqua del Dongo” (468). The shifts seem random
and confusing.
During Fabrice’s discussion with the duchess about his future career in the church and his
departure for Naples to attend the ecclesiastic academy, he says; “J’écrirai à ma mère, qui sera
assez bonne pour venir me voir à Belgirate, sur la rive piémontaise du lac Majeur, et le trente et
unième jour après celui-ci, je serai incognito dans Parme” (251). Here Belgirate is in italics, yet
years later, when Count Mosca, wishing to extricate himself from a bad situation, says: “Ne doitil pas aller à Belgirate, voir la Marquise del Dongo?” (277) and when the author informs the
reader in almost the same terms as Fabrice had: “Fabrice trouva sa mère et une de ses soeurs à
Belgirate, gros village piémontais, sur la rive droite du lac Majeur” (278), there are no italics.
Three other locations face a similarly uncertain fate with regard to font styling: “Velleja”,
“La Scala”, and “Zonders”. First, italics: “La marquise Raversi était furibonde dans son château
de Velleja”, then no italics, “L’Altesse reçut ces messieurs avec une grâce parfaite, et leur
arrivée à Velleja fut une grande consolation pour la marquise” (373). When Count Mosca
reminds the duchess of the beginnings of their love affair long ago: “Que vais-je devenir? lui
répétait le comte, moi qui sens que je vous suis attaché avec plus de passion que les premiers
jours, quand je vous voyais à la Scala!” (400), italics are used. When the opera house is the
incubator of their love affair, the name is not in italics, “il se rappela qu’à huit heures le théâtre
de la Scala ouvrait […] Il s’enfuit et essaya d’user le temps en se promenant dans ces rues si
jolies qui entourent le théâtre de la Scala” (230). In chapter 5, after the battle of Waterloo, when
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Fabrice is lost and wounded and asks “Où suis-je”, Zonders is not italicized: “Le paysan lui
apprit qu’à trois quarts de lieue plus loin se trouvait le bourg de Zonders, où il serait très bien
soigné” (206). In chapter 13, during an exercise in self-examination about his inability to fall in
love, Fabrice says to himself, “Dans le fait je n’ai connu un peu de cette préoccupation tendre
qu’on appelle je crois, l’amour, que pour cette jeune Aniken de l’auberge de Zonders, près de la
frontière de la Belgique” (337-338), using italics. Carried along by the flow of the virtual voice
of the narrator, the reader-listener acquiesces and is jolted by the sudden emphatic insistence that
italics represent. Does the narrator suddenly ascribe special meaning to the words, or does he
want to force the reader’s memory, or does he just give in to a sudden impulse?
Sometimes, because of the context surrounding the italicized word, its message is
apparent. In the case of Rassi, the villainous, corrupt judge ready to oblige anyone who will pay
enough, his name appears in italics in connection with the case of Count Davide Palanza, a
martyred liberal, and it underscores his infamous role in that affair: ‘Nous avons à cette cour un
coquin d’infiniment d’esprit, nommé Rassi, grand juge ou fiscal général, qui, lors de la mort du
comte Palanza, ensorcela le père Landriani” (263-264). As Rassi migrates from being the name
of a person to being the publicly accepted eponym for infamy, it is italicized (408). First, no
italics: “De sa vie, le Rassi n’avait pu arriver à une conversation intime avec le premier ministre;
il était hors de lui de bonheur” (408). Then, with shifting meaning, with italics: “le petit peuple
donnait le nom de Rassi aux chiens enragés; depuis peu des soldats s’étaient battus en duel parce
qu’un de leurs camarades les avait appelés Rassi” (408). Since italics highlight words, they are
an economical, rapid way for the author to circumvent explanations and to quickly breach the
chasm between himself and the reader, as it were, calling out to him from the other side. Thus,
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when the Farnèse tower is first introduced as an awesome survivor of the Italian Renaissance,
with the history of its construction and place in Parma, the family name Farnèse is not italicized
(246). At the moment Clélia realizes Fabrice is imprisoned in the tower, that he is climbing the
380 steps of the tower to his prison, the name is italicized, as it acquires a central position in the
novel and transforms the lives of Clélia and Fabrice (387).
Italics can stand for intonation and are therefore polyvalent. They are a convenient tool
that easily transfers oral accentuation to the written page and, with it, true intent: sarcasm,
comedy, anger, excitement, or quotation. The passions italics express can be so strong that their
presence displaces traditional accentuation of language, shifting accentuation to a word where it
customarily has no place, for instance:
A. On the subject pronoun “il”
• “Il m’a trompée, s’écriait-elle […] il m’a trompée de la façon la plus lâche!” (401)
The fury of the duchess against the prince, who has reneged on his promise to spare
Fabrice, is here marked by the repetition of the sentence and its permutation, which
grows to a crescendo.

B. On the possessive pronoun “ma”
• “je brûle de voir ma terre de la Ricciarda” (494)
• “Mon plan est tout fait; je pars de Sacca sur les neuf heures, à dix et demie mon
cheval est à l’auberge des Trois Ganaches, sur la route de Casal-Maggiore et de
ma terre de la Ricciarda” (496)
The duchess has just overwhelmed her servant Ludovic with a gift of property; his
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instinctive peasant’s attachment to land and its ownership expresses itself in his
emphasis on the word “ma”, which telegraphs that the land now belongs to him,
not to be taken away.

C. On an entire sentence
• “Fabrice, s’écria-t-elle à haute voix, est au pouvoir de ses ennemis, et peut-être à
cause de moi ils lui donneront du poison!” (391)
Having returned home from an evening during which she retained her composure
and never lost her veneer of coquettish frivolity and wit, the duchess collapses on
her bed and cries out. Here, italics emphasize a painful transition to feelings of
helplessness, desperation, and fear, as it stands for the pitiful climax of an elegant
soirée, and, in antithesis, offers the prospect of a sorrowful, dangerous future.

D. On a noun or adjective, to express anger
Here, the duchess’ anger is directed at Count Mosca. Responding as a courtier,
he omitted the words “unjust procedure” in the pardon he had the prince sign:
• “mais après l’omission courtisanesque des mots procédure injuste dans le billet du
prince, je sens que pour ne pas le haïr j’ai besoin de passer quelques mois sans le
voir.” (397)
For the duchess, these words symbolize a turning point in her life. In parentheses,
Stendhal himself indicates that under his pen, italics account for a special tone of
voice. Speaking to the count, the duchess says: “On vous aura dit que j’aimais
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Fabrice, car je sais que le bruit en a couru dans cette cour méchante. (Ses yeux
brillèrent pour la première fois dans cette conversation en prononçant ce mot
méchante.)” (399)

E. On a noun, to indicate mistrust
During the prince’s first interview with Fabrice, freshly arrived from the
ecclesiastic academy of Naples, italics express the cynical mistrust in the prince’s
voice when he addresses him as monsignor:
• “Eh bien! Monsignore, dit-il à Fabrice, les peuples de Naples sont-ils heureux?”
(260)
Almost immediately thereafter, the prince concludes:
•

“Peste! dit le prince, quel sacre! voici un oiseau bien stylé” (261)

As can be seen by the uninterrupted use of italics, even when talking to himself, the
prince expresses undiminished, scornful distrust.

F. On a phrase, to indicate the sugary tone of insidious, hypocritical flattery
When the prince is intent on deceiving the duchess in his promise to pardon
Fabrice, he says: “Je vais parler comme un ami” (365), and, adding gallant condescension
to the mix: “Que faut-il faire pour plaire à ces beaux yeux?” (366). One can almost hear
his voice lowering to beguiling tones as he tries to charm the duchess. In his son’s mouth,
the heir to the throne after his father’s death, hypocrisy adds the aura of polite
understatement as lust masquerades as friendship. The prince, having forced the duchess
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to agree to his advances, addresses her as chère amie (550), which instead means dear
victim. In reverse, though, here the italics accent the words upon which the speaker
insists because they suppress the truth. Clélia, refusing to admit her love, gives Fabrice
her fan as a peace offering and says: “Oublions le passé, lui dit-elle, et gardez ce souvenir
d’amitié” (569). We know that here, “amitié” really means “love”.

Italics reproduce not only the protagonists’ voice, but also the author’s. Stendhal’s
opinion pierces through what on face value is a simple, factual sentence. Relating the
preparations Marquis Crescenzi is making for his marriage to Clélia, “[il] faisait des préparatifs
immenses, et pourtant il épousait une fille sans dot” (505). The italics translate not only the
public’s astonishment but, also, Stendhal’s contempt for what he considers the narrow-minded
worship of money.
In the same vein, when the duchess prods the young prince to burn evidence that might
incriminate her in his father’s death, she cleverly utters “lowly” birth and scoundrels in the same
breath, thus opening a breach for the prince’s mother to take her side. In the dowager’s mouth,
the expression is italicized: “Jamais de ministre de basse naissance”, and it not only reproduces
the scorn she must feel for the common man, but Stendhal’s mocking republicanism (532).
Speaking to Ranuce-Ernest IV, Fabrice naïvely rejects what is inherently a part of his
character, instead blithely repeating the lessons learned in the seminary in Naples, “Le plus grand
intérêt de l’homme, c’est son salut, […] Les mots liberté, justice, bonheur du plus grand nombre,
sont infâmes et criminels” (262). Here Stendhal emphasizes the principles dear to him and
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proscribed in the despotic state of Parma. Fabrice’s innocence underlines the incongruity of his
statement and allows the author’s sarcasm to glimmer through.
It is as though Stendhal cannot suppress the sneering sarcasm of his tone as he invites the
reader to join him in laughter at the mouthed falsehoods one is expected to accept: “Or, entre
autres idées enfantines, le prince prétendait avoir un ministère moral” (523); “un procès ridicule
[…] contre Fabrice, accusé du crime de s’être sauvé, ou, comme disait le fiscal en en riant luimême, de s’être dérobé à la clémence d’un prince magnanime!” (501). The prince knows
nothing about “magnanimous clemency”.
The sarcasm also applies to the anachronistic nature of the court, its superannuated rituals
derived from the 18th century, “la princesse, entourée de ses dames d’honneur et de ses deux
dames pour accompagner” (243); “Ce qui rend en ce pays-là un petit noble, garni de ses trois ou
quatre mille livres de rente, digne de figurer en bas noirs aux levers du prince, c’est d’abord de
n’avoir jamais lu Voltaire et Rousseau” (583). Italics also suggest the author laughing as, for
example, when in the sequence dedicated to La Fausta, the Englishman is conveniently
imprisoned for carrying small pistols in a country where, at the time, vengeance and weapons
were a part of cultural identity, “Le savant à la crinière rouge […] devint furieux à son auberge,
et sortit de sa poche de petits pistolets pour se venger du cameriere qui lui demandait deux sous
d’une pêche médiocre. On l’arrêta, car porter de petits pistolets est un grand crime!” (351). In the
spirit of irony, this is an antiphrase.
With Stendhal, italics do not only equal jokes, satire, or sarcasm. They also register a
serious, affirmative tone of voice. Beauty in nature, the arts, and especially in women is of
paramount importance to Stendhal. It is a recurring theme, as when the count explains the
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prince’s excessive reserve in the reception of the duchess: “le prince ne voit à sa cour aucune
femme qui puisse vous le disputer en beauté” (241). Linked to Stendhal’s love of beauty is his
fear of aging and its attendant consequences, especially in matters of the heart. Here, the count is
jealous of young Fabrice, and italics scream his horror at having reached his fifties: “le comte
avait atteint la cinquantaine, c’est un mot bien cruel et dont peut-être un homme éperdument
amoureux peut seul sentir tout le ressentiment” (259). Like a musical downbeat, italics can serve
as a coda, like in the final sentence of the first chapter of the second half of the Chartreuse. Here,
at the same time, they echo the past and hint of the future. When Riscara, Marquise Raversi’s
spy, worries that Fabrice’s friends might meet the police gone to arrest him, the magistrate
replies: “Intelligenti pauca! s’écria le podestat d’un air malin” (376). The mayor’s exclamation
echoes in the reader’s ears with foreboding implications, and it underscores the mocking
animosity surrounding Fabrice.

II. The Demonstrative Adjective
The demonstrative adjective is an important tool for the storyteller communicating with
his audience, as he seeks to attract its attentive participation, its approval, and its eventual
complicity in the development of his story. Together with the pictures and ideas the story
projects, the demonstrative adjective implicitly points out what Stendhal wishes that audience to
look at and see, and is therefore particularly well suited to his mission in the Chartreuse de
Parme. In the very first sentence of the novel, the emphatic “that” in the phrase “that young army
which had just crossed the bridge of Lodi” calls on the reader’s knowledge of that army and
builds a bridge between the reader and the writer who invokes its recall, “cette jeune armée qui
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venait de passer le pont de Lodi, et d’apprendre au monde qu’après tant de siècles César et
Alexandre avaient un successeur. Les miracles de bravoure et de génie dont l’Italie fut témoin en
quelques mois réveillèrent un peuple endormi” (143). Here, the demonstrative also does the work
of italics, for it stresses the word it modifies, in this case an army the author compares to
Caesar’s and Alexander’s because of its “miracles of bravery and genius”.
Further, the use of the demonstrative adjective facilitates the technique the author had
adopted from the outset: that of a narrator entertaining his audience, which becomes apparent
when he allows a Lieutenant Robert, who the reader later infers is Fabrice’s putative father, to
replace him as narrator, adopting the conceit of turning the fictional character into the author, the
author becoming the listener. This is a kind of literary game, a loosening of the narrative strings.
As the lieutenant’s story proceeds, he speaks to the author as to a friend, a device the author
himself uses vis-à-vis the reader, as to one who presumably is familiar with the events he
describes. Therefore, the demonstrative not only points out but also assumes prior knowledge,
since in this case there are no immediate explicatory antecedents: “ces dames”, “cette figure
charmante”, “cette beauté surnaturelle”; speaking of the marquise, Robert says to the author,
“vous l’avez connue” (146). The demonstrative is contemporaneous description, following the
action as it goes along. It accentuates precision and is restrictive to one point, one detail in the
visual, acoustic or narrative field. As the images it points out resurface, the life once lived returns
as the life lived in the present. Continuing, Robert recalls the reception in the del Dongo dining
room so many years ago and the discomfort he felt surrounded by lackeys and valets in
magnificent uniforms, whereas he, a poor lieutenant just returned from the war, was dressed in
comparative rags. He shows “tous ces regards stupides fixés sur mon habit” and says he could
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have struck fear in “tous ces gens” had he not been restrained by the thought of frightening the
ladies (146). Here, the use of the demonstrative adjective indicates that Robert visualizes the
scene happening so long ago. He relives the past.
As with italics, demonstratives can highlight the word they modify and add extra
meaning as they characterize the antecedent. Thus, talking about twelve lackeys and valets
dressed in the height of fashion, he says: “je voyais dans une salle à manger tout de marbre,
douze laquais et des valets de chambre vêtus avec ce qui me semblait alors le comble de la
magnificence. Figurez-vous que ces coquins-là avaient non seulement de bons souliers mais des
boucles d’argent” (146). Referring to the Marquis del Dongo who had returned to Milan, Robert
says, “Huit jours après, […] le marquis del Dongo revint de son château de Grianta, sur le lac de
Côme […] La haine que ce monsieur avait pour nous était égal à sa peur, c’est-à-dire
incommensurable” (147). In both cases, the demonstrative stresses the disgust felt by the
speaker, impelled to point out the offenders.
Segments of the Waterloo episode are examples of the impersonal panoramic survey
suddenly broken by the irruption of personal contact expressed by one of its protagonists,
underscored by use of the demonstrative. Stendhal describes the movements of an escort
following a group of Napoleon’s generals:
L’escorte s’arrêta pour passer un large fossé […] il était bordé de grands arbres
[…] Presque tous les hussards avaient mis pieds à terre; le bord du fossé était à
pic et fort glissant, et l’eau se trouvait bien à trois ou quatre pieds en contre-bas au
dessous de la prairie. Fabrice […] songeait plus au maréchal Ney et à la gloire
qu’à son cheval, lequel, étant fort animé, sauta dans le canal; […] Un des
généraux fut entièrement mouillé par la nappe d’eau, et s’écria en jurant: Au
diable la f… bête! (179)
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And the reaction: “Fabrice se sentit profondément blessé par cette injure” (Ibid). Third person
narration is replaced by first person exclamation, followed by Fabrice’s personal reaction,
emphasized by the demonstrative adjective “cette”.
Once the storyteller’s purpose abandons the panoramic view in favor of the close-up, the
demonstrative adjectives revert to one of their attributes, the pointing finger, attach themselves to
the essential detail and act as a series of signposts. Whereas the episode begins as a scene curious
spectators might view from afar, as the narrator changes pace and gives a step-by-step
accounting of the action, the demonstrative guides the reader and places him in proximity to the
action and to the hero whose perspective he follows. The narrator indicates that such are his
intentions by his repeated use of the phrase “at that moment”. “A ce moment, l’escorte allait
ventre à terre […] A ce moment, les généraux et l’escorte descendirent dans un petit chemin
plein d’eau” (181).
The grouping of demonstrative and noun is the narrative vehicle that transports the reader
from point to point:
Il était surtout scandalisé de ce bruit qui lui faisait mal aux oreilles. L’escorte prit
le galop; on traversait une grande pièce de terre labourée, située au-delà du canal,
et ce champ était jonché de cadavres. […] il remarqua que beaucoup de ces
malheureux habits rouges vivaient encore […] il vit le plus gros de ces
généraux qui parlait à son voisin, […] Fabrice ne put retenir sa curiosité, et […]
dit à son voisin: ‘Quel est-il ce général qui gourmande son voisin?’ […] Le fond
des sillons était plein d’eau, et la terre fort humide, qui formait la crête de ces
sillons, volait en petits fragments noirs lancés à trois ou quatre pieds de haut. […]
Pour lui ces paroles voulaient dire: jamais je ne serai un héros. […] Ce regard le
fit rougir, et, pour finir son embarras, il tourna la tête vers l’ennemi. C’étaient des
lignes fort étendues d’hommes rouges, mais, ce qui l’étonna fort, ces hommes lui
semblaient tout petits. (180-181)
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Here, Fabrice is a spectator trying to understand what he sees. The numerous demonstratives
demarcate the stress he feels as he looks and tries to make heads and tails of it all. He feels
himself a stranger, an outsider.
Demonstrative adjectives emphasize the elements the narrator considers important, and
the work they do in guiding the reader implies his presence though he be invisible, replaced by
the demonstratives that stand in his place. But he is still an active storyteller talking to his
audience. Furthermore, the demonstrative spotlights the subject who is seen in the act of seeing
or searching.
In the account relating Fabrice’s attempts to reach Clélia through his sermons at church
and continue their love idyll, the demonstratives point out one fact after the other, leading the
reader from Clélia’s weakening resolve to forget Fabrice, to the church where he is preaching, to
the young woman who will arouse her jealousy. Seeing the adoring crowd that fills the church,
Clélia is reminded that she had not been wrong to fall in love with Fabrice.
•
•
•

“Mais précisément à cause de ce moment
d’attendrissement elle résista”
She did not appear: “dans cette même petite église.”
She even became irritated by “cette affectation à venir
troubler sa vie solitaire” (581)

For his part, Fabrice took to surveying the faces of the ladies inside the church, and he noticed
the flaming eyes of a pretty young woman:
•
•
•
•

“Ces yeux magnifiques étaient baignés de larmes”
“il reposait assez volontiers ses regards sur cette tête”
“Il apprit que cette jeune personne s’appelait Anetta
Marini”
“Bientôt le nom de cette Anetta Marini, […] fut dans toutes
les bouches.” (581)

After she declared she was no longer interested in her fiancé, but loved another:
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•

“Sa famille chercha […] quel pouvait être cet autre.” (582)

Here, the demonstrative takes on a narrative tone. It is the narrative thread that links the
successive stages of the story.
At times, the narrator abandons all reserve and speaks directly to the reader. He adopts
the role of tour guide, pointing out the features of the Farnèse tower, Fabrice’s future prison
(418). The demonstratives create the impression of a pointer, like those used in a presentation.
Further, since such presentations generally involve factual reality, the narrator presents his
description of the tower in the present tense, as though the structure as described really existed,
although it is totally reimagined by him, an amalgam of several structures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

“Cette seconde tour, comme le lecteur s’en souvient peut-être, fut élevée
sur la plate-forme de la grosse tour”
“Cette tour Farnèse où. […] l’on fit monter Fabrice […] est élevée d’une
cinquantaine de pieds au-dessus de la plate-forme de la grosse tour”
“Le prince mécontent de sa femme, qui fit bâtir cette prison aperçue de
toutes parts, eut la singulière prétention de persuader à ses sujets qu’elle
existait depuis de longues années”
“Il était défendu de parler de cette construction”
“on voyait parfaitement les maçons placer chacune des pierres qui
composent cet édifice pentagone”
“Cette tour Farnèse […] se compose d’un rez-de-chaussée long de
quarante pas au moins, large à proportion et tout rempli de colonnes fort
trapues, car cette pièce si démesurément vaste n’a pas plus de quinze
pieds d’élévation.”
“du centre, l’escalier s’élève en tournant autour d’une des colonnes […]
Par cet escalier tremblant sous le poids des geôliers […] Fabrice arriva à
de vastes pièces […] formant un magnifique premier étage.”
“A l’une des extrémités de cet appartement, on fit voir au nouveau
prisonnier une chapelle de la plus grande magnificence” (418-419)

The discrepancy between the supposed historic fact of the tower’s existence, imposed by the
presence of the demonstratives, and the truth of its nonexistence, is a remarkable display of
Stendhal’s imagination. It is accuracy in the service of fantasy.
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III. The Epigram
When Fabrice talked to the prince, he in fact expressed Stendhal’s own convictions as
storyteller: “il cherchait à arranger ses idées de façon à les faire saisir le plus facilement par son
auditeur”, for Stendhal considers his reader his audience, shown by his frequent irruptions into
the text and by an expression like “our hero” for Fabrice, thus embracing the reader and implying
collaboration with him (262).
As a storyteller, he seeks to demonstrate ideas, facts, places, character, thus becoming a
teacher, an undertaking allied with the use of the demonstrative. Such a purpose encompasses the
epigram, a wise and witty observation meant to teach, or at least warn.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“toutes les fois que le mérite d’un amant pâlit, cet amant doit voyager”
(276)
“De tous temps les vils Sancho Panza l’emporteront à la longue sur les
sublimes don Quichotte” (299-300)
“Cet implacable ennemi des petites villes et des petites Cours, l’ennui
(373)
“mais la logique de la passion est pressante; le profond intérêt qu’elle
met à savoir la vérité ne lui permet pas de garder de vains ménagements”
(458)
“les gens des autres pays ne pardonnent pas à proprement parler, ils
oublient” (480)
“Que fait, hélas! la fidélité d’un amant estimé, quand on a le coeur percé
par la froideur de celui qu’on lui préfère?” (507)
“malgré les liens du sang, on peut appeler étrangère une personne qui ne
sait rien de nos intérêts les plus chers, et que l’on ne voit qu’une fois par
an” (509)
“La politique dans une oeuvre littéraire, c’est un coup de pistolet au
milieu d’un concert, quelque chose de grossier et auquel pourtant il n’est
pas possible de refuser son attention.” (512)

Because it is couched in the lapidary brevity of a forceful, rhythmically balanced sentence, the
epigram lends itself as a teaching maxim.
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IV. The Colon
The demonstrative adjective Stendhal uses in combination with the colon is closely allied
with the epigram in the brevity and clarity of its presentation, a general statement preceded by a
demonstrative subsequently clarified after the colon.
•
•
•

•
•

•

On Gina Pietranera, “[Elle] eut à résoudre ce problème difficile ou
pour mieux dire impossible: vivre à Milan avec une pension de quinze
cents francs.” (161)
On Gina’s disappointment in Fabrice: “Elle ne pouvait s’accoutumer à
ce malheur: son idole avait une faute.” (277)
On Fabio Conti, who might replace Count Mosca as minister: “ce roi
des sots qui toute sa vie s’est occupé de ce problème capital: les
soldats de Son Altesse doivent-ils poser sur leur habit, à la poitrine,
sept boutons ou neuf?” (397)
Paraphrasing a line in a sonnet by Fabrice: “Cette belle idée: Mourir
près de ce qu’on aime!” (500)
Referring to the young prince: “son âme avait été glacée par l’idée de
poison d’abord, et ensuite par cette autre idée, aussi désobligeante que
l’autre était terrible: on administre du poison dans mes états, et cela
sans me le dire!” (547)
Fabrice thinking about Clélia: “Il arriva à cette idée: Puis-je être plus
malheureux que je ne le suis depuis deux mois? et si rien ne peut
augmenter mon angoisse, pourquoi résister au plaisir de la voir?” (566)

The colon clearly states and separates the topic from the rest of the sentence. These sentences
have the clarity of a scientific demonstration in which the problem is first stated and the solution
follows.
Stendhal accomplishes the same expository manner by the grouping of the demonstrative
adjective plus the noun, followed by a qualifying phrase:
•
•

“Tous ces lieux enchanteurs voisins de Grianta, et si célébrés par les
voyageurs” (162)
“La guerre n’était donc plus ce noble et commun élan d’âmes amantes
de la gloire qu’il s’était figuré d’après les proclamations de Napoléon!”
(186-187)
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•
•
•
•

On his way to his ancestral home, Fabrice sees: “ce clocher du village de
Grianta, où si souvent il avait fait des observations d’étoiles avec l’abbé
Blanès" (280)
After having met Clélia in the marble chapel of the prison tower: “mais
enfin il avait cette joie suprême et peu espérée d’être aimé par l’être
divin qui occupait toutes ses pensées” (460)
The duchess talking about prison food: “un de ces mets détestables
fournis par la cuisine de la prison” (497)
Fabrice learning that, courtesy of his aunt, he will have the honor of
playing a game of whist with the prince: “un de ces petits riens de cour
que la grande maîtresse savait si bien ménager” (564)

The guiding finger of the demonstrative allows the author to combine in one sentence what
otherwise might have been two or three.
The demonstrative adjective also transcribes the direct relationship between the eye and
its object, between spectator and spectacle, and the extreme attention he confers upon it. During
a visit to Abbé Blanès, Fabrice, ensconced high in the church steeple, sees his father’s castle
again after many years. He is intimately aware of the great height from which he is able to see
the scene below (287):
•
•
•
•

“il s’aperçut que de cette grande hauteur son regard plongeait sur les
jardins”
“Ce balcon, comme tous les autres balcons du palais, était chargé d’un
grand nombre d’orangers dans des vases de terre”
“l’aspect de cette cour intérieure […] était vraiment grandiose” (287)
From the same window of the steeple, Fabrice views the countryside
below. He enters a meditation, concluding that it is foolish to go
searching for happiness elsewhere since he has found it right where it is:
“je reviendrais souvent sur ce lac sublime; rien d’aussi beau ne peut se
voir au monde, du moins pour mon coeur. […] Ici, […] je ne trouverais
point de duchesse d’A, mais je trouverais une de ces petites filles là-bas
qui arrangent des fleurs sur le pavé et, en vérité, je l’aimerais tout autant.
(289)
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Here, Fabrice is enchanted by the view, and Stendhal’s use of the demonstrative adjective
underscores the intensity of his engagement with the scene before him. The demonstratives point
out the people and adjectives that start Fabrice thinking.
The actor Giletti picks a fight with Fabrice who, during the struggle, kills him. To avoid
arrest and be out of the reach of the Prince of Parma, Fabrice must cross the Po, but he must first
show his passport at the customs house administered by the Austrian police. After some tense
moments when he feels it’s all over for him, to his surprise, he is allowed to pass through. All he
can see is the pen that signs his passport to freedom: “[l’employé] signa et reprit de l’encre pour
son paraphe qu’il exécuta avec lenteur en se donnant des soins infinis. Fabrice suivit tous les
mouvements de cette plume” (315). The first night Fabrice spends in prison, he marvels at the
beauty outside his window. He remains transfixed by what he sees:
Fabrice fut ému et ravi par ce spectacle sublime. C’est donc dans ce monde
ravissant que vit Clélia Conti! […] elle doit jouir de cette vue plus qu’une autre
[…] Ce ne fut qu’après avoir passé plus de deux heures à la fenêtre, admirant cet
horizon qui parlait à son âme […] que Fabrice s’écria tout à coup, mais ceci est-il
une prison? (420).
The demonstratives point out the importance of sight in the life of Fabrice, how he is emotionally
involved with what he sees. Sight has a primordial place in La Chartreuse.
After Fabrice’s escape from prison and eventual exoneration, he is separated from Clélia
Conti, who marries Marquis Crescenzi. He sees her again at a royal gala attended by Parma’s
“haut gratin”. The demonstrative adjective emphasizes the extraordinary quality sometimes
underlying vision when, guided by an extreme emotional reaction, it attaches like a laser beam
onto its object, focuses on it: “j’irais poignarder ce lourd marquis, précisément avec ce petit
poignard à manche d’ivoire que Clélia me donna ce jour heureux” (564). When he sees Clélia,
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now the marquise, he is overcome with jealousy that morphs into disdain looking at: “cette tête
chargée de diamants”, and he says to himself: “et mes yeux ne te regarderont jamais” (565).
Removed from its reference point, the grouping demonstrative adjective + noun stands
alone, introducing things suddenly, a new picture projected before the reader’s eyes, as when the
desperately unhappy Marquise del Dongo cries out: “Passerons-nous donc ce qui nous reste de
jeunesse dans ce triste château!” (164). In third person accounts, it reproduces both the words
and extreme emotional response of the speaker the reader can actually hear: “c’était une grande
faveur et que l’abbé Blanès n’avait jamais accordée à personne; mais il aimait cet enfant pour sa
naïveté” (156). The final phrase, including the demonstrative, actually quotes father Blanès, and
is a first-person fragment.
At the battle of Waterloo, Fabrice has the great luck of striking up a friendship with a
canteen keeper who becomes his guide and counselor, initiating him as it were into soldierly
society. The demonstrative + noun indicates their interaction because it reproduces their mutual
inspection as they look each other over: “il finit par tout dire à cette femme qui semblait si
bonne” (173). The canteen keeper, infatuated by a handsome young man: “Elle était fort étonnée
et ne comprenait rien du tout à ce que lui racontait ce beau jeune soldat” (173). The
demonstrative introduces, in the first person, what the two think about each other.
The addition of the direct quote implied by the demonstrative + noun and the outcry it
suggests enlivens the third person narrative as it accentuates the contextual meaning:
• The stupidity of Fabio Conti after Fabrice’s escape from prison: “elle pria son
oncle, don César, de l’accompagner chez le général, dont les accès de fureur
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l’effrayèrent d’autant plus, qu’à tout propos il y mêlait des imprécations contre
Fabrice, cet abominable traître” (502), Fabio is quoted as saying.
• The gullibility of the public easily led by rumors (speaking about the duchess'
role in Fabrice’s escape): “cette femme si atrocement ingrate, et dont on ne
prononçait plus le nom qu’avec un soupir” (503).
The interior monologue conveys the characters’ mental calculations as the mind focuses on the
objects that concern it and, in so doing, uses the demonstrative adjective to suggest the emotional
stress that began the process. The blandness of the definite article which introduces the noun is
replaced by the specificity of the demonstrative meaning “that” and no other. The mind recalls
and points at the images that rise before it. The characters relay the storyteller and tell their own
story, talking to themselves.
Countess Pietranera decides to approach Canon Borda, a former admirer whose advances
she rebuffed, to ask his advice on how to protect her nephew, Fabrice, in hiding since his return
from Waterloo (220). Still besotted by her beauty and a little jealous, he is intrigued by her visit
and attempts to penetrate the mystery of the life she has chosen. Pacing the floor of his room, he
reviews the series of events:
A la mort de ce pauvre Pietranera, elle repoussa avec
horreur mes offres de service […] La belle Pietranera vivre avec
1,500 francs! […] Puis aller habiter le château de Grianta avec un
abominable seccatore, ce marquis del Dongo! […] Tout s’explique
maintenant! Au fait, ce jeune Fabrice est plein de grâces…
La différence d’âge […] point trop grande […] dans ce pays fertile
en beautés, elle les bat toutes […] elle l’emporte sur toutes ces
femmes […] Ils vivaient heureux cachés sur ce beau lac de
Côme… impossible d’expliquer autrement cette résignation à
végéter à la campagne, avec le dégoût de voir tous les jours, à tous
les repas, cette horrible figure du marquis del Dongo, plus cette
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infâme physionomie blafarde du mareschino Ascanio, qui sera pis
que son père! (222-223)
The privacy of the interior monologue is well-served by the demonstratives, which seem to lead
thought from one point to the other and call before the mind the objects of that thought.
Count Mosca has convinced Gina Pietranera to come to Parma, where, as Duchess
Sanseverina, she will be his mistress. The jealousy he harbors towards Fabrice is inflamed by an
anonymous letter maliciously sent by the prince, confirming his suspicions. He locks himself
into his picture gallery where, in the darkness, he abandons himself to the mercy of his emotions:
black despair, fury, crazy jealousy that devours him. He thinks:
Elle l’aime comme un fils depuis quinze ans […] mais elle a cessé de le
voir depuis sa fuite de Waterloo; mais en revenant de Naples […] c’est un
autre homme […] et cet homme est charmant; il a surtout cet air naïf et
tendre et cet oeil souriant qui promettent tant de bonheur! et ces yeux-là, la
duchesse ne doit pas être accoutumée à les trouver à notre cour! (268)
He is afraid the duchess could leave him and go to live with Fabrice.
Ne m’avouait-elle pas, […] que son palais, si bien arrangé, si magnifique,
l’ennuie? Il faut du nouveau à cette âme si jeune! Et avec quelle
simplicité se présente cette félicité nouvelle! (269-270)
Thirsting for the sight of her, he runs to her and finds her with her nephew:
A l’aspect de l’intimité tendre qui régnait entre ces deux êtres, une
affreuse difficulté s’éleva […] comment cacher sa jalousie? (270)
The count looks at Fabrice:
Jamais cette belle figure lombarde ne lui avait paru si simple et si noble!
[…] Réellement, se dit-il, cette tête joint l’extrême bonté à l’expression
d’une certaine joie naïve et tendre qui est irrésistible […] Avec quel
ravissement elle semble écouter les charmantes saillies de cet esprit si
jeune. (270)
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The pair hardly notices him. The count, shaken and forlorn, walks around the
room, comes to a lamp and examines the blade of his dagger to see if it is sharp.
He thinks of killing himself and Fabrice, but he realizes he is going mad. It
seems to him that as they bend over, they are kissing:
Il faut être gracieux et de manière parfaite envers ce jeune homme.
Cela est impossible en ma présence, se dit-il; ma raison s’égare. (271)
The monologues in the Chartreuse show how the demonstrative adjective serves as a vehicle for
the expression of deep emotions, traveling along with them, specifically targeting the object of
each sentiment. As the mind considers different possibilities, not necessarily in logical order, the
factual rigor of the demonstratives prevents total slippage.
Having managed to gracefully exit the prince’s soirée, where she has just been informed
of Fabrice’s arrest, the duchess races home and collapses on her bed. Instead of tears, it is anger,
indignation and the feeling of inferiority vis-à-vis the prince, having just been checkmated by
him, that flood her being. She cries out one after the other the thoughts that race through her
mind:
Si, […] le comte n’eût supprimé le mot procédure injuste dans ce fatal billet que
m’accordait la vanité du prince, nous étions sauvés. […] Maintenant me voici
clouée dans ce cloaque infâme […] Fabrice enchainé …, dans cette citadelle qui
pour tant de gens distingués a été l’antichambre de la mort! et je ne puis plus tenir
ce tigre en respect par la crainte de me voir quitter son repaire! (392)
The insistence of the demonstratives indicates that the duchess spits the words out in anger.
The young ingenue, Clélia Conti, also has her problems. She is torn by the competing
emotions she expresses in her interior monologue, and the demonstrative adjective, its cadences
encased in the rhythmic drumbeat of parallel structure, telegraphs their intensity:
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Quoi! je ne le verrais plus! s’était-elle dit en pleurant. […] Je ne le verrais plus cet
être qui fera mon malheur […] je ne verrais plus cet amant de la duchesse, je ne
verrais plus cet homme léger qui a eu dix maîtresses connues à Naples, et les a
toutes trahies; je ne verrais plus ce jeune ambitieux qui, s’il survit à la sentence
qui pèse sur lui, va s’engager dans les ordres sacrés! (439)
The demonstratives are a convenient vehicle for the vehement expression of emotion.
Stendhal the storyteller does not try to hide his presence in his narrative. He revels in his
audience, as can be surmised by his many opinions, explanations, translations, footnotes, asides,
typographical particulars like parentheses and italics that appear in the text that he has
transformed into a conversation. For the reader, the demonstrative adjective adds to the feeling of
participation, for it invites him to look along with the author-character.
After the death of her husband, Count Pietranera, Gina returns to live in the castle of
Grianta, and she sets out to revisit with Fabrice what is introduced by the demonstrative
adjective:
Tous ces lieux enchanteurs, voisins de Grianta, […] la villa Melzi
de l’autre côté du lac […] au-dessus le bois sacré des Sfondrata, et
le hardi promontoire qui sépare les deux branches du lac, celle de
Côme […]et celle qui court vers Lecco […] aspects sublimes et
gracieux […] Ici de tous côtés je vois des collines d’inégales
hauteurs couvertes de bouquets d’arbres plantés par le hasard, et
que la main de l’homme n’a point encore gâtés […] Au milieu de
ces collines aux formes admirables et se précipitant vers le lac par
des pentes si singulières, je puis garder toutes les illusions des
descriptions du Tasse et de l’Arioste. […]
Par delà ces collines, dont le faîte offre des ermitages qu’on
voudrait tous habiter, l’oeil étonné aperçoit les pics des Alpes […]
L’imagination est touchée par le son lointain de la cloche de
quelque petit village caché sous les arbres: ces sons portés sur les
eaux qui les adoucissent prennent une teinte de douce mélancolie
et de résignation […] Le langage de ces lieux ravissants, et qui
n’ont point de pareils au monde, rendit à la comtesse son coeur de
seize ans. (162-163)
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The reader is brought closer to the scene as he has the impression he is with Gina in the here and
now, (or with Stendhal). The participatory impression is reinforced by the demonstrative
adjective that assumes the reader is involved with what the character lovingly points out. The
evocation is poetic. The demonstratives underscore the art of seeing.
In the same way, induced by the presence of the demonstrative adjective, the reader’s
vision blends with Fabrice’s as he looks out his prison window at the horizon before him:
“Est-il possible que ce soit là la prison, se dit Fabrice en regardant cet immense horizon de
Trévise au mont Viso, la chaîne si étendue des Alpes, les pics couverts de neige, les étoiles, etc”
(422). The “etc.” is a further proposition to the reader, asking him to fill in the blanks according
to his imagination. Furthermore, expressions like: “ce vaste silence, (Ce fut une sensation pleine
de nouveauté et de plaisir pour Fabrice, que ce vaste silence)” (423); “Ce village enchanteur, (On
s’établit dans ce village enchanteur)” (497); “ce beau lac, (mais un chagrin mortel attendait la
duchesse sur ce beau lac.)” that stand alone, independent of all accompanying description,
highlight the function of the demonstrative adjective as a means by which the author and reader
become collaborators, equal participants, for it forces the reader to imagine what the author
assumes he has seen or knows. It is a form of theater, the reader abandoning disbelief and
integrating himself into the life he sees performed there, encouraged by the exhortations of the
actors, and he participates in their wonderment and amazement, as underlined by the
demonstratives.
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V. The Presentative
The storytelling technique adopted by Stendhal in the Chartreuse applies itself to engage
the readers directly with characters and events and show them scenes as they unfold. It aspires to
eliminate superfluous words that might retard the immediacy of the interaction between text and
reader. The presentative is part of the technique used with the colon and the epigram as a
teaching tool. It serves such a purpose because it obviates the need for explanatory clauses or
conjunctions, going from general statement to particular circumstance without interruption,
affording a juxtaposition of wording that gives insight. Yet, Stendhal’s presence is still felt as an
echo of his interest in mathematics and science (Destutt de Tracy and “les idéologues”), also as
the instructor speaking to his audience, “son âme était glacée par l’idée de poison d’abord, et
ensuite par cette autre idée aussi désobligeante que la première était terrible: on administre du
poison dans mes états, et cela sans me le dire!” (547). “Cette belle idée: Mourir près de ce qu’on
aime!” (500); “Don Cesare n’avait pas parlé deux minutes, que son procès était gagné: sa vertu
parfaite avait touché la duchesse” (559). In addition, the colon sets apart and emphasizes the
main proposition, along with the author’s insinuation. It is reminiscent of a scientific
demonstration and as such, appears impersonal.
Within the text, the epigram, in its concise, lapidary structure that reduces complex
thought to one defining statement, is part of the same technique that instructs as it labels and
circumvents explanation. Like the colon, it serves as a shortcut : the author uses it to enlighten
the reader, to whom he speaks as he cuts into the story: “il est le maître, qualité qui, en moins de
quinze jours, fait disparaître le ridicule” (519); “Il n’y a donc rien de réel et de survivant à la
disgrâce que l’argent” (521); “Le genre de malheur que porte dans l’âme un amour contrarié, fait
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que toute chose demandant de l’attention et de l’action devient une atroce corvée” (577). The
impersonal presentative “it is”, in its simplicity, nudity, is integral to the same textual
representation of the events in the Chartreuse. It is part of Stendhal’s campaign to make the
reader an eye-witness and to eliminate extraneous material that might obstruct the view.
Without verbal detour, the constructions “it is”, “it was” lead directly to a statement
which appears as a summarizing headline: “Ce fut donc avec une joie extrême qu’après avoir
marché, ou plutôt couru pendant dix minutes, il s’aperçut que le corps d’infanterie, qui allait très
vite aussi, s’arrêtait comme pour prendre position” (186). “C’était avec une tendresse infinie que
le souvenir de la duchesse se présentait maintenant à lui” (278). Because it accommodates the
nominative predicate, the presentative “it is” is particularly apt as a lead-in to an assertion the
author offers as definitive, and is allied to the epigram, a form Stendhal frequently adopts:
“c’était un de ces coeurs de fabrique trop fine qui ont besoin de l’amitié de ce qui les entoure”
(183).
Through the epigram that functions as an aside, the author is able to give his opinion; he
speaks directly to the reader, a conversation (or author as actor in performance mode) that is a
constant subtext of the Chartreuse. The presentative “it is” is a natural part of conversation,
whose frequency is a function of almost unconscious use allowing the speaker a second of
preparation before he makes his statement. Stendhal feigns moral outrage at the loveless
marriage Count Mosca proposes Gina Pietranera make with Duke Sanseverina: “Pourquoi
l’historien qui suit fidèlement les moindres détails du récit qu’on lui a fait serait-il coupable?
Est-ce sa faute si les personnages, séduits par des passions qu’il ne partage pas, malheureusement
pour lui, tombent dans des actions profondément immorales?” (239).
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While talking about Archbishop Landriani sitting in a crimson velvet chair opposite the
princess, the author makes a snide remark in parentheses: “(c’était le droit de sa place)” (243).
Excusing himself for an authorial whim, an interruption of the narrative in favor of a tempting
detour, the La Fausta interlude: “C’est avec regret que nous allons placer ici l’une des plus
mauvaises actions de Fabrice: au milieu de cette vie tranquille une misérable pique de vanité
s’empara de ce coeur rebelle à l’amour et le conduisit fort loin” (338).
In his notice to the reader, Stendhal announces his intention of repeating the story he says
was told to him one evening towards the end of 1830. It is this role of storyteller he maintains
throughout his novel. As all storytellers do, he focuses on the events that happen, one after the
other. The construction “it is” lends itself to this purpose, and Stendhal does not avoid it. Instead,
it is part of his program for painting, showing and allowing the facts clear placement: “Ce fut en
1821, qu’ayant subi passablement tous ses examens, son directeur d’études ou gouverneur eut
une croix et un cordon, et lui partit enfin pour voir enfin cette ville de Parme à laquelle il
songeait souvent” (258). “Ce fut avec des transports de la joie la plus vive que Fabrice récita de
nouveau les sept psaumes de la pénitence” (325). “Ce ne fut que le surlendemain dans la nuit que
Fabrice put débarquer en toute sûreté dans un bois de vernes” (321). Narration veers from
enumeration of events to analysis as the author engages the reader, talking about Clélia’s beauty
and the exceptional shape of her forehead, which seemed to indicate detachment from her
surroundings:
C’était l’absence et non pas l’impossibilité de l’intérêt pour quelque chose. […]
Le nombre effroyable de marches qu’il fallait monter pour arriver à ce palais du
gouverneur […] éloignait les visites ennuyeuses, et Clélia, par cette raison
matérielle, jouissait de la liberté du couvent; c’était presque là tout l’idéal de
bonheur que, dans un temps, elle avait songé à demander à la vie religieuse (384).
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The combination of lucid expression and casual intimacy evoked by the commonly used
presentative that requires no rhetorical forethought appears within the brief space of a few
sentences as a mixture of its different uses. First in conversation, the duchess talks to Count
Mosca about her fidelity to him for five long years: “C’est bien long” (403). Second as an
intervention by the author addressing the reader about the count’s ardor for the duchess: “C’est là
une de ces choses sur lesquelles je suis obligé de revenir souvent, parce qu’elles sont
improbables hors de l’Italie” (403). Third, in a monologue, the count conversing with himself
and thinking about the troubles caused by Fabrice’s arrest: “Mais ce n’est pas tout, se dit le
malheureux comte, le prince peut avoir la fantaisie de faire exécuter ce malheureux enfant”
(403). As the mind sorts through the problems that preoccupy it, questioning, analyzing, making
and rejecting choices, the presentative “it is” clearly identifies each one of them in a kind of
sequential order. Fabrice muses about the meaning of love: “Serait-ce cette propension quelque
peu vulgaire dont ces menteurs auraient fait l’amour d’Othello […] ? Mon âme manquerait d’une
passion […] ? Ce serait une singulière destinée! […] C’est à la duchesse que je dois le seul
bonheur que j’aie jamais éprouvé par les sentiments tendres” (336). The duchess is thunderstruck
by the news of Fabrice’s arrest. She hurries home, throws herself down on her bed and is prey to
a series of conflicting emotions as she is engulfed in a long thought process that is an interior
monologue (391). Thinking about killing the prince, she imagines the consequences: “Oui, mais
si ce n’est qu’un suicide pour moi, c’est un assassinat pour Fabrice” (392). She regrets having
come to Parma: “Hélas! c’est ce que ni le comte ni moi nous ne vîmes lorsque je quittai Milan”
(393). She decides to separate from Count Mosca in order not to compromise him, since she
imagines the prince might put her in prison: “Si c’était à sa citadelle qu’il m’envoyât et que je
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pusse à force d’or parler à Fabrice, ne fût-ce qu’un instant, avec quel courage nous marcherions à
la mort!” (395).
Stendhal as storyteller wants to enrapture his audience, rivet its attention by making it a
spectator of the scenes he strains to show it. The presentative ‘’it is” acts as a pointing finger that
disappears before the nominative predicate. The directness and brevity of the construction
transcribe both the act of seeing and its subject as Fabrice eyes the first dead body he has come
across at Waterloo, and the unexpected commas segment each phase of perception and reaction:
“Fabrice n’avait pas fait cinq cents pas que sa rosse s’arrêta tout court: c’était un cadavre, posé
en travers du sentier, qui faisait horreur au cheval et au cavalier” (175). Fabrice stops short, and
so does the sentence. There follows the scene that horrifies him.
Fabrice is at the theater, attentive to its architecture, and when he finally turns his eyes
towards the stage, he notices the lead in the play, The Young Hostess by Carlo Goldoni, and the
reader’s glance follows along: “Fabrice jeta les yeux sur la jeune actrice qui faisait le rôle de
l’hôtesse, il la trouva drôle. Il regarda avec plus d’attention, […] c’était une jeune fille naïve qui
riait la première des jolies choses que Goldoni mettait dans sa bouche” (274). Fabrice hides in
the bell tower where he has come to visit Father Blanès. The sentence transcribes the sensation
of first hearing a sound and then seeing its cause: “Il entendit ouvrir la porte d’en bas du clocher:
c’était la vieille servante de l’abbé Blanès, qui apportait un grand panier” (291).
The duchess is alone with Fabrice. The succession of presentations represents her
growing awareness of Fabrice, and it parallels the heightening of her admiration fueled by a
surge of irrepressible feelings: “La duchesse le regardait avec admiration; ce n’était plus l’enfant
qu’elle avait vu naître, ce n’était plus le neveu toujours prêt à lui obéir: c’était un homme grave
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et duquel il serait délicieux de se faire aimer” (303). The repetition of the presentative is like a
rolling drumbeat, growing louder and louder in the duchess’ consciousness.
One night as Fabrice is walking to La Fausta’s neighborhood, he notices he is being
followed, and his guards fall on the supposed spy and are surprised by what they see, the
presentative underscoring the sequence of perception and subsequent surprise: “sur un signal
qu’il fit ils sautèrent sur le pauvre petit espion qui se précipita à leurs genoux: c’était la Bettina,
femme de chambre de la Fausta” (347). In addition, the habitually used presentative recalls the
simple style of fairy tales, reciting one fact after the other as they spin their tale and enchant the
young.

VI. The Broken Sentence
At times the storyteller engaged in conversation can become quite loquacious, overcome
by enthusiasm for his story, and, in his eagerness to tell his audience everything he knows,
includes a breathless series of events that cascade one after the other. As an example, speaking
about one of Gina’s disappointed lovers, Stendhal says: “Sur quoi Limercati a passé trois ans
dans ses terres, revenant tous les deux mois à Milan, mais sans avoir jamais le courage d’y rester
et ennuyant tous ses amis de son amour passionné pour la comtesse, et du récit circonstancié des
bontés que jadis elle avait pour lui” (161). The sentence imitates the inexhaustible speaker who
endlessly bores his friends.
As storyteller, Stendhal spouts sentences extemporaneously, following his thoughts as
they occur to him, reproducing them as he remembers them, and the success of his achievement
derives from the acuity of his vision faithfully transcribed. Fabrice, having returned to his village
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to visit Father Blanès, is hiding in the church tower and looks out at the scene below (288).
Rather than creating an all-encompassing sentence, Stendhal is intent on showing, on having the
reader see. Throughout his narrative, he adopts the stance of tour guide, pointing things out.
Here, he does not interpose himself between Fabrice and the reader. They see exactly the same
thing; therefore, the sentence is divided into two parts by a colon. First, Stendhal speaks to the
reader in a brief preparatory explanation; then follows the scene beneath Fabrice: “Mais il y avait
un spectacle qui parlait plus vivement à l’âme de Fabrice: du clocher ses regards plongeaient sur
les deux branches du lac à une distance de plusieurs lieues, et cette vue sublime lui fit bientôt
oublier toutes les autres” (288). The sentence breaks in order to frame the scene itself.
Storytelling involves what appears to be a broken sentence because a storyteller,
engaging his audience in conversation, and therefore reproducing an oral tone, does not arrange
his sentences beforehand and work to have them flow smoothly. Rather, following the train of
his thoughts, their rhythm is broken, logic and precision trumping euphony. Talking about Count
Mosca’s position in the government, the topic is announced, followed by a comma, then, because
of its cumbersome nature, reduced to the simple “it”: “La principale source de mauvaise
réputation pour le comte, c’est qu’il passait pour le chef du parti ultra à la cour de Parme, et que
le parti libéral avait à sa tête une intrigante capable de tout” (234).
In oral speech, it is preferable to come to the point quickly rather than to drown one’s
remarks in subordinate clauses. Therefore, the topic precedes its elaboration without an
intervening conjunction. Stendhal quotes what people tell Duchess Sanseverina about relations
between Count Mosca and the prince, whose fear must always seem justified: “et la source de
l’immense crédit du comte Mosca, c’est qu’il emploie toute son adresse à faire que le prince n’ait
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jamais à rougir en sa présence” (229). In the same paragraph, as he relates what people say,
Stendhal reproduces the normal pattern of conversation, which links one statement to the next,
and thus, Count Mosca having been quoted as saying that he doesn’t want to allow the Jacobins
to kill the prince, it is natural, proceeding from there, that the following sentence should be
turned on its head, from the prince to the people: “Ce n’est pas seulement votre vie que nous
défendons, c’est notre honneur” (229).
Since speech conveys thoughts as they come to mind, it may produce a disjointed
sentence beginning with the subject in mind, followed by its particulars set in relief. Such
structure is common in the vernacular spoken by the secondary characters drawn from the
populace, whose speech Stendhal reproduces. The mammacia, the actress Marietta’s companion,
telling Fabrice about his rival, the actor Giletti: “Ce qu’il y a de sûr, c’est que Giletti a de
l’argent, je ne sais combien, mais je lui ai vu une poignée d’écus” (301). Fabrice’s prison guards,
happy recipients of the wine he has bought them, think first of what they desire and then of how
to be satisfied: “et il n’y a qu’une chose à désirer, c’est que nos messieurs lui laissent passer de
l’argent” (422).
The conversations between the principal characters in the Chartreuse are an extension of
the conversation Stendhal has with the reader. It is as though he were in a one-man show and
changed costumes for each role. Like their creator, the principals use the same conversational
turn of phrase and, concomitantly, his point of view pierces through. Fabrice reminds his aunt of
the boat from Como bringing the message of Napoleon’s return and, to explain his decision to
join his army, he expresses the lofty ideals that have inspired him and which he associates with
the flight of the eagle: “et la preuve que cette idée vient d’en haut, c’est qu’au même moment,
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sans discuter, j’ai pris ma résolution, et j’ai vu les moyens d’exécuter ce voyage” (167). Count
Mosca explains politics at the court of Parma: “Le pouvoir absolu a cela de commode qu’il
sanctifie tout aux yeux du peuple” (237).
In a declaration where empathetic regard masks stendhalian sardonic antiphrase, the
duchess, speaking to her nephew, defends the saintly honor of Archbishop Landriani: “mais ce
qu’on ne sait pas, c’est que, lorsque l’opinion publique vint l’éclairer sur le procès du comte
Palanza, il s’imposa pour pénitence de vivre au pain et à l’eau pendant treize semaines, autant de
semaines qu’il y a de lettres dans les noms Davide Palanza” (263).
Clélia, portrayed as a withdrawn figure, disengaged from the society in which she lives,
emerges through the exposure of herself, her interior monologues which echo Stendhal’s
sensibilities. She has watched Fabrice’s arrest and is full of remorse because she thinks she has
not shown him enough kindly respect: “Ce qui rend mon procédé tout à fait avilissant, ajouta-telle, c’est que jadis, quand nous nous rencontrâmes pour la première fois, aussi avec
accompagnement de gendarmes, comme il le dit, c’était moi qui me trouvais prisonnière, et lui
me rendait service et me tirait d’un fort grand embarras” (381). Talking to herself, she expresses
her thoughts as they come to her in a disjointed fashion.
Fabrice also is given to meditative monologues in which he tries to define and understand
himself, in particular, his inability to fall in love. In these conversations, it is natural that the
sentence be broken, the topic of his questioning appearing first, followed by the possibilities
surrounding it, all of which mirrors Stendhal’s own self-investigation: “Ce qu’on appelle amour,
ajoutait-il, serait-ce donc encore un mensonge?” (336).
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The conversational effect that overlays Stendhal’s narration creates the illusion of a group
of people sitting together, one of whom entertains the others with a story that interests them
greatly and, as he speaks, the introductions or additions that he makes to the main statement are
verbal accompaniments to the poses he strikes and the tonal modulations in his voice as ideas
occur to him. The broken sentence transcribes vivacious variety in oral speech.
Stendhal giving his listeners a precise account of a meeting between the prince and the
duchess come to ask for a judicial pardon for her nephew, Stendhal starts out by reporting a
visual fact, and then the reader can imagine him changing position in his chair, tilting his head or
perhaps saying sotto voce the sly comment he adds: “il regarda au plafond, ce qui chez lui était le
dernier signe du plus extrême embarras” (362).
Stendhal makes fun of the Marquis del Dongo, whose ultra conservative politics he
loathes, and, what in his eyes exemplifies contemptible qualities, such as cowardice, pettiness,
greed, and deceit. Telling of the marquis’ spying activities, we can imagine Stendhal bending
forward to his audience to better engage its attention and have it join him in knowing laughter:
“il correspondait fort activement avec un espion placé par l’Autriche sur la frontière suisse à trois
lieues de Grianta, pour faire évader les prisonniers faits sur le champ de bataille, ce qui aurait pu
être pris au sérieux par les généraux français” (149).
Sometimes, Stendhal takes on the subdued, even tone of an instructor sincere in his desire
to transmit knowledge. He explains why Fabrice never thought he was committing the sin of
simony by accepting high office in the church through nepotism: “Fabrice demandait pardon à
Dieu de beaucoup de choses, mais, ce qui est remarquable, c’est qu’il ne lui vint pas à l’esprit de
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compter parmi ses fautes le projet de devenir archevêque, uniquement parce que le comte Mosca
était premier ministre” (324). Stendhal continues with a long explanation of Jesuit theology.
In the same instructive mode, the broken sentence allows the speaker to preface his
remarks with a kind of puzzle to be solved, arousing the curiosity of his audience and assuring its
attention. Referring to the fact that the written indictment of Fabrice was finally made public
long after his imprisonment: “mais ce qui était inouï à Parme, dans ce pays de mesures secrètes,
c’est que la justice permît une telle démarche sans l’ordre exprès du souverain” (447). Fearing
that Fabrice will be poisoned, Clélia sends him a pitcher of water tied to a rope he pulls through
the window of his prison cell: “Cet objet qu’il avait eu tant de peine à faire remonter, c’était une
carafe remplie d’eau et enveloppée dans un châle.” Here the author’s process further enhances
the reader’s participation, proceeding from an unknown object to its reception and recognition.
The intimate conversation between the author (storyteller) and the reader (audience) is
maintained because the author allows the reader to participate in the revelations the bare facts
suggest by setting them in relief, as though italicized and intimating a conspiratorial aside
analogous to whispering incriminating information: “le prince avait peur quelquefois, et
s’ennuyait souvent, ce qui l’avait conduit à la triste envie” (254).
The same effect of a tête-à-tête with the reader results when the narrative sentence
recounting facts veers toward a supposition presented as an afterthought in a final clause that
breaks with what precedes it because of an abrupt change in sentence structure and verbal tense:
during a visit to his aunt and Count Mosca, Fabrice shows how much he is suffering from the
marriage of Clélia to Marquis Crescenzi: “Fabrice ne répondait pas; mais ses yeux se fermèrent
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un peu par un mouvement convulsif, et il devint encore plus pâle qu’il ne l’était, ce qui d’abord
eût semblé impossible.” (562).
In the subterranean exchange that exists in the narration, the author consistently breaks
off his tale to include personal opinions as one does in a conversation, adding to the facts in a
broken sentence, an additional afterthought. By recalling the names of the ladies in Fabrice’s life,
the author introduces an interior monologue in which Fabrice meditates on the meaning of love:
“L’amour de la jolie Marietta offrait à Fabrice tous les charmes de l’amitié la plus douce, ce qui
le faisait songer au bonheur du même genre qu’il aurait pu trouver auprès de la duchesse” (336).
Marquis Crescenzi wants to hear the latest gossip about Anetta Marini, a young girl
infatuated with Fabrice, but Gonzo maliciously makes him wait: “Cinq heures sonnèrent, ce qui
donna beaucoup d’humeur au marquis, qui était accoutumé à monter en voiture à cinq heures et
demie, après sa sieste, pour aller au Corso.” (587).
In communicating with the reader, Stendhal attempts to include him in the observation of
the subtlest details, and to do this, he breaks his sentence off to bring them into relief within a
subordinate clause that breaks the flow of the sentence. He analyzes Clélia’s beauty:
“L’admirable singularité de cette figure dans laquelle éclataient les grâces naïves et l’empreinte
céleste de l’âme la plus noble, c’est que, bien que de la plus rare et de la plus singulière beauté,
elle ne ressemblait en aucune façon aux têtes de statues grecques” (383). All the facets of
Clélia’s beauty are separated and put into focus.
In his communion with the reader, the author goes so far as to put himself on the same
plane, emphasizing his place outside the story since he doesn’t really know everything that
happened. This is accomplished by the nod to the reader inferred by the broken sentence.
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Describing Fabrice’s preparations for his escape from the Farnèse tower, Stendhal admits there
are divergent opinions about what happened:
Quelques-uns ont prétendu que Fabrice toujours fou eut l’idée de jouer le rôle du
diable, et qu’il jeta à ces soldats une poignée d’écus. Ce qui est sûr, c’est qu’il
avait semé des sequins sur le plancher de sa chambre […] Ce qui paraît incroyable
et pourrait faire douter du fait si le résultat n’avait eu pour témoin une ville
entière, c’est que les sentinelles placées le long du parapet n’aient pas vu et arrêté
Fabrice. (489)
Stendhal’s sentence is spare, unadorned by any rhetorical devices that might have
smothered it under layers of borrowed finery. The structure of Stendhal’s sentence confirms
Balzac’s judgment, as noted by Philippe Berthier, in his “Notice” to the Chartreuse in the 2014
Pléiade edition of the Oeuvres Romanesque, who puts it this way: “concision, netteté, ironie”
(Vol. III, 1216). It is precisely the structure of Stendhal’s sentences that produces this effect.
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Chapter 3
The Emphasis on Time
As the construction of his sentences shows, Stendhal seeks the intimacy and directness of
the spoken word. To this end, he finds solutions that modify the third person structure typical of
sentences in narrative mode. The stylistic idiosyncrasies of Stendhal’s sentences modify written
prose and break the barrier that separate it from oral speech. Jean-Pierre Richard, in Stendhal et
Flaubert: Littérature et Sensation, describes the mechanism of such a style: “La discontinuité, le
cassant du style; […] un moyen […] d’aérer la densité de la phrase, et de projeter à travers
l’opacité de l’expression une clarté” (102-103). In “Opérateurs du Temps, Opérateurs d’Images
dans l’Oeuvre Romanesque de Stendhal” in Stendhal et le Style, François Vanoesthuyse
emphasizes the role of the voice in the text: “Stendhal fait la promotion de la pensée délibérative
et de la parole; au rebours d’une esthétique du silence […] la voix et non seulement la voix, mais
la parole prononcée et entendue, entre dans la composition des mondes stendhaliens” (237). The
idiosyncrasies and expressivity of spoken speech replace literary eloquence, inform Stendhal’s
text, and create an atmosphere in which the reader becomes a party to the conversation as the
characters act out their story as on a stage.
Therefore, though the Chartreuse is a historical novel, it easily transitions to “une
représentation en acte qui fait surgir la scène vive” (Dubois 26) and fractures history into
multiple facets where “certains blocs narratifs apparaissent en séquences détachables” (Dubois
74). They are the segments of history the characters experience as they travel through time in a
novel in which the mirror Stendhal holds refracts “politics and the accurate representation of
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reality” (Jefferson 167). Time, represented by these “narrative blocks”, is an essential
accompaniment cited repeatedly by Stendhal and often dramatically magnified by the sound of
the clock in the background ringing the hour.

I. Time
The opening sentence of La Chartreuse de Parme announces a work of history, not of
fiction. It begins with a historic date, May 15, 1796, Bonaparte’s entrance into Milan. In fact, the
first chapter is titled “Milan en 1796”, and it describes life before and after that historic event,
invoking along the way parallels with the conquests of Caesar and Alexander, recalling the
Lombardy that existed as a republic during the Middle Ages in contrast to its decline during the
rule of Charles the Fifth and Philippe the Second. There is reference to the eighteenth century;
the Encyclopedia; Voltaire; happiness suppressed by the heavy-handed rule of Austria;
oppression finally broken by Napoleon’s victory at Lodi.
From this background of a powerless population enduring centuries of repression, the
individuals whose story will constitute the novel slowly step into the foreground. Starting with
his notice to the reader, Stendhal presents his work as an exact accounting of facts as true as the
history with which they are intertwined. He adopts the conceit that he is giving us a personalized
version of history. His characters imitate him when they recall important moments in their life as
momentous dates found in a history book. “Mais depuis l’an 1635, que les Espagnols s’étaient
emparés du Milanais, et emparés en maître taciturnes, soupçonneux, orgueilleux, et craignant
toujours la révolte, la gaieté s’était enfuie” (148). History is responsible for the population’s
lassitude. The continuous use of dates as markers of important events in the lives of the
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Chartreuse’s protagonists makes it appear that the story is but a continuation of the history
begun in “1635”. In the next paragraph, Stendhal describes the happiness of life “depuis le 15
mai 1796, que les Français entrèrent à Milan, jusqu’en avril 1799, qu’ils en furent chassés à la
suite de la bataille de Cassano” (148). Napoleon’s victories will write a new history that will
revive the spirit.
In talking about Fabrice’s father the Marquis del Dongo, who lives in the hope of
Napoleon’s defeat, Stendhal subsumes his life within the years before that defeat: “Pendant les
treize années de 1800 à 1813, il crut constamment et fermement que Napoléon serait renversé
avant six mois. […] Qu’on juge de son ravissement quand, au commencement de 1813, il apprit
les désastres de la Bérésina!” (158). As can be seen here and in the following quotes, the conceit
of subliminal historical dating as it relates to the characters’ lives persists.
As Stendhal closes in on the personal life of his characters, he carries over the same
historical perspective. He shows the ladies of the del Dongo household receiving the news of
Napoleon’s return: “Le 7 mars 1815, les dames étaient de retour, depuis l’avant-veille, d’un
charmant petit voyage de Milan; elles se promenaient dans la belle allée de platanes […] Une
barque parut, venant du côté de Côme […] Napoléon venait de débarquer au golfe de Juan”
(165). Everyone’s life is subsumed within the history of Napoleon’s victories.
The following paragraph shows the disappointed marquis and gives the exact date and
time: “Le 8 mars, à six heures du matin, le marquis, revêtu de ses insignes, se faisait dicter par
son fils aîné, le brouillon d’une troisième dépêche politique” (165). Shortly thereafter, when he
reports the news of Napoleon’s return and of his decision to join the army, Fabrice echoes
Stendhal in the way he refers to that event, giving it a historical texture through the precision of
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time: “Hier soir, il était six heures moins sept minutes, nous nous promenions, comme tu sais, sur
le bord du lac dans l’allée de platanes” (166).
Several years later, on his way to Grianta to visit Abbé Blanès, Fabrice finds himself
standing in front of his father’s castle. That event is conflated with the date of his departure for
France to join Napoleon: “Il regarda un instant, mais avec un dégoût marqué, la petite fenêtre de
la chambre qu’il occupait avant 1815 au troisième étage. […] Je n’y suis pas rentré, pensa-t-il,
depuis le sept mars à huit heures du soir” (283).
The same historical context surrounds Clélia’s memory of Fabrice’s arrival at the prison
of the Farnèse tower: August 3, the date is furnished as historical fact. She reproaches him for
being unaware of the special regard she has shown him: “Serez-vous bien heureux, lui dit-elle
avec une sorte de colère et les larmes aux yeux, de m’avoir fait passer par-dessus tout ce que je
dois à moi-même? Jusqu’au 3 août de l’année passée, je n’avais éprouvé que de l’éloignement
pour les hommes qui avaient cherché à me plaire” (458). In addition, the tendency to assign dates
imbues them with a special importance, especially from the personal point of view.
Throughout the Chartreuse, Stendhal presents himself to the reader as a storyteller telling
him what happened. General history morphs into personal biography and the exact date and time
are submitted as evidence of reality. As Fabrice’s life evolves, the trajectory is marked by dates:
“Ce fut en 1821, qu’ayant subi passablement tous ses examens, son directeur d’études ou
gouverneur eut une croix et un cadeau, et lui partit enfin voir cette ville de Parme, à laquelle il
songeait souvent” (258). The litany of historic facts and dates runs parallel to the momentous
events in the characters’ lives and imbues them with the same importance.
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The storyteller is always telling us what happens first and what happens then and what
happens the next day. Such terms can serve as a crutch that helps memory keep the facts straight.
They are the hallmark of the storyteller, and the story Stendhal tells is so full of action and
intrigue it cries out for a chronological outline, such as that furnished by Henri Martineau in the
l949 Garnier version of the Chartreuse, edited by him.
Throughout the novel, the accent is on action, and its pace extends like a line from
beginning to end, illuminated by theatrical scenes full of rapid-fire dialogue, scenes of
introspection, reverie, and incursions by the author giving his opinion as amused bystander,
instructing the reader with relevant facts. In the middle of this line there is a stasis, Fabrice’s
imprisonment in the Farnèse tower. The novel has twenty-eight chapters divided into two
“books”, the second beginning with chapter fourteen, which leads from the duchess' attempt to
save her nephew, her betrayal by the prince, and, finally, to Fabrice’s arrest. Chapter fifteen
marks the mid-point of the story: Fabrice’s arrival in handcuffs at the prison tower. Though jail
and movement are contradictory, Stendhal does not however abandon the vocabulary of the
storyteller, (“the next day”, “the day after next”), for movement in physical terms is replaced by
the psychological, as his audience witnesses the stages of developing love.
Stylistic subtleties, technical undercurrents which, nevertheless, are permanently present,
can burst out in exaggerated form, an overt proof of their existence. Fabrice is at the battle of
Waterloo, and his horse is stolen from under him for a general who has lost his. There is a
staccato series of brief sentences focusing on the verb describing the action. Here, the succession
of verbs mimics the passage of time from one event to the other:
Le maréchal des logis s’approcha de Fabrice. A ce moment notre héros
entendit dire derrière lui et tout près de son oreille: “ C’est le seul qui puisse
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encore galoper. “ Il se sentit saisir les pieds; on les élevait en même temps qu’on
lui soutenait le corps par-dessous les bras; on le fit passer par-dessus la croupe de
son cheval, puis on le laissa glisser jusqu’à terre, où il tomba assis.
L’aide de camp prit le cheval de Fabrice par la bride; le général, aidé par
le maréchal des logis, monta et partit au galop; il fut suivi rapidement par les six
hommes qui restaient. Fabrice se releva furieux, et se mit à courir après eux en
criant: Ladri! Ladri! [Voleurs! Voleurs!] (185)
The succession of verbs picks out the action like a movie camera. It also signals Fabrice is
powerless, unable to resist what is being done to him so unexpectedly and so quickly, unable to
think till after the fact, when he shouts his indignation. Here, Stendhal pokes fun at Fabrice, who
not only shouts in the wrong language, but exhibits “l’esprit de l’escalier.”
The telescoping of events narrated in capsule form and facilitated by the focus on the
passage of time is an exaggerated form of storytelling and, additionally, satire. This dynamic is
underscored by its focus on the extreme speed with which they get to Fabrice’s indictment, from
painstaking commencement to victorious conclusion:
Et enfin, après un travail fort savant de près d’une année, et environ deux mois
après le dernier retour de Fabrice à Bologne, un certain vendredi, la marquise
Raversi, ivre de joie, dit publiquement dans son salon que, le lendemain, la
sentence qui venait d’être rendue depuis une heure contre le petit del Dongo serait
présentée à la signature du prince et approuvée par lui. Quelques minutes plus tard
la duchesse sut ce propos de son ennemie. (359)
Evidently, in the prince’s court of gossips, news travels fast.
Count Mosca convinces the duchess that Fabrice, who has escaped from prison, should
submit to a panel of judges who will give a preordained verdict of innocence. In its brevity and
cascade of verbs that underscore a series of actions one after the other, obsessively undertaken by
the people who dedicate themselves to the accomplishment of their mission, the three-sentence
paragraph highlights Stendhal’s focus on his function as a narrator. Each sentence is divided into
little bits of information that emphasize it:
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Le comte ne la quitta qu’à six heures du matin; elle essaya de dormir, mais en
vain. A neuf heures, elle déjeuna avec Fabrice, qu’elle trouva brûlant d’envie
d’être jugé; à dix heures, elle était chez la princesse, qui n’était point visible; à
onze heures, elle vit le prince, qui tenait son lever, et qui signa l’ordonnance sans
la moindre objection. La duchesse envoya l’ordonnance au comte, et se mit au lit.
(537)
The duchess follows Count Mosca’s recommendations in a daze, like a sleepwalker, hardly
reacting, though one incident stands out, Fabrice’s glee at the prospect of returning to prison and
to Clélia. The brief sentences all focus on a series of steps taken on behalf of Fabrice, for that is
all that counts here.
In the notice that introduces the novel, Stendhal describes a visit to friends in Padua, who
entertain him with a story. Stendhal, in turn, tells that story to his friends, the readers, and one of
the best ways to hold their attention, keep them breathless to know the rest, is to show his
characters in action as though they are positioned before spectators eager to see the scenario
unfold. The section devoted to the battle of Waterloo adapts itself easily to such an esthetic, for
here Fabrice is a spectator and so, perforce, is the reader who follows him. Fabrice’s movements
are shown in tandem with surroundings that dictate them as night follows day, and he continues
on his adventure: “Ce jour-là l’armée, qui venait de gagner la bataille de Ligny, était en pleine
marche sur Bruxelles; on était à la veille de la bataille de Waterloo. Sur le midi, la pluie à verse
continuant toujours, Fabrice entendit le bruit du canon […] Il marcha jusqu’à la nuit très
avancée, et […] il alla prendre son logement dans une maison de paysan fort éloignée de la route
[…] Sur les cinq heures, il entendit la canonnade: c’étaient les préliminaires de Waterloo” (172).
The narration focuses on Fabrice’s movement, not on momentous history, which is reduced to
personal terms. In Fabrice’s mind, the beginnings of Waterloo are nothing more than the onset of
pouring rain that forces him to seek shelter.
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Movement is a continuous presence in the narrative in chapter 10. Each sentence revolves
around a verb. Fabrice behaves like a highwayman as he prepares to steal a horse led by a valet
whistling a tune:
Tout en se faisant la morale, Fabrice sautait sur la grande route qui de Lombardie
va en Suisse […] sans être encore décidé à rien, Fabrice fit un saut et saisit la
bride du cheval maigre […] Le valet de chambre, stupéfait, ne soufflait mot.
Fabrice passa son pistolet dans la main gauche, saisit la bride que l’autre lâcha,
sauta à cheval et partit au petit galop […] Il fila rapidement, vers le midi, s’arrêta
dans une maison écartée, et se remit en route quelques heures plus tard. A deux
heures du matin il était sur le bord du lac Majeur; bientôt il aperçut sa barque qui
battait l’eau, elle vint au signal convenu. Il ne vit point de paysan à qui remettre le
cheval; il rendit la liberté au noble animal, trois heures après il était à Belgirate
[…] Le surlendemain Fabrice était à Parme. (295-296)
The nudity of the sentences, each revolving around a verb, cataloguing the events, would seem to
proscribe evocative prose, yet they all meld to create a picturesque scene.
There follows a scene featuring Fabrice, the duchess and Count Mosca who returns with
good news from the prince. Without intermediate transition, Stendhal springs directly from this
scene to the next by telling the reader what happened next: “Le surlendemain, de bonne heure,
Fabrice dirigeait les travaux de la fouille de Sanguigna” (306). As he repeats the story he
promised in his notice and continues it to its end, he immerses it in the days that follow one
another, suggesting that he is following the succession of events exactly as they were told to him,
as a good storyteller should. Time stands in for the road of life his characters traverse.
After Count Mosca sends the prince a document conferring titles of nobility to the venal
judge Rassi, he spends the day musing about the terrible turn of events: “Le lendemain matin, le
comte sut que la duchesse avait recommencé à aller dans le monde. […] Le lendemain fut un
jour funèbre; le bruit se répandait généralement que Fabrice allait être mis à mort” (410).
Blaming himself for what might happen, the count summons Rassi twice, but he does not appear:
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“Le coquin me trahit, se dit le comte. Le lendemain, trois grandes nouvelles agitaient la haute
société de Parme, et même la bourgeoisie” (410-411). Time rushes on, and there is a breathless
focus on what happens next. The count enlists Bruno to unearth details about Fabrice’s arrest:
“Le jour suivant, le comte revit Bruno, cet agent fidèle qu’il avait expédié sur Bologne” (411).
Even secondary figures are enlisted in the emphasis on the succession of days as they pass.
As is natural, the days one passes in prison are counted one by one. For Fabrice, each day
represents a landmark in his conquest of Clélia’s affections. Fabrice manages to make an
opening in the shade covering his window so that he can see Clélia in her room in the governor’s
palace across the courtyard; however, she is unaware he can see her: “Il fut bien plus heureux le
lendemain […] pendant qu’elle regardait tristement l’immense abat-jour, il parvint à faire passer
un petit morceau de fil de fer par l’ouverture que la croix de fer avait pratiquée, […] Fabrice eut
du malheur les jours suivants” (430). The final sentence tells us Stendhal will continue listing
each day as it arrives. Both Clélia and Fabrice are intensely immersed in the development of
their love affair as it progresses day after day, and the emphasis on the passage of time stresses
this aspect.
Clélia tries to hide her interest in Fabrice: “Le huitième jour de la prison de Fabrice, elle
eut un bien grand sujet de honte” (431). Surprised by Fabrice, she has not had time to control her
emotions, and they betray her. Fabrice has enlarged the opening in the shutter, so that the lovers’
eyes meet. It is the happiest day of his life, whereas the duchess is suffering: Le lendemain fut le
grand jour de désespoir de la duchesse. Tout le monde tenait pour sûr dans la ville que c’en était
fait de Fabrice” (432). All the characters, including, of course, the duchess, are enveloped in the
web of time.
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Fabrice not knowing that Marquis Crescenzi has sent musicians to the prison to woo
Clélia, is enchanted by the music he hears and inspired to make “irresistible” declarations. He is
surprised by her reaction: “Mais le lendemain, à midi, il la trouva d’une mélancolie tellement
sombre […] qu’il ne se sentit pas assez autorisé pour lui adresser une question sur la sérénade”
(439). For her part, Clélia has decided to devote her life to Fabrice: “Ce fut précisément le
lendemain de ce jour où Clelia avait fait de si grands sacrifices au jeune prisonnier […] que
Fabrice fut désespéré de sa froideur” (439). Trembling with love, he is afraid of annoying Clélia
in the slightest way.
Throughout the novel, the emphasis is on continuity of action, one deed leading to the
next. Stendhal has predilection for the words “le lendemain”, le jour suivant”, for they appear
regularly, as do equivalent expressions of time. Though the prince does not intend to pardon
Fabrice as he promised the duchess, he is more than happy to comply with her wish that he exile
Marquise Raversi: “Dès le lendemain de sa disgrâce, le chevalier Riscara et trois autres de ses
amis se présentèrent au prince par son ordre, et lui demandèrent la permission d’aller la voir à
son château […] Avant la fin de la seconde semaine, elle avait trente personnes dans son
château” (373). The expressions “dès le lendemain” and “avant la fin de la seconde semaine” not
only push the action along, but also pinpoint the rapidity with which the marquise organizes her
troops. In this way, the emphasis on time highlihts the sensation of speed, which, in turn,
encourages satire, since punch lines must come fast. This manner of storytelling is one of the
hallmarks of the Chartreuse.
Marquise Raversi sends her factotum Riscara and her lover Baldi to Genoa to have a
letter forged in Duchess Sanseverina’s name: “Cinq jours après, Riscara ramena à la marquise
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son comte Baldi tout écorché” (375). Riscara returns to Bologne alone to ferret out Fabrice and
have the counterfeit letter delivered to him: “Il était à peine à Bologne deux jours, lorsqu’il
aperçut dans une calèche Fabrice et la petite Marietta […] le lendemain matin, celui-ci reçut par
un courrier la lettre de fabrique génoise” (375).
One action leads immediately to the other. Chapter 15 opens with the words: “Deux
heures plus tard, le pauvre Fabrice, garni de menottes et attaché par une longue chaîne […]
partait pour la citadelle de Parme” (376). Once Fabrice is in prison, the prince wants to see him
dead, and he discusses the matter with his fisc, Rassi, who is also conspiring behind his back
with Count Mosca:
Une fois le prince mis à son aise, la conversation fut infinie […] Le lendemain, il
reçut une gratification secrète de mille sequins. Pendant trois jours il réfléchit; le
quatrième il revint à son raisonnement, qui lui semblait évident: le seul comte
Mosca aura le coeur de me tenir parole, parce que, en me faisant baron, il ne me
donne pas ce qu’il estime; secundo […] tertio, […] La nuit suivante, il
communiqua au comte Mosca toute sa conversation avec le prince. (469)
Here, the expositional sequencing is also satirical, for it emphasizes Rassi’s cunning reason.
Stendhal’s obsession with the passage of time contributes to the dramatic feeling of
urgency and speed deriving from the unusual accumulation of steps taken by the protagonists.
The count informs the duchess of the prince’s plan to have Fabrice poisoned:
On peut penser si le comte, ayant reçu la terrible confidence du
fisc, fit aussitôt le signal convenu. Quoique l’on fût au milieu de la
nuit, elle le fit prier par la Chékina de passer à l’instant chez elle.
Le comte, […] hésitait cependant à tout dire à la duchesse; il
craignait de la voir devenir folle de douleur […]
Le lendemain soir elle fit faire à Fabrice le signal du grand péril
[…] La même nuit elle eut le bonheur de lui faire parvenir une
lettre dans une balle de plomb. Ce fut huit jours après qu’eut lieu le
mariage de la soeur du marquis Crescenzi, où la duchesse commit
une énorme imprudence dont nous rendrons compte en son lieu.
(469-470)
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The interlude between the duchess and the poet Ferrante Palla is shown in a succession of
scenes marked by the passage of time. The first begins the day the duchess takes a walk in the
woods surrounding her estate in Sacca (471), then she returns to Sacca with gold (473), then,
“Elle revint quinze jours plus tard: Ferrante […] fondit sur elle avec la rapidité de l’épervier”
(474). The storyline may be complicated, but it is easily followed because of the clear succession
of events, facilitated by adverbs of time, i.e., “plus tard”, “le lendemain”, “aussitôt”, “après”. The
sense of time is allied to the expanse of space and expresses a basic Stendhalian sensitivity. As
noted by Jean-Pierre Richard in Littérature et Sensation, “C’est bien en effet, en termes
d’espace, vertical ou horizontal, que se traduisent les valeurs stendhaliennes les plus pures” (65)
and later adds: “Et cette perspective est aussi bien temporelle que spatiale,” specifying: “passé,
présent, avenir” (66).
Because the police are looking for him, the duchess offers him a hiding place, “elle le
revit un mois après, toujours dans les bois de Sacca” (475). Because he makes amorous
advances, the duchess sends him away, and about the same time, Fabrice is arrested. “Trois jours
après, à la tombée de la nuit, un capucin se présenta à la porte du palais Sanseverina” (475).
Touched by his devotion, the duchess pours out her heart to him, “Le lendemain il reparut
toujours à l’Ave Maria, déguisé en domestique” (475). He offers his help, and once alone, the
duchess decides to give him a bequest of money so that her nephew will have a protector should
she die. “Deux jours après Ferrante reparut. C’était au moment où toute la ville était agitée par le
bruit de la prochaine exécution de Fabrice” (476). Ferrante promises to kill the prince, and leaves
(477). This time the frequent arrivals and departures are almost lampooned by what seems their
extreme conclusion or logical ending, the spectacle of doors constantly opening and closing:
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•
•
•

“Il salua brusquement et partit”
“Quand il fut dans l’autre chambre, elle le rappela”
“Il rentra comme impatient d’être retenu” (479)

The duchess gives him a case filled with diamonds worth 50,000 francs.
Il mit l’étui dans sa poche et sortit [...] La porte avait été refermée
par lui. La duchesse le rappela de nouveau; il rentra d’un air
inquiet: la duchesse était debout au milieu du salon; elle se jeta
dans ses bras […] la duchesse se dégagea de ses embrassements, et
des yeux lui montra la porte. (479)
Fabrice’s escape from prison is based on a scenario dominated by the sense of time which
accompanies that escape step by step. In a letter she writes Fabrice, Clélia explains how he will
know the time of his escape has begun:
Dimanche prochain, au retour de la messe […] retardez le plus possible votre
rentrée dans votre chambre; vous y trouverez ce qui vous est nécessaire pour
l’entreprise méditée […] si dimanche, vers le soir, vous me voyez entièrement
vêtue de noir, …, ce sera le signal que la nuit suivante tout sera disposé […]
Après onze heures, peut-être seulement à minuit ou une heure, une petite lampe
paraîtra à ma fenêtre, ce sera l’instant décisif. (485)
The constant reference to time and dates contributes to the feeling of speed and action that are a
part of Stendhal’s style. The insistence on dates and time also emphasizes the clandestine nature
of the action. Combined with the “petits faits vrais”, a black suit of clothing, a little lamp at the
window, the author has added a beguiling picturesque quality to his text.
Stendhal shows Fabrice in action:
Clélia, qui ne quittait la chambre de son père que pour aller
prier dans la chapelle, dit que le gouverneur avait décidé que les
réjouissances n’auraient lieu que le dimanche. Le matin de ce
dimanche, Fabrice assista au Te Deum; le soir il y eut feu
d’artifice, […]
Le désordre dura plus longtemps que Clélia ne l’avait
pensé, et ce ne fut que vers une heure que Fabrice, qui depuis plus
de huit jours, avait scié deux barreaux de sa fenêtre […]
commença à démonter l’abat-jour […]
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Dans la journée Fabrice fut attaqué par quelques réflexions
sérieuses et désagréables, mais à mesure qu’il entendait sonner les
heures qui le rapprochaient du moment de l’action, il se sentait
allègre et dispos. (488)
The feeling that time controls our existence, our awareness of the fate it portends, and
that our history is inscribed within it, reaches its climax, when the duchess bargains with the
young prince for her nephew’s life, fearing he is being poisoned, and the sudden ringing of the
clock seals that bargain; she will sleep with the prince:
•
•

“En cet instant, l’horloge du château sonna deux heures.
Ah! Il n’est plus temps peut-être, se dit la duchesse.”
“Je le jure, s’écria-t-elle avec des yeux égarés” (549)

The pace accelerates as the protagonists try to outpace time:
•
•

“Aussitôt le prince devint un autre homme.”
“Général Fontana, courez à la citadelle ventre à terre, montez aussi vite
que possible à la chambre où l’on garde M. del Dongo et amenez-le-moi,
il faut que je lui parle dans vingt minutes, et dans quinze s’il est
possible. Ah! général, s’écria la duchesse qui avait suivi le prince, une
minute peut décider de ma vie.” (549)

When talking about time, even minutes count.
Finally, the duchess' feelings about the menace of time express Stendhal’s point of view
as suggested throughout the narrative. She is desperate to save Fabrice, and she runs from one
person to the next, imploring them for help. Stendhal interjects a one-sentence paragraph into the
proceedings: “Qui pourrait se figurer l’anxiété et le désespoir de la duchesse, qui sentait que le
temps volait?” (545). Indications of the passage of time as they accompany narrative progression
foster dynamic movement, emphasize an ever-evolving succession of events that sustains interest
and is particularly well suited to the theatre and cinema. In addition, the anxiety the duchess
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experiences about the flight of time as expressed in the above quote mirrors Stendhal’s own.
Here, Stendhal implicates himself in the feelings about time running out.

II. Time on the Clock
Time is a constant motif in Stendhal’s novel, and it expresses itself not only by way of
the calendar, but also, the clock. The continuous reference to time precisely stated can be a
manifestation of the excellence in mathematics he showed in school, his scientific interests, to
which his fascination with Destutt de Tracy’s work attests, his service in Napoleon’s army as
adjunct to the Commissioner of War and, later, in his post as government auditor in the Council
of State.1 Precision in general as expressed in numbers attaches itself to everything where it is at
all possible they may play a role (Levin 103).

A. Money
The nomination of Duke Sanseverina’s father as ambassador by the Prince of Parma is
presented in the terms of an accountant’s calculations, and while it serves a satirical purpose,
illustrating the venal nature and behind-the-scenes bargaining prevalent in government, it is also
a realistic example of good bookkeeping, such as Stendhal must have performed as auditor for
Napoleon:
Votre Altesse accorde 30,000 francs à son envoyé à la cour de ***, lequel y fait
une figure bien médiocre. Si elle daigne me donner cette place, j’accepterai 6,000
francs d’appontement. Ma dépense à la cour de*** ne sera jamais au-dessous de
100,000 francs par an et mon intendant remettra chaque année 20,000 francs à la
caisse des affaires étrangères à Parme. Avec cette somme, l’on pourra placer
1

The complete chronology of Stendhal’s life can be found in Volume I of the 2014 Pléiade edition of Les Oeuvres
Romanesques Complètes (LXVII-LXXXII).
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auprès de moi tel secrétaire d’ambassade que l’on voudra. (236)
Duke Sanseverina does not talk in general terms; he quotes exact figures, like an accountant.
When Count Mosca, having confessed his love for Gina Pietranera, later Duchess
Sanseverina, tries to convince her to leave her ancestral castle in Grianta and come to live in
Parma, he couches that proposal in financial terms, as a business deal:
L’an passé, ma place, tout calculé, m’a valu cent sept mille francs; mon revenu a
dû être au total de cent vingt-deux mille; j’en ai placé vingt mille à Lyon. Eh bien!
choisissez: l. une grande existence basée sur cent vingt-deux mille francs à
dépenser, qui, à Parme, font au moins comme quatre cent mille à Milan […] 2. ou
bien la petite vie bourgeoise avec quinze mille francs à Florence ou à Naples.
(238)
His calculations resemble Count Sanseverina’s.
The faithful servant Ludovic makes an exact accounting of how much Fabrice must pay a
man to carry a letter to his aunt, the duchess, and it resembles a detailed expense account: “Les
garçons du moulin où nous allons gagnent douze sous par jour; en un jour et demi ils sont à
Parme, donc quatre francs pour le voyage; deux francs pour l’usure des souliers: si la course était
faite pour un pauvre homme tel que moi, ce serait six francs; comme elle est pour le service d’un
seigneur, j’en donnerai douze” (319). In addition to being an essential component of Stendhal’s
quotidian concerns, money is a way for Stendhal to express precision.

B. Place
Place is evoked in geographic, numerical terms, as by a surveyor preparing a blueprint or
a commander preparing a siege. The rooms through which Fabrice enters as he is led to his jail
cell in the Farnèse tower are given their precise measurement: the ground floor is forty feet long
at least and proportionately wide; the first floor has giant rooms twenty feet high; black columns
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are placed along black walls, without touching them (419). We are given the description of the
rooms on the second floor; we are told the rooms on the second floor are approximately fifteen
feet high. The specifications continue:
Le général avait fait placer dans chaque chambre de gros madriers de chêne
formant comme des bancs de trois pieds de haut […] Sur ces bancs il avait fait
établir une cabane en planches, fort sonore, haute de dix pieds, et qui ne touchait
au mur que du côté des fenêtres. Des trois autres côtés il régnait un petit corridor
de quatre pieds de large, entre le mur primitif de la prison, composé d’énormes
pierres de taille, et les parois en planches de la cabane. (419-420)
When Fabrice looks out the window of his cell, he has a view that extends from Mount Visco
and the other peaks of the Alps stretching from Nice toward Mount Cenis and Turin; it has been
precisely described in geographic terms“au couchant, un brillant crépuscule rouge orangé
dessinait parfaitement les contours du mont Viso et des autres pics des Alpes qui remontent de
Nice vers le Mont-Cenis et Turin” (420). Philippe Berthier sees this geographical precision in
psychological terms: “Il s’agit de montrer que Fabrice “plane” au-dessus de la fange du réel et
[…] accède paradoxalement à une liberté sans entraves” (Stendhal, Volume III, 1314, note 9).
Thereby, he echoes Proust’s observation that in Stendhal, height signifies spiritual freedom.
In her letter to Fabrice, the duchess describes in minute detail the route he must follow in
his descent from the prison tower:
Verticalement au-dessous de cette pierre, tu trouveras d’abord un espace nu d’une
vingtaine de pieds; […] après l’espace nu, tu trouveras quatre-vingts ou quatrevingt-dix pieds de broussailles fort grandes, […] puis un espace de trente pieds
qui n’a que des herbes, des violiers et des pariétaires. Ensuite, en approchant de
terre, vingt pieds de broussailles, et enfin vingt-cinq ou trente pieds récemment
éparvérés. (461-462)
As an officer who once took part in Napoleon’s campaigns, Stendhal remains obsessed with the
importance of maps. He transposes this obsession to his narrative.
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C. Time
Like notes in a log, each event recorded in the text is accompanied by the exact hour of
its occurrence.
3:00 AM

Fabrice, wishing to participate in the battle of Waterloo, has joined a troop
of French soldiers. Suspected of being a spy, he is sent to prison, where he
arrives at three in the morning (170).

5:00 AM

He hears the canonnade. It was the beginning of the battle of Waterloo
(173).

10:00 PM

After the defeat, wounded, he stays with a Flemish family that hides him
from the Prussians and helps him to escape. He is furnished with a
complete outfit of clothing towards ten o’clock in the evening (207).

11:00 PM

After a trip to Grianta, Fabrice returns to the Sanseverina palace at eleven
o’clock in the evening (302).

11:00 PM

One evening, towards eleven o’clock, Fabrice hears the noise a group of
men makes entering the Farnèse tower, sent there by Marquis Crescenzi to
serenade Clélia (437).

6:00 AM

The prince learns of Fabrice’s escape from prison: “L’évasion ne fut
connue à la citadelle que sur les six heures du matin, et ce ne fut qu’à dix
qu’on osa en instruire le prince” (492).

By labeling each incident with the exact time of its occurrence, Stendhal empowers the reader’s
imagination to insert itself into the time frame, fictional reality evaporates and becomes
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contiguous with the reader’s own. In addition, the inclusion of notations of exact time for each
event stresses their extreme importance.
The minutes and hours of the day serve as milestones on the path a project follows to its
completion, and together with the faithful servant Ludovic, the reader can visualize the trip that
he outlines in terms of time and place for the duchess, who has ordered him to go to Parma to
open the water reservoir there as a signal to the poet Ferrante Palla to make plans to poison the
prince. The accumulation of brief verbal sentences limited to the description of his route, its
subdivision into a precise time frame, coalesce, first, into the evocation of rapid, urgent
movement, then into the example of the accompanying role time plays in human activities:
“Mon plan est tout fait: je pars de Sacca sur les neuf heures, à dix et demie mon
cheval est à l’auberge des Trois Ganaches, sur la route de Casal-Maggiore et de
ma terre de la Ricciarda; à onze heures je suis dans ma chambre au palais, et à
onze heures et un quart de l’eau pour les gens de Parme […] Dix minutes plus
tard je sors de la ville par la route de Bologne” (496).
Both Ludovic and the duchess are subject to the exigencies of time.
Time is an essential component of Stendhal’s narration and is sensed not only in
mechanical terms but in existential terms as well. The passage of time leads from Fabrice’s birth,
when his aunt Gina is age thirteen, Clélia’s first appearance at age twelve, through the events of
their life, to their final disappearance. Only Count Mosca remains, for he was never a part of the
charmed trio of doomed lives; he was basically the cynical minister in service to the prince,
whose inner poetry had been attracted and awakened by them. He was the jealous outsider
watching the inscrutable word play and gestures between the duchess and Fabrice:
Il eut la douleur de voir la duchesse l’écouter à peine, et ne faire
aucune attention à ces circonstances qui, l’avant-veille encore,
l’auraient jetée dans des raisonnements infinis. Le comte regarda
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Fabrice: jamais cette belle figure lombarde ne lui avait paru si
simple et si noble! (270)
The count says to himself:
Et après tout, qu’est-ce que la vie sans l’amour de Gina? Avec quel
ravissement elle semble écouter les charmantes saillies de cet
esprit si jeune et qui, pour une femme, doit sembler unique au
monde! (270)
He walks around the room, clutching his dagger:
Aucun des deux ne faisait attention à ce qu’il pouvait faire […] on
ne l’entendit même pas; la duchesse riait tendrement d’un mot que
Fabrice venait de lui adresser. (270)
He starts imagining things:
Il devenait fou; il lui sembla qu’en se penchant ils se donnaient des
baisers, là, sous ses yeux. (271)
Unlike them, Count Mosca is essentially rooted in mundane tasks of reality, though his soul
yearns for the beauty and excitement they incarnate. What is especially effective is the way
Count Mosca is set in the foreground, whereas Fabrice and the duchess are far afield in their own
universe, the way they must have seemed to Count Mosca. Almost immediately after their
introduction at La Scala, he is deeply affected by Gina: “Armé de sa lorgnette, il l’examinait
avec transport: jeune, brillante, légère, comme un oiseau, se disait-il, elle n’a pas vingt-cinq ans.
Sa beauté est son moindre charme: où trouver ailleurs cette âme toujours sincère, qui jamais
n’agit avec prudence” (231).
The role time plays is expressed by Gina at the very outset of their relationship, when she
warns him she cannot love him passionately: “Vous jurer que j’ai pour vous une passion folle, lui
disait la comtesse, un jour à Milan, ce serait mentir; je serais trop heureuse d’aimer aujourd’hui,
à trente ans passés, comme jadis j’aimais à vingt-deux! Mais j’ai vu tomber tant de choses que
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j’avais crues éternelles!” (235). She laments the fact that time can change everything. it is why,
inevitably, the Chartreuse must end tragically.
Lake Como is often the setting of the meditations of both aunt and nephew and of their
boating excursions together. It recalls both the vocabulary and theme of Alphonse de
Lamartine’s poem, “Le Lac.” Returning to the lake that was a witness to his love affair with a
woman who has since died, Lamartine invokes the environs that embraced it. He sits down on a
rock and listens to the sounds of its waves against the shore, admires its boulders, dark forest,
welcoming hillsides, black fir trees, silver moon, and remembers the words spoken by his
companion imploring time to suspend its flight: “L’homme n’a point de port, le temps n’a point
de rive; Il coule, et nous passons!” (23). He wishes for the return of the “sublime ecstasies” he
felt at the lake and would like to at least keep their memory alive.
Like Lamartine, the countess returns to a lake. Upon her return to Grianta, she is
enchanted by Lake Como, its “aspects sublimes” and the memories of her youth that it evokes
(162-163). She loves the surrounding hills, the clusters of trees, the distant sound of a church
bell; the sounds carried by the waters are tinged with melancholy and seem to say life is fleeting,
happiness is to be grasped without delay.
It is midnight when Fabrice returns to Grianta, and he sits down on a rock that juts out
into Lake Como. Surrounded by boskets of woods, he hears the waves dying on the shore and is
immersed in the vast silence of nature and its “beauté sublime” as he begins his meditation on
life (279). Like Lamartine, Stendhal wants to bring back and preserve a happier past. That is the
purpose of his repetition of the story “told him by friends in Padua” as he exhumes a vanished
past.
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The metaphor of time appears in concrete form as a clock on the wall at La Scala opera
house, where the smitten Count Mosca hopes to visit Gina in her loge: “A chaque instant il
consultait l’horloge du théâtre qui par des chiffres éclatants de lumière et se détachant sur un
fond noir avertit les spectateurs, toutes les cinq minutes, de l’heure où il leur est permis d’arriver
dans une loge amie” (231). No longer an abstract notion, the clock here appears in gleaming
numbers.
It is at this point that the story begins, from the start of Count Mosca’s courtship of Gina
Pietranera and, finally, his success in convincing her to marry Duke Sanseverina, whose title will
allow her to go to Parma to live there as his mistress. Everything else has been a preamble.
Parma is the setting where the destiny of the main characters will play out and, all along, as their
life unwinds, so will the time on the clock.
Stendhal explicitly shows time accompanying his characters along their trajectory. They
are constantly consulting the clock, and their actions are either initiated or announced by it. Even
the prince is bound to the discipline of the clock, for that is how he spies on his subjects, by way
of Carlone, his secret agent:
Carlone manquait d’éducation, sans quoi depuis longtemps il eût obtenu de
l’avancement. Or, sa consigne était de se trouver devant le palais tous les jours
quand midi sonnait à la grande horloge. Le prince alla lui-même un peu avant
midi disposer d’une certaine façon la persienne d’un entre-sol […] Il retourna
dans cet entre-sol un peu après que midi eut sonné, il y trouva le soldat. (266)
The wicked prince takes malicious joy in upsetting his minister, Count Mosca, and so he
concocts a letter he has Carlone write under his dictation, to be delivered anonymously, in which
he accuses the duchess of incest with her nephew. Time plays a large part in his calculations:
“Quelques heures plus tard, le comte reçut une lettre par la poste; on avait calculé l’heure où elle
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pourrait arriver, et au moment où le facteur, qu’on avait vu entrer tenant une petite lettre à la
main, sortit du palais du ministère, Mosca fut appelé chez Son Altesse” (133). All the characters’
actions are regulated by the time on the clock.
Fabrice’s life in prison is ruled by the clock, for it is at noon when Clélia enters the room
where she tends her birds that he is able to see her from his cell above, across the courtyard;
however, they are preparing a shade that will obstruct the view:
L’abat-jour sera-t-il prêt avant midi? Telle fut la grande question qui fit battre le
coeur de Fabrice pendant toute cette longue matinée; il comptait tous les quarts
d’heure qui sonnaient à l’horloge de la citadelle. Enfin, comme les trois quarts
après onze heures sonnaient, l’abat-jour n’était pas encore arrivé; Clélia reparut
donnant des soins à ses oiseaux. (428)
The importance of the passage of time is emphasized by the fact that Fabrice listens to every
quarter of the hour rung by the clock.
The great scene where the three protagonists--the prince, the duchess and the count-engage in a battle of wits concerning the fate of Fabrice, a fugitive from justice, takes place in
the shadow of the clock. Each participant is aware of this pressure, and the prince’s treacherous
use of the time on that clock will set in motion the events that lead to the unraveling of their
lives. First, the duchess looks at the clock. She wants to take revenge on her enemy, Marquise
Raversi, and force her into exile: “Ce n’est pas tout! répliqua la duchesse avec une fierté
romaine; dès ce soir, et, ajouta-t-elle en regardant la pendule, il est déjà onze heures et un quart;
dès ce soir, Son Altesse Sérénissime enverra dire à la marquise Raversi qu’il lui conseille d’aller
à la campagne” (366). For his part, the count has a much more unlucky connection to the clock,
for, as he watches the prince sign Fabrice’s pardon, he sees him change the date and naïvely
assumes it is because the clock shows almost midnight: “Le comte remarqua que le maître
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corrigeait la date et mettait celle du lendemain. Il regarda la pendule, elle marquait près de
minuit. Le ministre ne vit dans cette date corrigée que l’envie pédantesque de faire preuve
d’exactitude et bon gouvernement” (367).
Later, at a gala, the monstrosity of what has happened, Fabrice’s arrest, is underscored by
the antithetical brevity of its expression in a one-sentence paragraph, since moments of great
crisis require few words, and it is the duchess' mute response that has the most effect.. The
monumental news arrives with the time on the clock: “Vers les dix heures, un ami de la duchesse
s’approcha et lui dit deux mots à voix basse; elle pâlit excessivement; Clélia lui prit la main et
osa la lui serrer” (386). News always arrives with time on the clock. The duchess passes the
night like a patient with a high fever, and she comes through it as wan as her companion, night
turned to dawn: “Enfin, comme l’aube du jour commença à marquer d’une ligne blanche le
sommet des arbres de son jardin, elle se fit violence” (394).
Once Clélia has married Marquis Crescenzi, Fabrice, to repress his sorrow, has turned to
preaching in church in the hope of attracting her attendance. When he learns she plans to hear a
famous tenor sing at the opera, he too gets a seat so he can see her in her loge, and he moves the
place of his sermon to a small church located in the same street as the Crescenzi palace. That
way, he can run from one place to the next, still be on time for his sermon, and see Clélia
returning from the opera:
Déguisé avec tout le soin possible, Fabrice gagna sa loge au
moment de l’ouverture des portes […] Le spectacle commença
vers huit heures, et quelques minutes après il eut cette joie
qu’aucun esprit ne peut concevoir s’il ne l’a pas éprouvée, il vit la
porte de la loge Crescenzi s’ouvrir; peu après, la marquise entra
[…] vers les huit heures trois quarts, Fabrice fit effort sur luimême; il quitta sa loge des quatrièmes et eut toutes les peines du
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monde à gagner le lieu où il devait quitter son habit […] Ce ne fut
que vers les neuf heures qu’il arriva à la Visitation. (578-9)
He gives a remarkable sermon. Once it has ended, he wants to see Clélia returning from
the opera:
Fabrice consulta sa montre avec précipitation, et courut à une
petite fenêtre grillée qui éclairait l’étroit passage […] Après
quelques minutes, […] la voiture de la marquise revenant du
spectacle, parut dans la rue. (580)
In tandem with adverbs of time, the narration constantly alludes to time on the clock.
Time and fate are intertwined, and if Fabrice has taken to preach, it is because of a
chance encounter with Clélia at a grand gala in honor of the princess’ birthday, which he had
tried to avoid attending and where, however, his romance is revived; intent on a rapid departure,
his eyes are fixed on the clock:
Les yeux de Fabrice étaient fixés sur la pendule, et, à l’instant où elle marqua la
vingtième minute de sa présence dans ce salon, il se levait pour prendre congé,
lorsque le prince entra chez sa mère. Après lui avoir fait la cour quelques instants,
Fabrice se rapprochait de la porte par une savante manoeuvre […] le chambellan
de service lui courut après pour lui dire qu’il avait été désigné pour faire le whist
du prince. (569)
Clélia and her husband, Marquis Crescenzi, are also guests, and during the card game,
Clélia recognizes Fabrice, their eyes meet, and their love affair is rekindled and, like before,
conducted from afar. At the end of the gala, when everyone is leaving, Clélia says to Fabrice:
“Oublions le passé, lui dit-elle, et gardez ce souvenir d’amitié. En disant ces mots, elle plaçait
son éventail de façon à ce qu’il pût le prendre. Tout changea aux yeux de Fabrice” (569). Time
has not cooperated. Fabrice was forced to stay at the gala, and thus revived his love affair, which
eventually leads to a tragic end.
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Church bells pealing are set by human mechanism. The clock is a product of human
invention. In contrast, the clocks that strike the hour in La Chartreuse de Parme seem animated
by a mysterious presence from beyond, somewhere in the ether. Like the bells that ring at birth,
marriage and death, they ring out at critical moments to mark them with a special profundity, an
omen, in a sense stopping time to call to the protagonists and, through them, to the reader,
aroused by a feeling of drama and momentous event.
The clock rings just as Fabrice, running from Father Blanès’ church tower, is in front of
his father’s castle, a symbol of the coldness, rejection and fear of his early life: “Fabrice se
précipita dans l’escalier, et, arrivé sur la place, se mit à courir. Il était à peine arrivé devant le
château de son père, que la cloche sonna dix heures; chaque coup retentissait dans sa poitrine et y
portait un trouble singulier” (292). Here, time affects Fabrice physically.
In the Farnèse prison tower, the clock rings out each time Clélia appears at the window,
and she and Fabrice live their idyll of love: “[Fabrice] avait le plaisir de voir qu’elle ne manquait
jamais à paraître dans la volière au moment précis où onze heures trois quarts sonnaient, et il eut
presque la présomption de se croire la cause de cette exactitude si ponctuelle” (431). The lovers
meet in the prison’s black marble chapel, and the clock signals the time for them to part: “Le
lecteur se figure sans doute les belles choses qu’il disait, lorsque la femme de chambre avertit sa
maîtresse que onze heures et demie venaient de sonner, et que le général pouvait rentrer à tout
moment; la séparation fut cruelle” (459).
The duchess struggles to save her life by convincing the young prince and his mother to
burn incriminating evidence involving her in Ranuce-Ernest’s death. An interlude of ominous
silence is magnified by the ringing of the clock: “Durant le court moment de profond silence,
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rempli par les réflexions de la princesse, l’horloge du château sonna trois heures” (532). An
ominous voice seems to be calling from beyond, calling for both ladies. The clock seems to be
speaking to them: what is the message?
Overwhelmed by the fear that Fabrice, who has returned to prison to be judged, is being
poisoned, the duchess pleads with the prince to save his life. For his part, seizing the opportunity
as the clock simultaneously rings the hours, he extracts from her the promise he may bed her:
“Il me faut un serment: jurez, madame, que si Fabrice vous est rendu
sain et sauf, j’obtiendrai de vous, d’ici à trois mois, tout ce que mon amour peut
désirer de plus heureux […]
En cet instant, l’horloge du château sonna deux heures. Ah! il n’est plus
temps peut-être, se dit la duchesse.
“Je le jure,” s’écria-t-elle, “avec des yeux égarés.” (548-9)
Time and the duchess are in a race. The duchess tries to win. In her mind, time looms large, as a
menace, and supersedes everything in her consciousness. She tries to do the impossible, outpace
time.
The clock incarnates an unearthly force invisible to the eyes of man that speaks to him in
the voice of the gongs that ring the hours. The concept could be called a form of magic, and
Father Blanès, the wise and humble priest Fabrice runs to visit when he returns to his childhood
home of Grianta after an absence of six years appears as a kindly wizard who has the power to
communicate with the spirits and make predictions, one of which was the very visit he had
foreseen and therefore was not surprised to receive. As Fabrice approaches, he sees a little
lantern in the narrow window of the bell tower, a symbol of the small light in the darkness the
abbé represents. He is awake and waiting, sitting before a planisphere that is a map of the
heavens stretched over a huge earthen vase, at the bottom of which there is a tiny lamp that lights
it. The eerie, surreal quality of the scene is further enhanced by the silence that surrounds it,
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interrupted only by the sound of a whistle and the noise of a cord being pulled from above to
open the door below:
[Fabrice] se précipita dans l’escalier, ému jusqu’au transport; il trouva l’abbé sur
son fauteuil de bois à sa place accoutumée; son oeil était fixé sur la petite lunette
d’un quart de cercle mural. De la main gauche, l’abbé lui fit signe de ne pas
l’interrompre dans son observation; un instant après il écrivit un chiffre sur une
carte à jouer, puis, se retournant sur son fauteuil, il ouvrit les bras à notre héros
qui s’y précipita en fondant en larmes. L’abbé Blanès était son véritable père.
(284)
The two men embrace under the sign of the clock, and the reader is convinced Father Blanès’
predictions will come true.
The abbé foresees his own death: “cinq mois et demi ou six mois et demi après que je
t’aurai revu, ma vie ayant trouvé son complément de bonheur, s’éteindra” (284). The abbé
believes in an after-life and that he will be received by heaven, where our destiny is decreed and
which we must fulfill on earth. Having devoted his life to the study of the heavenly spheres, he
can predict the future. He knows Fabrice was arrested as a spy at Waterloo, but he says: “averti
par ma voix, ton âme peut se préparer à une autre prison bien autrement dure, bien autrement
terrible!” (285).
He is unsure how long prison will last, and he attributes this to an offense he may have
committed, and for which heaven is punishing him; however, he can predict Fabrice’s end: “tu
mourras comme moi, mon fils, assis sur un siège de bois, loin de tout luxe, et détrompé du luxe”
(285). At the end of the tender reunion, preparations having been made for Fabrice to stay
overnight, the abbé warns him not to try to see him during the day: “Il ne faut pas que tu me
revoies de jour, et le soleil se couchant demain à sept heures et vingt-sept minutes, je ne viendrai
t’embrasser que vers les huit heures, et il faut que tu partes pendant que les nombres se comptent
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encore par neuf, c’est-à-dire avant que l’horloge ait sonné dix heures” (286). Father Blanès’ way
of telling time seems like magic.
When Stendhal in the course of his narration notes the time of day, records the hours and
minutes ringing out, he does not imagine a mundane instrument of time that registers the daily
twenty-four hour cycle. Rather, it is an ominous voice from beyond that controls our destiny,
speaking like the fairy godmother to Cinderella, warning her she must leave the ball before
midnight, lest her coach become a pumpkin. Omens and time merge.
When Fabrice was a child, he and his playmates thought Father Blanès was a magician
because he would spend all night high in the bell tower with his telescope, studying the stars and
the exact moment of the fall of empires and of revolutions that change the world. As their leader,
Fabrice would take his friends out to the shores of Lake Como in the middle of the night, open
the padlock of a fisherman’s boat and row way out to the end of the fishing line that held at its
end a little bell that rang if a fish got caught; however, having absorbed from Father Blanès the
belief in omens and in their power to predict success or failure, if, as they were about to leave, he
saw a priest standing on the shore or a crow to the left, he would reconsider and lead his group
away.
This belief in omens becomes part of his psyche. When the news of Napoleon’s return
from Elbe reaches Grianta, Fabrice decides to join his army, and he justifies his decision by
virtue of the sight of an eagle that has appeared simultaneously:
Tout à coup, à une hauteur immense et à ma droite j’ai vu un aigle, l’oiseau de
Napoléon; il volait majestueusement se dirigeant vers la Suisse, et par conséquent
vers Paris. Et moi aussi, me suis-je dit à l’instant, je traverserai la Suisse […] A
l’instant, quand je voyais encore l’aigle, par un effet singulier mes larmes se sont
taries; et la preuve que cette idée vient d’en haut, c’est qu’au même moment, sans
discuter, j’ai pris ma résolution. (166-167)
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Fabrice is superstitious. Omens come from on high, and they are validated by immediate
decisions.
At Waterloo, his strange demeanor and foreign accent make him suspect, and he is
thrown into prison. Money and charm having made an ally of the jailer’s wife, he is able to
escape in the uniform of a cavalryman who died in prison. This fact appears to him as a bad
omen, and he says to himself: “j’ai pour ainsi dire succédé à son être […] Gare la prison! […] Le
présage est clair, j’aurai beaucoup à souffrir de la prison!” (172). Fabrice fears prison, but, to the
contrary, he will learn to love it. Fate is strange.
Years later, on his way to visit his mentor, he sees in the distance the church steeple
where Father Blanès, now aged, forestalls his own death to receive that visit. He remembers the
astrological treatises the Father studied, and he wrestles with the notion of omens:
S’il ne faut pas croire à l’astrologie […] si cette science est, comme les trois
quarts des sciences non mathématiques, une réunion de nigauds enthousiastes et
d’hypocrites adroits et payés par qui ils servent, d’où vient que je pense si souvent
et avec émotion à cette circonstance fatale? Jadis je suis sorti de la prison de
B***, mais avec l’habit et la feuille de route d’un soldat jeté en prison. (281)
Stendhal tells the reader that Fabrice’s grudging belief in omens had become for him a semireligion, a profound impression received at the beginning of his life (282). In fact, as Fabrice
proceeds, he is surrounded by the foreboding symbols of his past: the wall of his father’s garden,
rising to a height of forty feet above the road, the ditch opposite the castle’s facade, the little
window of his room. It is as though he had entered a realm of spirits that have infiltrated his soul,
agents of the omens he believed in.
Once he has reached his destination and been enveloped by the warmth of a loving
welcome and sojourn, when it is time to leave, Father Blanès hearing the time ticking closer to
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the witching hour shouts: “Dépêche! dépêche! […] prends garde de tomber, ce serait un affreux
présage” (292). The words “dépêche! dépêche!” ring out and add to the feeling of magic. And
those words seem to echo forebodingly.
At the end of his trip, Fabrice makes a detour to visit the chestnut tree his mother planted
at his birth, and he has the misfortune to see one of the main branches broken, hanging withered.
He brushes off the thought this might be a bad omen. However, the scene stands as a symbol of
what is to come as the gongs on the clock and the passage of time sound the message of destiny
leading life and the story Stendhal tells to their final conclusion.
The fear of the unknowable, the sense that the unfolding of our life is beyond our control,
is evident in Fabrice’s attitude towards religion. As a fugitive in Bologna after he has killed the
actor Giletti, he enters the cathedral of Saint Petrone to give thanks for his escape and safety.
Before he leaves, he pays to have candles lit as an offering for grace he has received. There were
seven in the candelabra. He adds sixty-three more and says to himself: “Ah! se dit Fabrice,
soixante-trois et sept font soixante-dix: ceci encore est à noter” (326). For him, the number is an
omen, so that religion, without realizing it, he treats as a kind of superstition. It is not a set of
ethical principles. It has never occurred to him that his position as future successor to the
Archbishop of Parma was made possible by the sin of simony. As Stendhal explains, the jesuitic
instruction Fabrice received forbids self-examination because it is a step towards Protestantism:
“Tel est le triomphe de l’éducation jésuitique: donner l’habitude de ne pas faire attention à des
choses plus claires que le jour” (324). After all, Fabrice rips up a breviary to make an alphabet he
can use to communicate with Clélia; he preaches in church only to bring her back to him.
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Clélia also is tethered to the same understanding of religion. She is devout, yet she finds
ways to circumvent its moral commandments. She has made a vow never to set eyes on Fabrice
again, yet she believes that does not include the darkness of night, even to the extent of
committing adultery. When she agonizes over whether to go hear Fabrice preach, an act she
rationalizes would not break her vow, but only mean she is going to hear an astonishing
preacher, she finally settles on an arbitrary solution, unrelated to her own will, and therefore an
omen she is powerless to ignore: “si la première femme qui viendra ce soir a été entendre prêcher
monsignore del Dongo, j’irai aussi; si elle n’y est point allée, je m’abstiendrai” (588).
The duchess herself is upended by fate. All the beautiful life she has prepared for herself
and Fabrice comes undone one morning when Fabrice and Giletti inexplicably cross paths: “mais
eux se souvenaient encore, la duchesse surtout, de ce qu’était leur conversation avant ce fatal
combat avec Giletti qui les avait séparés” (498). Everything that follows can be traced back to
that seminal event: Marquise Raversi’s revenge, Fabrice’s arrest, the blossoming love affair
between him and Clélia, his alienation from the duchess, Clélia’s marriage to Marquis Crescenzi,
as arranged by the duchess, Fabrice’s decision to preach, the adulterous affair between him and
Clélia, their death, and soon thereafter, that of the grief-stricken duchess.
Father Blanès’ relation to religion is ambiguous. He is a devout priest, but also an
astrologer. Clélia and Fabrice would have been horrified by the accusation they had betrayed
their religion. The duchess never thought about such things, though she did once ask Father
Blanès for a prediction about Fabrice (286). She believed in the power of her own will and acted
upon her own decisions:
Il y avait deux choses dans le caractère de la duchesse, elle voulait toujours ce
qu’elle avait voulu une fois; elle ne remettait jamais en délibération ce qui avait
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été une fois décidé. Elle citait à ce propos un propos de son premier mari,
l’aimable général Pietranera: Quelle insolence envers moi-même! disait-il;
pourquoi croirais-je avoir plus d’esprit aujourd’hui que lorsque je pris ce parti?
(479)
Here Stendhal defines the duchess’ character: strong-willed, impetuous. In the end, they were all
controlled by time, fate, destiny, and the mysteries we struggle to comprehend. All that happens
ineluctably leads to their final demise.
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Chapter 4
Architectural Structure
I. Linkage
Although the Chartreuse consists of a huge cast of characters and their adventures that
crisscross or diverge, complement each other or stand in opposition, it survives as a unified
whole. A device that ensures this unity is the linkage that involves even the most minor character
and event. There is a line running through the novel along which people once mentioned
reappear long after their initial introduction, and incidents are never forgotten. It is as though the
author, like a good housewife, lets nothing go to waste. The reader, for his part, is surprised to be
reminded of what has long since passed, and his belief in the illusion of reality that has been
created is strengthened because he imagines there is a life beyond the immediate story, parallel to
it, drawing it into the world that surrounds it. Furthermore, in concert with his affinity for the
theatre, Stendhal prefers to show rather than to tell, and as the reader follows the many lines
linking one character to the other, they tend to form a picture in his mind, albeit abstract.
Lieutenant Robert, whom the reader meets before Fabrice’s birth (145-148), passes his
line of vision at Waterloo (l85). He notices that Marshal Ney has been replaced by a general who
is tall, thin, gaunt and fierce. He has no idea who he is. The author tells us this is Count d’A, the
Lieutenant Robert of May 15, 1796. His name reappears later as general Count d’A., the man to
whom Marquise del Dongo is in the habit of writing two or three times a year (154). Now
nineteen years have passed since he was first introduced into the del Dongo household. His horse
having been shot from under him, his officers lift Fabrice from his own, the only good one left
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standing, and off goes the general with his entourage, leaving Fabrice on the ground, crying, as
he sees him disappear in the distance among the trees.
In the section recounting the meeting and burgeoning romance of Countess Pietranera,
the Gina of 1796, and Count Mosca, the reader is privy to the count’s growing infatuation as,
from his seat at La Scala, he observes her through his lorgnette and is overcome by her beauty,
grace, wit and charm. “Je conçois les folies du comte Nani,” he says to himself, and the reader
wonders how it is Mosca knows about him (231). It must be a small world. Nani must really
have existed since his existence is corroborated by a witness, and the reader strains to remember.
In fact, he is first mentioned as a rival of Limercati, the lover Gina accepted because he financed
the lifestyle she and her husband, Count Pietranera, required (160). But Nani falls into disfavor
when he refuses to avenge the count’s death in a duel. Nani is mentioned six times as Count N.,
once on page 160 and five times on page 161. He is alluded to rapidly and is quickly dropped as
an inconsequential figure. Yet he survives on the outskirts of the novel, and he resurfaces in
Count Mosca’s musings, as do both Limercati and Nani in Countess Pietranera’s calculations,
considering and then rejecting life with Mosca in Milan should he resign his position in Parma
(235).
Count Borda makes his first appearance in a vignette in which the countess has run to
him, asking for help for her nephew Fabrice just returned from Waterloo and wanted by the
Austrian police. But, the reader learns, rather than being someone new, Borda actually surges
from the past, just as does the name Limercati, whom, he recalls, he denounced to the countess’
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husband in an act of jealous revenge (219). In this way, there is a kind of cross pollination
between even the most minor characters and peripheral incidents that adds cogency to the
narrative, layers of depth from present to past, and fortifies its structure.
Fabrice’s aunt and Count Mosca have sent Fabrice to Naples to study theology and
prepare to follow in his ancestors’ footsteps, eventually becoming archbishop. In Naples, he was
interested in the study of antiquity and did his best to court the ladies. Though attracted to the
ladies, he cannot fall in love. It is a problem he will endure for a long time. One of the most
admired had thrown caution to the wind but had only succeeded in boring him. She is named
offhandedly as the charming Duchess d’A (258). Having arrived in Parma and been given an
apartment in his aunt’s palace since her marriage to Duke Sanseverina, Fabrice is confronted by
a similar problem. In a monologue inspired by his anxiety about his relationship with the
duchess, for whom he can feel only filial affection, but not wishing to offend her, he invokes the
memory of the Duchess d’A “Je crois encore entendre la duchess d’A***, et je me moquais de la
duchesse! Elle (la duchesse Sanseverina) croira que je manque d’amour pour elle, tandis que
c’est l’amour qui manque en moi” (273). In order to defuse tensions that have arisen among
them, and to separate him from his aunt, Count Mosca decrees that Fabrice pay his mother a
visit. That mission accomplished, Fabrice returns to his birthplace, Grianta. There, hidden in the
bell tower, a monologue reveals him engaged in self-examination. A stream of consciousness
leads him from one thought to another and, in time, to a comparison between the poor little
actress Marietta and the infinitely boring Duchess d’A, that phantom lady who surprises the
reader unaware, but whose recurring name is a unifying thread that forces the reader to backtrack
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and recall her place in the story, “[Marietta] ne vaut pas à beaucoup près la duchesse d’A que
j’étais obligé d’aimer à Naples puisque je lui avais dit que j’étais amoureux d’elle” (288).
Later, when Fabrice is hiding in Bologna, having fatally stabbed the actor Giletti, he
again muses about his inability to fall in love. This time, the reader has to retrieve from memory
an episode that takes place very early in the novel, after the defeat at Waterloo, when Fabrice
makes his way home. Wounded by retreating soldiers, bleeding, and exhausted, he is directed to
the town of Zonders and finds refuge in an inn run by a mother and her two daughters. In a
touching, picturesque vignette that suggests the warmth of the simple lodgings and the tender
care provided by the two sisters in awe of the exotic stranger, the name of the younger, Aniken,
is mentioned twice (207-208). Her tears, her fond farewell, Fabrice’s sensitive response to her
charming naïveté, create the aura of incipient love, an unsurprising reference to the cliché
regarding the bond between patient and nurse. Years later, though this episode lasted only two
weeks and Aniken is a shadowy figure, pictured as a sweet young peasant girl hardly different
from her sister, she is called from the past, from a farm in Belgium, to stand in contrast to an
Italian actress, Marietta, in Bologna. A long monologue ends with a one-sentence paragraph in
which Fabrice concludes he never came close to the feeling called love except in Zonders for
young Aniken, which brings to three times her name is ever mentioned, “Dans le fait je n’ai
connu un peu cette préoccupation tendre qu’on appelle, je crois, l’amour, que pour cette jeune
Aniken de l’auberge de Zonders, près de la frontière de Belgique.” (337-338).
In the lengthy passage showing Count Mosca overcome with jealous rage as he imagines
the duchess and Fabrice making love, it occurs to him to question one of the duchess’ maids
(267-271). That incidental thought gives rise to a scene reminiscent of the relationship between
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master and servant within the aristocracy, the functions of valet and soubrette in comedy and
opera, as in Le nozze di Figaro. The emotional turmoil the count endures upon confronting the
flesh and blood characters who suddenly appear in a half-page encounter, the one casually called
the footman, the other, his girlfriend, the duchess’ maid Chékina, is brought to the foreground
and is concretely realized by the repartee among the three (271). There is a parallel scene
between the duchess and Chékina. This time, in a reverse situation, rather than report on her
mistress as in the previous scene, Chékina confesses and returns the money the count has given
her (272). These two scenes are the only times Chékina has a role of any significance, yet the
author does not forget to include her name here and there throughout the story’s progression. She
is present in the great scene when, before the assembly of all her servants who have made
preparations for her departure, the duchess announces she will stay in Parma because her nephew
will not be sentenced (368). Her sudden naming acts as an electric shock on the reader, forcing
him to search for her place in his memory. She is all the more effective as a unifying thread
because the recurrences of her name are spread so far apart, all the better to tie up a bigger
package. Her name comes up as an agent in the clandestine exchange of letters between the
duchess and Fabrice hiding in Bologna (402). Sixty-seven pages later, her name appears again,
this time in italics, as her mistress’ chaperone in her rendez-vous with the count in his garden and
also as a messenger carrying an invitation from her mistress (469). Perhaps the italics are an
indication that the author recognizes the effort the reader must make to integrate it into the story,
a plea to do so, and its use as a sign passed along the narrative line.
The linkage provided by the survival of the most peripheral personalities, events and
places throughout the novel not only reinforces its unity but also recreates the unity of life that
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maintains floating within its consciousness all the particles that ever emerged from it, so that
they may be recovered at will anytime by anyone. Nothing is lost, everything remembered.
A diverse range of examples exhibit the potential in this technique. The trial of Count
Palanza, a political prisoner who was unjustly tortured and murdered, burdens Archbishop
Landriani with the guilt of never having intervened on his behalf (263-264). Count Mosca,
discussing Fabrice’s fate with Rassi, the infamous judge of Parma, reminds him of his role in
Count Palanza’s death (413).
Count Zurla-Contarini is never more than a name first mentioned by Count Mosca
describing to Duchess Sanseverina the despotic government of Parma. In order to distance
himself from the police, Mosca has named Zurla Minister of the Interior, therefore in charge of
police matters, for which Zurla is happy to do an idiotically murderous amount of work, writing
50 letters a day (242). After his interview with the duchess, the prince takes sadistic pleasure in
betraying his promise to her. It would have sufficed to inform the reader of his intentions.
Instead, Count Zurla is sent for in his function as Minister of the Interior (370). His name
appears again as expediter of the henchmen sent to arrest Fabrice (376). The duchess meets
Clélia at the soirée given by Count Zurla (384). That soirée given by Count Zurla is mentioned as
a bridge leading to Count Mosca’s subsequent efforts to be received by Duchess Sanseverina
(398). One hundred eighteen pages later (516), having been reunited with the duchess after the
prince’s poisoning, Count Mosca describes for her the rebellion he suppressed, the sixty or so
participants who were shot dead. He invokes the name of Count Zurla as the man sent to pay off
the grieving families. The reader has never met Count Zurla. His name is just a cipher, yet his
presence within that society is never in doubt.
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General Fontana, like Count Zurla, is a mute extra, a piece of furniture that is part of the
scenery, but he is an important accessory since, as puzzled observer, he stands in comic
counterpoint to the action. He is the fall guy whose astonishment emphasizes for the reader the
strangeness of what is going on. As he stands guard at the prince’s door, he is overcome by
“profound stupor” in reaction to the duchess’ unexpected arrival and demands to see the prince
(360). Once the audience is over and the prince has opened the door and shouted for General
Fontana, who must have been wondering what was going on, his face shows such bewilderment
that Count Mosca and the duchess, a little bit at loggerheads, exchange amused glances and
reconcile. Several years later, the author returns Fontana to a nearly identical situation,
occupying a space outside the prince’s chambers, in conference with his mother and the duchess
(529). It is as though Stendhal had produced a carbon copy retouched by time. The prince in
question is the son who has succeeded his father. He does not stay inside the opened door, but
runs out; however, he does shout at the hapless Fontana, who has unwittingly overstayed his
welcome. Fontana is once again the innocent object of anger, but this time he comes close to
death when Fabrice hears noises outside his cell door, opens it violently and points a dagger at
the unsuspecting Fontana (544). Drawing back, Fontana pronounces the only words the reader
has ever heard him say: “Mais je suis venu vous sauver, monsieur del Dongo!” And so he has
accomplished the mission begun by the duchess one hundred eighty pages earlier in her
interview with Ranuce-Ernest IV, so surprising to Fontana (360). Finally, General Fontana is
present in the same context (549-551). Up to that point, he has reappeared at widely dispersed
intervals as a link the author summons to inform the reality of the world he creates.
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Fabrice’s mother and sisters occupy a similar position in the narrative. Though never in
the foreground, they play an active role in his early life, before he has left Grianta and later upon
his return from Waterloo, when they, along with his aunt, hide him from the Austrian authorities.
Afterwards, for all intents and purposes, they practically vanish. Yet when he is about to leave
for the ecclesiastic academy of Naples, Fabrice mentions his mother, wanting to see her before
his departure (251). As a diversion, Count Mosca has arranged a visit between Fabrice and his
mother, who is mentioned briefly (277). The reader is told the mother and sisters have visited
twice in Locarno, though they have become strangers (501). They appear once again in person to
congratulate Fabrice on his promotion to archbishop (555) and finally, at the end, in his will
(597).
Fabrice’s father, the Marquis del Dongo, and his brother, Ascagno, are savagely satirized
in the opening pages of the novel, though they never make a first-person appearance. After a
three-day visit with his mother, Fabrice wanders off, immersed in his thoughts, and is surprised
to have found his way back to his ancestral home and to memories of his early life there. The
next day, he looks down on the gardens and courtyard of his family’s estate and for a moment
mistakes the man crossing the terrace for his father (287-288). The father figure appears one
more time when three judges come to Fabrice’s prison cell to announce his death (463). Fabrice,
his mother, and his aunt are suddenly stopped by three policemen who pounce on the bridle of
the horses pulling their carriage (215). When they are asked to identify the young man within,
the quick-witted aunt Gina replies it is her son, Ascagno Pietranera, son of General Pietranera,
thus playing a joke on the nephew she detests by giving his name to the brother he hates,
fantasizing he is the offspring of her happy marriage, adorning the two people she loves with the
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name of the one she dislikes, a rhetorical figure of speech, the antiphrase. Canon Borda, an old
flame, muses about Gina’s reason for returning to Grianta. It seems strange to him that, unless
she has fallen in love with her nephew, such a brilliant, beautiful woman would willingly
vegetate in the country and subject herself to seeing at every meal the horrible face of Marquis
del Dongo plus the livid physiognomy of Maraschino Ascagno, who will be worse than his father
(222-223). Ascagno’s name comes up again as Fabrice mischievously identifies himself as
Maraschino del Dongo, the thief who has stolen a horse from a page passing by (295). Having
dropped out of sight for years, in an unexpected reminder of the past, his brother, in a show of
obsequious flattery, sends him a letter congratulating him on his new position as grand vicar with
further succession to the position of archbishop (555).
None of the peripheral characters are ever dropped. The names of the jailers Barbone and
Grillo keep reappearing even after Fabrice’s escape from prison. Barbone, shown as a giant bully
endowed with a huge beard and frightening eyes, is the clerk in the prison office registering
Fabrice’s arrival. He is therefore present at the very beginning of the prison sequence (377-380).
Having offended Fabrice and elicited a smack that makes him fall from his chair and bloodies
him, Barbone becomes Fabrice’s implacable enemy. As such, his name resurfaces in diverse
instances:
•

In a recitative Clélia addresses to Fabrice through her open window
(444).

•

In the steps taken by Count Mosca to prevent the use of poison (321).

•

In the jailer Grillo’s judgment of him (457).

•

In Clélia’s plans (466).
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•

In a conspiratorial conversation between the prince and Rassi (469).

•

In misinformation in a gazette listing Barbone as dead because of a fall
from a vehicle (516).

Barbone is an interesting subsidiary character within the narrative, but the frequency with which
he is mentioned is not essential to the progression of the plot, especially not the final mention of
his death.
Grillo, the benevolent jailer charged with Fabrice’s guard, is in close proximity to him as
an observer and facilitator of his amorous overtures to Clélia. Therefore, beginning with
Fabrice’s arrival in his cell, his name is dispersed throughout the prison sequence (422).
Afterwards, when Fabrice is in hiding in Belgirate, his name resurfaces in a letter from Ludovic
telling how Grillo was put in prison, was later released, and is now broke. Stendhal did not have
to include Grillo’s name in Ludovic’s letter, but its presence reaffirms the unity of the novel and
its world, especially since it produces a flashback to the details of Fabrice’s imprisonment and
prevents the reader from forgetting the minutest parts of that fictional world. In so doing,
Stendhal draws readers closer into it, memory never allowing a separation.
When the newly married Sanseverina arrives in Parma, she is introduced to its
eminences, and one of these is Marquise Balbi, the prince’s mistress. The visit she pays her is
fodder for a clever satire (243-244). In the novel’s last chapter, Gonzo, an impoverished
nobleman, significant only in his role between Fabrice and Clelia, is introduced. Except for the
annual New Year’s greetings, he is removed from court. Yet Marquise Balbi and her picture
gallery are the subject of his conversation (587).
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Nor do minor incidents drop into oblivion. Rather, their authenticity is ratified by their
reappearance, separate from their original introduction: Count Mosca orders Rassi to arrange that
Fabrice receive a purse containing 6,000 francs (413). Many pages later, Fabrice receives a loaf
of bread and a roll of several sheets of paper containing 6,000 sequins (463). The courtship
Count Mosca undertakes vis-à-vis Countess Pietranera involves letters, flowers, fruit, amusing
little gifts (233); later, the count, wishing to repair a rift between them, writes her letters almost
daily, and reference is made to the courier of the early days (507). Count Mosca, sitting in a loge
at La Scala with Countess Pietranera, gives an account of his early life and service to Napoleon
(227); the people of Parma ascribe his favored position with the prince to the fact he was a
military man with a pistol in his hand in Spain (229), and Duchess Sanseverina compares Count
Mosca favorably to the disgraced general who, unlike Mosca, never participated in Napoleon’s
campaign in Spain (513). The young prince, having successfully seduced the duchess, promises
her the gift of a Parmesan painting hanging above the altar (550); Fabrice pays a visit to his aunt
and the count, who, amazed by his physical decline, in order to cheer him up, promise him a gift
of the Parmesan painting sent by the prince (563).
Clélia, having run to Fabrice to warn him not to eat, thinking he is dying, overcome,
gives herself to him (543). Fabrice, the reader is told, knows exactly why she has withdrawn
from him (554). Clélia gives Fabrice an ivory-handled dagger to protect himself. It is the symbol
of the subterranean violence that links them and is the dark side of the beauty and artistry of the
Renaissance from which the Chartreuse derives (543-544). At the gala celebrating the princess’
birthday, overcome by jealousy upon seeing Clélia with her new husband, Marquis Crescenzi,
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Fabrice remembers an ancestor, Borso Valserra, and imagines what he would have done in his
place, i.e., stab the marquis with the little ivory-handled dagger Clélia once gave him (564).
The solar system that surrounds the main protagonists and lends them credence also
includes places, among them: Naples, Novare, Sacca, Belgirate, Grianta, Casal-Maggiore, Milan,
Bologna, the Po, Lake Como, Locarno, Zonders. The aura each place projects envelops the story
and unifies it. Judging from the space and detail he allots to the description of the Farnèse tower,
Stendhal is partial to the surreal fantasy the place evokes and, especially, “the bridge of the
slave” (437-438). He reintroduces it by placing the governor on the bridge, frisking the
musicians come to serenade his daughter, Clélia (448).
The lines that cross through the Chartreuse, unifying it, are as numerous as all the
elements that compose it, but there are three that dominate. Proceeding from the shortest to the
longest, there is the line that stretches from when Fabrice and Clélia first meet (213), to their
second encounter, when Fabrice is taken into custody (376).
Somewhat longer is the line extending from the mention that Duke Sanseverina made the
mistake of lending Ferrante Palla money (238-239), to the 25,000 francs the duchess bequeaths
to him for services rendered (476).
The ultimate example of the linkage that permeates the Chartreuse is contained in one
sentence of the long letter the duchess has sent Fabrice outlining his manner of escape (460-461).
She invokes the opinion of the three men in whom she has the most confidence, the first being
the one who warned the surgeon in Ferrare (Ludovic) (322), the second, who on Fabrice’s return
from Belgirate said he should have shot the valet (Mosca) (297-298), and the third a
highwayman, friend of the duchess but unknown to Fabrice (Palla) (470-480). That one sentence
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assigns no hierarchy to any of the men involved, but unites them in a common bond, not naming
them, rather referring to scenes long past.
The entire package that is the novel is tied together by the line that stretches from the
notice to the reader (141-142), in which the author recalls a visit with friends in Padua, the
stories they tell and his decision to publish them in a novella, and ends with the final salutation to
the reader he has entertained throughout, “TO THE HAPPY FEW” (597).
The lines embedded in the transposition of the elements contained in the preface, from
Stendhal’s easy sociability at the table of an Italian family to the story of the duchess herself, are
a written manifestation of Stendhal’s brain waves, perceived in the mind of the reader as visual
roadmaps of the story. Like lines on graph paper, they are the equivalent of the networking that
abstract expressionists commit to canvas. Lifted from their text and impressed on a bare
background, they too would appear as abstract art. Superimposed on this grid are the geometrics
of the pictures Stendhal summons in his enterprise to show rather than tell. Inadvertently, by
tracking the intersecting lines that existence follows, he has mapped the internal impulses in the
brain that propel us all.
In the Chartreuse, the constant crisscrossing of movement and events, because of their
frequency, stand in bold relief as lines inscribed on the narration, validating it as an expression of
visceral human activity rather than an arbitrary human contrivance. In this way, the movement
and events in the Chartreuse present themselves to the reader’s mind pictorially as would a
descriptive prose passage. The Chartreuse is the big bang, the result of the various elements
deposited over the span of a writing career that suddenly fuse to create the masterpiece, and, in a
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web of interconnecting lines, trace the people and events bubbling beneath the surface through
time.

II. Scenic Geometry
The language Stendhal uses to create the scenic images in the Chartreuse foretells
Cézanne’s advice to Emil Bernard, writing in a letter of April 15, 1904, to “treat nature by means
of the cylinder, the sphere, the cone, everything brought into proper perspective so that each side
of an object or a plane is directed towards a central point” (Brion-Guery 82). These words could
apply to Stendhal’s emphasis of line, organization, design, the interlocking of line and plane, and
the geometric forms these elements engender.
In the Chartreuse, Stendhal remains before his audience, his regular intrusions constantly
reminding it of his presence. As he entertains, he not only tells the story, but shows the story, in a
series of vignettes whose setting is akin to stage scenery that eliminates details in favor of
geometric simplification intended to cross the footlights and reach the audience. In this way, they
are reminiscent of a Cézanne paining, nature rendered through simplification and delineated in
terms of cones, cylinders, spheres and convergence of lines. When Fabrice’s aunt revisits the
environs of Lake Como, the landscape she sees is not portrayed through colors, but rather lines,
one rising above the other, the placement of structure in relation one to the other, the form of a
promontory that separates the lake into two branches.
La comtesse se mit à revoir, avec Fabrice, tous ces lieux enchanteurs de Grianta
[…] la villa Melzi de l’autre côté du lac, vis-à-vis le château, et qui lui sert de
point de vue; au-dessus le bois sacré des Sfondrata, et le hardi promontoire qui
sépare les deux branches du lac. (162)
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The image is produced by the notation of the heights of the hills and their slopes down to the
lake, the placement of the villages among them and, above their top, the lines of church steeples.
Ici de tous côtés je vois des collines d’inégales hauteurs couvertes de bouquets
d’arbres [...] Au milieu de ces collines aux formes admirables et se précipitant
vers le lac par des pentes si singulières, je puis garder toutes les illusions des
descriptions du Tasse et de l’Arioste. […] Les villages situés à mi-côte sont
cachés par de grands arbres, et au-dessus des sommets des arbres s’élève
l’architecture charmante de leurs jolis clochers. (162-163)
In this landscape, there is a continuous superimposition of lines as they rise to include the peaks
of mountains, a detail Stendhal particularly admires.
Par-delà ces collines, dont le faîte offre des ermitages qu’on
voudrait tous habiter, l’oeil étonné aperçoit les pics des Alpes,
toujours couverts de neige. (163)
In Littérature et Sensation, Jean-Pierre Richard considers this manner of landscape
description an essential feature of Stendhal’s style, “Dans tout spectacle extérieur il remarque
d’abord les lignes de force autour desquelles l’ensemble se construit, [...] Il n’a jamais plus de
plaisir que dans les vues panoramiques” (31), later noting one of Stendhal’s favorite locations:
“Stendhal adore aussi les paysages des Alpes” (32). He also addresses the combined impact of
two of the major formative influences in Stendhal’s life, mathematics in the service of his army
experience and interest in the theatre, “Le monde s’étale […] comme un vaste panorama;
horizontal il se déploie comme une carte d’état-major; vertical, il se dresse comme un décor de
théâtre” (33).
Years later, on his way to Grianta, Fabrice too stops to admire the beautiful scenery
around Lake Como. Color is absent, as in an etching, in which tones of black and white
predominate and it is the design of the elements within that create the image. The fact that here it
is midnight means that the foliage of the trees will be all the more delineated against a starry sky.
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A slight haze adds tonal gradation, and the bends in a path are a counterpoint to the sky, both of
which frame Lake Como, “Il prit un sentier à gauche, qui, contournant le bourg de Vico, se
réunit ensuite à un petit chemin récemment établi sur l’extrême bord du lac. Il était minuit, […]
Les arbres des bouquets de bois […] dessinaient le noir contour de leur feuillage sur un ciel
étoilé, mais voilé par une brume légère” (279).
As in the scene admired years earlier by his aunt, there is a promontory overlooking the
lake; the lines that shape it jut out into the placid horizontal of the water. Surrounded by the
darkness, Fabrice begins a meditation interrupted by the arrival of dawn, a time of day that
shrouds environs in gauzy white. The height of the trees is replaced by the peaks of the Alps
covered in snow, also delineated against the sky. The bends of a road are replaced by the
branches of the Alps that separate the waters of Lake Como from Lake Garda.
Déjà l’aube dessinait par une faible lueur blanche les pics des Alpes qui s’élèvent
au nord et à l’orient du lac de Côme. Leurs masses, blanchies par les neiges, […]
se dessinent sur l’azur clair d’un ciel toujours pur à ces hauteurs immenses. Une
branche des Alpes s’avançant au midi […] sépare les versants du lac de Côme de
ceux du lac de Garde. Fabrice suivit de l’oeil toutes les branches de ces
montagnes sublimes, l’aube en s’éclaircissant venait marquer les vallées qui les
séparent en éclairant la brume légère qui s’élevait des gorges. (280)
The admiration Stendhal displays for the great heights of mountains extends to his
fascination with height in general, as shown by the central position of the Farnèse tower in the
narrative, a tendency that Proust himself remarked upon in La Prisonnière as a key to Stendhal’s
inspiration in the Chartreuse (Volume 12, 218-219). Its window is a perch from which to
observe Clélia and the world outside. From that observation tower, looking downward and
outward at a distance, as from an airplane, details disappear, “Vers le minuit un de ces
brouillards épais et blancs que le Pô jette quelquefois sur ses rives s’étendit d’abord sur la ville,
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et ensuite gagna l’esplanade et les bastions au milieu desquels s’élève la grosse tour de la
citadelle” (488). What is left are the main outlines of structural components that together form a
grand design.
Fabrice is entranced by the view of the sky and countryside from his window and the
contour of structures, especially as they emerge at night, as the sun is setting, prominent against
such backdrops, “Il y avait lune ce jour-là, et au moment où Fabrice entrait dans sa prison, elle se
levait majestueusement à l’horizon à droite, au-dessus de la chaîne des Alpes, vers Trévise”
(420). As he gazes out the windows of the governor’s palace, the geometry he perceives below
resembles the earthworks of contemporary artists like Christo or Robert Smithson.
Des fenêtres de ce petit palais, […] Fabrice découvrit la campagne et les Alpes
fort au loin; il suivait de l’oeil, au pied de la citadelle, le cours de la Parma, sorte
de torrent, qui, tournant à droite à quatre lieues de la ville, va se jeter dans le Pô.
Par-delà la rive gauche de ce fleuve, qui formait comme une suite de taches
blanches au milieu des campagnes verdoyantes, son oeil ravi apercevait
distinctement chacun des sommets de l’immense mur que les Alpes forment au
nord de l’Italie. (417-418)
Deprived of the lines of his mountain summits, Stendhal replaces them with the line of a roof, “Il
courut aux fenêtres; la vue qu’on avait de ces fenêtres grillées était sublime: un seul petit coin de
l’horizon était caché, […] par le toit en galerie du joli palais du gouverneur” (420). Geometric
vision is present even where it seems gratuitous, an idiosyncratic addition by the author.
Stendhal’s affinity for the bird’s eye view from a window and his tendency to present
scenes as geometric formations converge when Fabrice, hiding in father Blanès’ bell tower,
watches the religious ceremonies in honor of Saint Giovita. “Tout à fait sous le clocher, une
quantité de jeunes filles vêtues de blanc et divisées en différentes troupes étaient occupées à
tracer des dessins avec des fleurs rouges, bleues et jaunes sur le sol des rues où devait passer la
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procession” (288). What he sees recalls the MGM movies of the thirties and forties in which
dancers dressed in contrasting colors, generally black and white, executed routines which, when
photographed from above, evolved into geometric designs.
The scenes shown by Stendhal are never voids. They are part of his focus on the act of
seeing. In the hors-d’oeuvre that is the section about La Fausta, the opera singer Fabrice pursues,
her lover, Count M., follows her into church in order to catch her in her lying infidelities. But he
doesn’t just enter a church, he enters a church filled with statuary whose placement is precisely
indicated, and he doesn’t just watch, he watches at an angle beneath a part of that statuary, “il
choisit sa place derrière un des tombeaux qui ornent la troisième chapelle à droite; il voyait tout
ce qui se passait dans l’église par-dessous le bras d’un cardinal que l’on a représenté à genoux
sur sa tombe” (344). During the mass, the angles of corners and sight lines continue to play their
role as La Fausta’s roving eyes fix on a certain spot. To his dismay, Count M. discovers that the
height of the tomb where he is hiding prevents him from seeing a man crouched against the
epitaph of that tomb. His gaze had passed over his head. The intricacies of the linear
convergences mimic the intricacies of the cat-and-mouse game played by mistress and lovers.
Geometry is harnessed to make a humorous comment and an expressive painting. As it also
forms part of the device used in the Waterloo segment, this tactic is identified by Georges Blin in
Stendhal et les Problèmes du Roman as “restrictions de champ” and defined by him,“réalisme
subjectif”, conquête du roman moderne: contre le mythe du narrateur omniprésent et omniscient”
(336).
As though at the movies, the reader-spectator can only watch the action as it unfolds
silently from Count M.’s viewpoint.
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La Fausta, […] finissait par arrêter des regards, chargés d’amour et
de bonheur, sur le coin obscur où M. s’était caché. …
Le tombeau du cardinal, derrière lequel M. s’était placé en
observation, était élevé de quatre ou cinq pieds sur le pavé de
marbre de Saint-Jean. […] M. ivre d’amour et presque tout à fait
désabusé de sa folle jalousie, quittait sa place […], lorsque en
passant devant le tombeau du cardinal il aperçut un jeune homme
tout en noir; cet être funeste s’était tenu jusque-là agenouillé tout
contre l’épitaphe du tombeau, et de façon à ce que les regards de
l’amant jaloux […] pussent passer par-dessus sa tête. (344-345)
Georges Blin points out the difference between a stage spectacle and a movie scene where the
eye of the roving camera and the eye of the observer are one, “A la différence du spectacle
théâtral que nous suivons à une distance constante […] le cinéma utilise une mobilité illimitée de
l’appareil enregistreur qui permet de modifier indéfiniment l’angle de prise” (117). As he would
at the movies, the reader can only watch and surmise as he sees the young man leave the church
and disappear behind the closing door of a waiting carriage, leaving the exasperated Count M.
blocked by a crowd in the doorway.
Always, Stendhal’s vision is responsive to the interlocking angles of a scene, which gives
them substance as, for instance, a building in relation to the background, “et tout en examinant
les immenses chaînes des Alpes, vis-à-vis le premier étage desquelles la citadelle de Parme
semblait s’élever comme un ouvrage avancé, ses regards revenaient […] aux magnifiques cages
de citronnier et d’acajou” (423).
Architecture is an important part of Stendhal’s story, the Farnèse tower playing a seminal
role. Like lines on a map, Stendhal’s words trace the route followed by the bridge leading to the
tower. Mentally, the reader lines up on words as he follows the trajectory:
[Fabrice] parvenait à distinguer les bruits un peu forts qu’on faisait dans le
grand escalier, […] lequel conduisait de la première cour dans l’intérieur de la
tour ronde, à l’esplanade en pierre sur laquelle on avait construit le palais […]
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Vers le milieu de son développement, à cent quatre vingts marches
d’élévation, cet escalier passait du côté méridional d’une vaste cour, au côté du
nord; là se trouvait un pont en fer fort léger et fort étroit, au milieu duquel était
établi un portier. (437)
Architecture becomes expressionistic as it stops Fabrice in his tracks on his way to visit
Father Blanès. Without knowing it, he has arrived before the intimidating walls of his father’s
castle, and the sight chills him:
Fabrice marchait sans s’apercevoir des distances, […] lorsque en levant la tête il
vit le mur du jardin de son père. Ce mur qui soutenait une belle terrasse, s’élevait
à plus de quarante pieds au-dessus du chemin à droite. Un cordon de pierres de
taille tout en haut, près de la balustrade, lui donnait un air monumental. Il n’est
pas mal, se dit froidement Fabrice, […] Puis il détourna la tête avec dégoût; les
sévérités de son père, […] lui revinrent à l’esprit. (282)
From his window in Father Blanès’ bell tower, Fabrice is able to look down on the
interior courtyard of his father’s castle. The optical transformation of objects seen from afar, as
distance creates abstraction, operates in reverse, and returns to realism, though the shadows made
by bright sunlight enhance the scene with a flourish:
Fabrice chercha un endroit convenable pour voir sans être vu; il s’aperçut que de
cette grande hauteur, son regard plongeait sur les jardins, et même sur la cour
intérieure […] Il distinguait jusqu’aux moineaux qui cherchaient quelques miettes
de pain sur le grand balcon de la salle à manger. […] Ce balcon, comme tous les
autres balcons du palais, était chargé d’un grand nombre d’orangers dans des
vases de terre plus ou moins grands: […] l’aspect de cette cour intérieure, ainsi
ornée avec ses ombres bien tranchées, et marquées par un soleil éclatant, était
vraiment grandiose. (287)
In strong sunlight, shadows are particularly well drawn, and they fit Stendhal’s geometric
conception of scenery.
The responsiveness of Stendhal’s vision to the geometric elements in a place and its use
to maximize the significance of a space he is staging, the use of a network of lines in the
background to dramatize the foreground, is a factor in many of the pictures he conjures up for his
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audience. When Fabrice is on the run in Bologna, chapter 12, he enters the church of Saint
Petrone, located in the center of the city on the main square, a vast edifice with immense arches.
In contrast, Ludovic waits for his master outside, sitting on the steps. The picture of the peasant
casually biding his time, impervious to the majesty of the building behind him, is testament to
the dichotomy between the coarseness of nature and the refinement of art. Ludovic’s irreverence
is grounded in the experience of a man attached to the soil, suspicious of authority, and schooled
in the ways of common sense.
Stendhal likes to set his characters in a geometrically defined space that dramatizes their
presence. In the following example, the duchess takes a walk on the grounds of her property in
Sacca. She is surrounded by a forest that caps a hill nearby and her gardeners have been
instructed to dig paths in all different directions. As usual, we have the height, here supplied
by a hill above a body of water, capped by trees against a skyline and, in counterpoint, the
crisscrossing of paths, “un jour qu’elle avait la luna, […] elle était allée à l’improviste, sur le
soir, à son château de Sacca, situé au-delà de Colorno, sur la colline qui domine le Pô. Elle se
plaisait à embellir cette terre; elle aimait la vaste forêt qui couronne la colline et touche au
château; elle s’occupait à y faire tracer des sentiers dans des directions pittoresques” (470).
As Stendhal entertains his audience, it is not enough for it to follow intellectually, but
visually also, for what he shows and tells are integrated. Theatre is a show, and showing is a
theatrical performance. In this sense, he acts as a stage director concerned with the placement of
his actors on stage. The apprehension of spatial composition transcribed in geometric terms,
evident in his views of nature and buildings, transfers to the placement of his characters as they
interact, and their position vis-a-vis each other is significant dramatically.
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When the duchess enters the prince’s study to plead for her nephew who has been
arrested, the prince expects a meek and tearful demeanor, and he is rattled by her impertinence.
He sits squirming in his chair, and in a gesture of false generosity, offers her a seat.
“Madame la duchesse, asseyez-vous donc”; il avança lui-même un
fauteuil et avec assez de grâce […]
“Comment! comment!” répéta encore le prince en s’agitant dans
son fauteuil, sur lequel on eût dit qu’il ne pouvait trouver de
position solide. (362)
She announces her plan to leave Parma because of what has happened, makes the required
deferential remarks, and gets up to leave. He runs after her.
-Et dans quelle ville allez-vous?
-A Naples, je pense. […] A son tour, elle partait d’un air si ferme
que le prince vit bien que dans deux secondes tout serait fini; […]
Il courut après elle. (362)
Afraid of saying something stupid, instead, he places himself in front of the door to stop her from
leaving, “On ne peut, se dit-il, ni répéter ni tourner en ridicule un geste, et il alla se placer entre
la duchesse et la porte de son cabinet” (364). Count Mosca arrives, and the drama reaches its
crescendo as the three, struggling to contain their emotions, engage in a battle of wits. Even a
chair used as a prop is emblematic of that contest. First occupied by the duchess, then used as a
support to lean on by the count, it was angrily pushed aside by the prince. Stendhal assigns the
three protagonists their position on stage:
Alors, par une manoeuvre adroite et comme cherchant à se
promener pour diminuer son agitation, le prince se plaça de
nouveau devant la porte du cabinet; le comte était à sa droite à trois
pas de distance, pâle, défait et tellement tremblant, qu’il fut obligé
de chercher un appui sur le dos du fauteuil que la duchesse avait
occupé au commencement de l’audience, et que le prince dans un
mouvement de colère avait poussé au loin.
A la gauche du prince, la duchesse debout, les bras croisés
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et serrés contre la poitrine, le regardait avec une impertinence
admirable (365)
Stendhal incorporates geometry into narrative structure, reminiscent of a stage production
like “Lullaby of Broadway”, geometric movement being especially evident when seen from
above. Fabrice, looking out the bell tower window, relates, “En effet, dix gendarmes, dont quatre
sous-officiers paraissaient dans le haut de la grande rue du village. Le maréchal des logis les
distribuaient de cent pas en cent pas, le long du trajet que devait parcourir la procession” (289).
As on stage, the movements of the supporting cast relative to the stars redound to the
reinforcement of their performance, derive from the plot and animate it - here, Fabrice’s struggle
and, in contrast, the frightened gaze of the ingenue, silently huddled in the back of her carriage:
D’un saut, Fabrice s’élança sur le commis, et lui donna un soufflet
tel, que le Barbone tomba de sa chaise sur les jambes du général.
Les gendarmes s’emparèrent des bras de Fabrice qui restait
immobile; le général lui-même et deux gendarmes qui étaient à ses
côtés se hâtèrent de relever le commis dont la figure saignait
abondamment. Deux gendarmes plus éloignés coururent fermer la
porte du bureau, […] [le brigadier] s’approcha de la fenêtre pour
empêcher le désordre, et par un instinct de gendarme. Vis-à-vis de
cette fenêtre ouverte, et à deux pas, se trouvait arrêtée la voiture du
général: Clélia s’était blottie dans le fond, […] lorsqu’elle entendit
tout ce bruit elle regarda. (378)
The predicament of the two stars, Fabrice and Clélia, emerges more forcefully because of the
contrast between their motionlessness and the hustle and bustle of the surrounding cast.
In the evening following Fabrice’s arrest, Clélia meets the duchess at a society soirée.
They are the belles of the ball, and a circle of courtiers forms around them, in effect, forming a
geometric figure, “Le jour où Fabrice fut conduit à la forteresse, la duchesse rencontra Clélia à la
soirée du Ministre de l’Intérieur, comte Zurla; tout le monde faisait cercle autour d’elles: ce soirlà, la beauté de Clélia l’emportait sur celle de la duchesse” (384).
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Later, Clélia reflects on the events of the day and the complex emotions they aroused.
Like an actress, she is framed by a lovely prop that romanticizes her situation. In contrast to the
stillness of her pose, there is the hovering motion of her wishful suitors, and daring persistence of
one:
Elle s’approcha d’une fenêtre ouverte et à demi voilée par un rideau de taffetas;
[…] Cette fenêtre donnait sur un petit bois d’orangers en pleine terre: […] Clélia
respirait avec délices le parfum de ces fleurs, et ce plaisir semblait rendre un peu
de calme à son âme. […]
Clélia remarqua avec joie qu’aucun des jeunes gens qui lui parlaient avec
tant d’empressement n’avait osé se rapprocher du balcon. L’un d’eux, le marquis
Crescenzi, avait fait quelques pas dans ce sens, puis s’était arrêté auprès d’une
table de jeu. (387)
Inside the citadel, as the attachment between Fabrice and Clélia grows, she always
appears to his admiring eyes at her window as an actress on stage or a madonna in a painting
inside the window frame. They have created a system of alphabets that form words to
communicate, “Ces alphabets se trouvèrent secs lorsque à 11 heures trois quarts Clélia parut à
deux pas en arrière de la fenêtre de la volière" (444).
Clèlia and Fabrice finally meet face to face in the black marble chapel. It is a momentous
event, à la Romeo and Juliet, and the exact placement of all the participants is noted, Clélia
standing in the center, lit by a night lamp, “Le soir, quand la nuit fut faite, elle parut,
accompagnée de sa femme de chambre, dans la chapelle de marbre noir; elle s’arrêta au milieu, à
côté de la lampe de veille” (457).
The melodramatic aspects of the Chartreuse are enacted center stage, amidst the
crisscrossing lines of movement back and forth, by the relationship between the duchess and
Ferrante Palla. She is intrigued by the amorous advances of the famous half-crazy poet, and
enlists him in her plot to kill the prince. The whole situation is so fantastic that it reaches the
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heights of the melodramatic exclamations of a Sarah Bernhardt. It is practically funny in its
excesses of back and forth as the duchess, having dismissed him, calls him back, exclaiming
“sublime man”, calls him back once again, throws herself into his arms, and he nearly faints, “La
porte avait été refermée par lui. La duchesse le rappela de nouveau; il rentra d’un air inquiet; la
duchesse était debout au milieu du salon; elle se jeta dans ses bras. Au bout d’un instant, Ferrante
s’évanouit presque de bonheur; la duchesse se dégagea de ses embrassements, et des yeux lui
montra la porte” (479).
Toulouse-Lautrec’s lithographs, as exhibited at New York’s Museum of Modern Art in
“The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec” and reviewed by Ken Johnson in The New York Times,
correlate with the picaresque elements in the Chartreuse and to Stendhal’s sensibility in general,
for, in Johnson’s words, in them we see that “the world of music halls, theaters, circuses, operas
and cafés that he frequented […] was one of high contrasts, a glittering nocturnal playground
[…] populated by celebrated performers, commanding impresarios […] he created a restless
vitality […] In posters […], the action is mirrored in the choreography of line”.
Line, action, and movement in a fantastic world of multiple narratives characterize the
Chartreuse and, Philippe Berthier specifies, they are “les hasards de la route largement ouvertes
sur les dangers, les rencontres, les aventures, les merveilles” (Stendhal, Vol. III, 1223).
Similarly, in his “L’Improvisateur”, Jacques Neef finds that “L’art du roman, du roman comme
genre, pour Stendhal, est l’exercice du mouvement […] and it has as its effect “la sollicitude
pour l’action de la fiction, pour l’intérêt narratif lui-même” (128). The insistent use of adverbs of
time that trace lines of movement from one point in time to the next imprint the narrative with a
linear geometry that goes hand in hand with the plot.
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Though psychological impulses rule the characters’ actions, the Chartreuse does not
present an internalized, introspective world. Rather, it emphasizes the externally visible result of
the interplay of those actions implicit in a visualized version of events. The oral leads to the
visual; therefore, conversation and camaraderie with the reader lead to helping him see and thus
putting the narrative on stage.

III. Geometry in Narrative Structure
The painterly geometry embedded in the progression of the story of the Chartreuse is
further reflected in its construction as a whole, which can be described as consisting of two
parallel lines, since it is binary in nature. When the duchess, seen thinking about Fabrice, says to
herself, “Je ne l’ai pas vu, […] depuis le concert de la Fausta, lorsqu’il parut à la porte de mon
salon habillé en chasseur. Qui m’eût dit alors le sort qui nous attendait!” (450), she attests to the
fact that events in one section of the novel have their counterpart in the other, as in parallel
structure, one side mirrors the other. If Fabrice is in disguise as a hunter, it is because he is in
hiding after he killed the actor Giletti. This event precipitated all the narrative complexities that
followed, culminating in Fabrice’s imprisonment, his love affair with Clélia, and his final,
irremediable detachment from the duchess.
The novel is divided into two halves, and the story is handled as a diptych, one side
appearing as a replica in a transformed version of the other. Chapters 18, 19, and 20, almost
exclusively titled “La Prison”, separate the two halves. They are a static pause that is a retreat
from the harsh realities of life. With Fabrice in prison, the two lovers live as in a womb, and yet
they do not feel their situation as static. To the contrary, it is filled with movement and drama,
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“Ainsi, quoique étroitement resserré dans une assez petite cage, Fabric avait une vie fort
occupée; elle était employée tout entière à chercher la solution de ce problème si important:
M’aime-t-elle?” (433). Outsiders might feel Fabrice is in a “cage”, but actually, he is in heaven.
Fabrice’s adventures at Waterloo and his pursuit of the singer la Fausta bracket the first
half, one event at the beginning, the other at the end. They are both digressions from the main
story, and they are both examples of Fabrice’s search for self-knowledge and fulfillment, on the
one hand as a brave soldier following in his glorious ancestors’ footsteps, on the other, as a man
who wants to find the meaning of love.
In the first half of the novel, Fabrice is seated alongside his mother and aunt in a caleche,
and stopped by the police in a case of mistaken identity, when he sees General Fabio Conti and
his twelve-year-old daughter, Clélia, emerge from a path, walking in his direction, surrounded by
gendarmes who have arrested them for lack of a passport (213-217). Once his ever resourceful
aunt manages to pacify the police, she invites Clélia to ride with them, and the reader is privy to
an instant attraction between the two, so that on parting, Fabrice says to her: “Si jamais je me tire
d’affaire, […] j’irai voir les beaux tableaux de Parme, et alors daignerez-vous vous rappeler ce
nom: Fabrice del Dongo?” (217). In fact, he will see Clélia in Parma, though not of his own
volition; he is unaware Clélia awaits. In any case, “beautiful paintings” will not be the main
attraction. However, his words foreshadow coming events.
In Chapter 15, in the second half of the novel, Fabrice arrives as a prisoner at the citadel
of Parma just as the carriage carrying Fabio Conti and Clélia exits. She witnesses the
proceedings and remembers the corresponding scene so long ago, as does Fabrice, whose
attraction to Clélia is apparent as he says to her: “Il me semble, mademoiselle, […] qu’autrefois,
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près d’un lac, j’ai déjà eu l’honneur de vous rencontrer avec accompagnement de gendarmes”
(380). This conscientious pairing of scenes and circumstances is present throughout the novel.
[For an extended listing drawn from the work as a whole, please consult Appendix B.]
In one particularly notable instance, Stendhal meticulously describes Fabrice’s climb to
his prison cell in the Farnèse tower, from a vast ground floor, up a light iron spiral staircase, past
magnificent apartments on the first floor once occupied by a young prince imprisoned by his
father, to the second floor housing the cells along a dark corridor barricaded by three enormous
iron doors (419). After Fabrice’s escape, the situation is reversed. He returns voluntarily, and it is
Clélia, rushing to save him, who follows the same path, up the spiral staircase, past the guards,
into the corridor leading to his cell. (542).
Parallel structure is not present only as a function of similarities occurring at intervals
during the course of the Chartreuse. It manifests itself also in events that occur simultaneously
and that, unbeknown to each other, occupy a variety of the characters in separate locations.
Stendhal never allows his audience’s attention to falter, and lest they tire of one story, he
proceeds to a concomitant one. There is constant movement and contrast reproducing the
turbulence of life.
Parallel to Fabrice’s adventures at Waterloo, his aunt, who had fallen into a depression
after his departure, tired of her lonely existence, had gone to Milan and begun her relationship
with Count Mosca. His courtship and Fabrice’s escapade are contemporaneous, “Il faut savoir
que depuis quelques mois le coeur de Mme Pietranera était attaqué d’une façon sérieuse et par un
singulier personnage. Peu après le départ de Fabrice pour la France, la comtesse […], était
tombée dans une profonde mélancolie” (225).
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All the time that Fabrice is on the run, hiding in Bologna, Rassi is preparing a warrant for
his arrest, “Pendant que Fabrice était à la chasse de l’amour […], le fiscal Rassi, […] continuait à
traiter son affaire […]; et enfin, après un travail fort savant de près d’une année, […] la marquise
Raversi, ivre de joie […] dit publiquement dans son salon que, le lendemain, la sentence […]
serait présentée à la signature du prince” (359).
Parallel to her encounter with the poet Ferrante Palla in the woods around her estate, the
duchess is conscious of the public’s presence in the background and of the spreading rumors
about Fabrice, “Deux jours après Ferrante reparut. C’était au moment où toute la ville était agitée
par le bruit de la prochaine exécution de Fabrice. Cette triste cérémonie aurait-elle lieu dans la
citadelle ou sous les arbres de la promenade publique?” (476).
While Clélia and Fabrice, within the cocoon of the Farnèse tower, are exclusively
involved in the nuanced progress of their love affair, in the world outside, a totally different
drama unfolds. It is a cynical parallel world where men lie and cheat to promote their ambitions.
Mosca must find bribes that will disarm both Rassi and the prince, “Le fiscal général Rassi
aspirait toujours à changer de nom; […] Le comte Mosca, de son côté, travaillait, […] à fortifier
chez ce juge vendu la passion de la baronnie , comme il cherchait à redoubler chez le prince la
folle espérance de se faire roi constitutionnel de la Lombardie. C’étaient les seuls moyens qu’il
eût pu inventer de retarder la mort de Fabrice” (446).
While Fabrice and Clélia are timidly advancing in tentative expressions of love, the
prince speaks quite differently to Rassi, and his words are communicated directly to the reader as
they are to Rassi, seated in the prince’s study, “Quinze jours de désespoir et quinze jours
d’espérance, c’est par ce régime patiemment suivi que nous parviendrons à vaincre le caractère
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de cette femme altière; c’est par ces alternatives de douceur et de dureté que l’on arrive à
dompter les chevaux les plus féroces. Appliquez le caustique ferme” (446).
As in a painting, the background supports the foreground, or as in a play, the supporting
cast, the stars. At the base of the tower, awaiting Fabrice as he climbs down, there is a squadron
of policemen devoted to the count, along with his faithful servant Bruno. The duchess herself is
surrounded by men armed to the teeth, wandering around the ramparts in deep silence. Ludovic
and Ferrante Palla are also present and, when the duchess and Fabrice are safely on their way,
that is not the end of the episode. The count remains alone and on foot, two more hours, till he is
sure the place is deserted, and the reader hears him say to himself, joyfully, “Me voici en haute
trahison!” (492). And, at the end, what was full of sound and fury, now stands silent and forlorn,
the menacing stone tower frozen in time, antithesis at its most potent.
The blissful months Fabrice and Clélia spend in their fairyland tower high above the
world have their counterpart in the four months during which the duchess has made nightly
attempts to reach Fabrice by way of signals transmitted by a lamp. Convinced he must attempt an
escape before he is poisoned, she has spent her days conferring with close friends and inspecting
the tower to find the safest descent. The sighs, doubts, retreats and advances between Clélia and
Fabrice are replaced by a big lead ball crashing through the prison window. It contains a long
letter describing in minute detail the procedure Fabrice must follow to make his escape and leave
behind all that he loves.
The symmetry created by parallels can assure structural integrity because they create
balance, and unification through recall from side to side. They are like the grout that binds the
pieces of a mosaic: they build cohesion among the diverse elements that populate the world
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imagined by the author. They take the disparate elements that could have resulted in chaos, and,
instead, create a coherent world. But the parallels need not be a series of reproductions; they can
also be antithetical, just as a word is understood in equal measure by its antonym and synonym.
There is reciprocity in antithesis since the contrast between elements accentuates each, and
Stendhal uses this tool throughout the Chartreuse for different expressive purposes, amplifying
the theatrical dynamics of his story.
The principals are set as opposites: the duchess and Clélia separated by jealousy, but also
intrinsically different by nature, the former fiery and impulsive, the latter contemplative and
sensitive. Fabrice stands in contrast to Count Mosca by virtue of the vitality of foolhardy youth
as opposed to the mature reasoning of a seasoned diplomat. The antipathetic Marquis del Dongo
Stendhal shows in such an unappealing light, a cold man, besotted by his station in life, who has
rejected his son. He is presented in uncomplimentary contrast to Father Blanès, the humble priest
unconcerned with material rewards, in whom Fabrice has found the comfort and advice of an
adoptive father to replace his own. Blanès also incarnates what Stendhal considers to be the true
mission of the priesthood, in contrast to the run of the mill varieties like Archbishop Landriani,
Don Césare, the prison chaplain, Clélia’s uncle.
Situations also come into focus as they are set in antithetical contrast. What turns out to
be a false sense of security harbored by the duchess after leaving the prince’s study, believing
she has intimidated him with finely tuned innuendos and barely veiled threats, while the count
stands on the sidelines in amazement, is confirmed as such by the following one paragraph
summary that follows. After the prince dismissively refers to the duchess as,“Quelle femme!”, he
enjoys a leisurely conversation with Count Mosca who, in turn, is lulled into the false
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assumption that by flattering comparisons to Louis XIV, he has soothed the prince’s bruised
pride and assured the success of the duchess’ mission (367).
In neither scene have any of the participants overstepped the boundaries of courtly
refinement. The hypocrisy that screens the true nature of the court is exposed by the coarseness
with which the prince barks orders to Count Zurla to have Fabrice arrested, in contradiction to
his promise, and by his disdainful reception of the rascal, Judge Rassi. Words are no longer
couched in polite approximations. The dialogue is brief and sharp:
“De quand votre sentence est-elle datée?”
“Altesse sérénissime, d’hier matin.”
“De combien de juges est-elle signée?”
“De tous les cinq.”
“Et la peine?”
“Vingt ans de forteresse, comme Votre Altesse sérénissime me l’avait dit.” (372)
Though the prince generally rewards the judge with kicks in the pants, this time he turns his back
on his elaborate reverential bows.

IV. Converging and Crisscrossing Lines: Abstraction Transposed to the Written Page
Within the framework of parallel lines, there is the pattern of converging and
crisscrossing lines synonymous with constant movement and interaction, functioning theatrically
as spotlights at the point where two lines converge. What would be only a narration becomes a
drama, highlighted by antithesis. Such a transformation reaches its climax in the scene showing
Duchess Sanseverina’s arrival at the palace, her request for a meeting, and her reception by the
prince (360-361).
Movement begins when the duchess gets into her carriage, surrounded by her weeping
servants, the drama mounting in decibels as the sobs become seditious shouts of rebellion. The
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trajectory ends at a fixed point, where the stationary General Fontana stands guard in front of the
prince’s door. As motion meets an immovable object, the first stage of antithesis is reached. The
duchess must hold her horses as the prince inside paces and supposes, his expectations
diametrically opposed to the duchess' intention. There is a return to the fixed point, General
Fontana in his role as comic foil. The converging lines separate when the door is opened onto the
next stage of antithesis, and the duchess enters with a lithe step, her ease confounding the
prince’s plans, the trajectory from her home to the prince’s palace, to the door of his cabinet and
her entrance closely followed:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Les larmes des domestiques redoublèrent et peu à peu se
changèrent en cris à peu près séditieux.”
“la duchesse monta dans son carrosse et se fit conduire au
palais du prince.”
“Malgré l’heure indue, elle fit solliciter une audience par
le général Fontana, aide de camp de service; elle n’était
point en grand habit de cour, ce qui jeta cet aide de camp
dans une stupeur profonde.”
“Quant au prince, il ne fut point surpris […] Nous allons
voir des larmes répandues par ces beaux yeux.”
“Pendant que le prince souriait à ses pensées et se livrait à
toutes ces prévisions agréables, il se promenait dans son
grand cabinet.”
“à la porte duquel le général Fontana était resté debout et
raide comme un soldat” (360).
“Priez Mme la duchesse d’attendre un petit quart
d’heure.”
“Enfin, au bout de vingt minutes, le fidèle Fontana se
présenta de nouveau à la porte, mais sans rien dire.
“La duchesse Sanseverina peut entrer”, cria le prince d’un
air théâtral Les larmes vont commencer, se dit-il, et, […]
il tira son mouchoir. ”
“Jamais la duchesse n’avait été aussi leste et jolie; […]
En voyant son petit pas léger et rapide effleurer à peine
les tapis, le pauvre aide de camp fut sur le point de perdre
tout à fait la raison. […] Le prince était resté comme
frappé de la foudre” (361).
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The patterns of lines within the framework of the novel are expressive of different authorial
intent, to which they correspond.
The opening chapter is a panoramic view. It is as though a camera were making a
sweeping survey of a terrain, indiscriminately picked out different areas on which to focus
briefly before moving on. Thus we have Napoleon, Milan, the French soldiers billeted there and,
in particular, Lieutenant Robert, as well as the del Dongo family in their castle in Grianta. In the
second chapter, the camera zooms in closer as it concentrates on the activities of that family and
follows Fabrice del Dongo to Waterloo.
It is a cinematic technique that uses visual demonstration to show disparate vignettes
occurring simultaneously. In a pictorial outline, these scenes could be represented by parallel
lines. The gulf separating Fabrice and his father is defined by two separate but simultaneous
scenes. Napoleon has just returned from his exile on the island of Elbe, “Le 8 mars, à 6 heures du
matin, le marquis, revêtu de ses insignes, se faisait dicter, par son fils aîné, le brouillon d’une
troisième dépêche politique; […] Au même instant, Fabrice se faisait annoncer chez la comtesse
Pietranera. ‘Je pars, lui dit-il, je vais joindre l’Empereur qui est aussi roi d’Italie’” (165).
Stendhal narrates Fabrice’s exploits in cinematic terms. Along with Fabrice, the reader
sees bits and pieces of the battlefield in a detached way, from a point of view unable to detect
coherence in what he sees. The day that Fabrice is busy buying a scrawny horse from a peasant
he meets on the road, “on était à la veille de la bataille de Waterloo” (172). Two disparate events
simultaneously vie for Fabrice’s attention. One is the effect of a bullet slamming into a row of
trees, causing the branches to fly in all directions. The other is the sight of a troop of generals
galloping in one of the angles of the vast prairie where, at the edge, he has stopped (178).
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Because the camera’s eye indiscriminately scans the area, no scene predominates. Thus,
on the one hand, it records the movement of the generals’ escort joined by Fabrice, and on the
other, it sees the canteen keeper’s wagon that Fabrice has noticed, “Pendant que l’escorte était
arrêtée, il aperçut la petite voiture d’une cantinière, et sa tendresse pour ce corps respectable
l’emportant sur tout, il partit au galop pour la rejoindre” (182). He accords her remarks as much
respect as anything the generals and their escort have said. In his innocence, he is as
indiscriminate as the camera, and as he hears her say, “Il était pourtant bien bel homme!” he sees
a soldier whose leg is being amputated (183).
Parallelism accentuates the haphazard nature of unrelated events on a collision course as
they converge and affect the senses. Fabrice is alone in a wheat field after the battle of Waterloo.
His thoughts drift to memories of his aunt Gina, “lorsque tout à coup il entendit un petit bruit
tout près de lui; c’était un soldat qui faisait manger le blé par trois chevaux” (199). In the
dialogue that follows, Fabrice threatens the soldier and forces him to hand over one of the horses,
for which he pays five francs. Once the transaction complete and the soldier at a safe distance,
Fabrice jumps on the horse. He is unaware of the soldier’s intentions but for what he hears, “Il
[…] cherchait l’étrier de droite avec le pied, lorsqu’il entendit siffler une balle de fort près;
c’était le soldat qui lui lâchait son coup de fusil” (200).
In a diagram of the Chartreuse, parallel lines would represent the simultaneously
occurring events that are a basis of the novel’s structure and are omnipresent. One of these such
simultaneous pairings involves the account of the arrest of two groups of prisoners, Fabio Conti
and his daughter, because they lack a passport, and Countess Pietranera and her entourage,
mistaken for them. The gendarmes discuss their predicament. Both scenes complement each
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other when the parallel incidents are joined by the word “during,” “Pendant cette délibération qui
fut longue, la comtesse avait lié conversation avec la jeune fille qui était à pied sur la route […]
elle avait été frappée de sa beauté” (214). The words “pendant” and “lorsque” run like a
backbone through Stendhal’s narration, and by establishing the simultaneity of independent
actions, they also establish their correspondence, narrowing their distance, laying them out next
to one another in parallel position, thus inviting comparison that inevitably realizes synthesis
rather than similarity as the author’s objective. Through comparison, the contesting elements are
mutually illuminating.
In the citadel, the grotesque prison clerk Barbone, furious at having been struck by
Fabrice, and Fabio Conti, the ridiculous prison commander, exchange mean, angry words. In
contrast, Fabrice stands out as a hero, “Durant ce court dialogue, Fabrice était superbe au milieu
de ces gendarmes, c’était bien la mine la plus fière et la plus noble; ses traits fins et délicats, et le
sourire de mépris qui errait sur ses lèvres, faisaient un charmant contraste avec les apparences
grossières des gendarmes qui l’entouraient” (380). As Clélia Conti rides beside her father to the
palace where he will inform the prince of Fabrice’s arrest, she is in emotional upheaval, and the
antithesis previously achieved by simultaneity is embedded in her thoughts, “Quelle noblesse!
quelle sérénité! Comme il avait l’air d’un héros entouré de ses vils ennemis!” (381).
Simultaneously to this scene, Fabrice is being led to his cell, and he is correspondingly
affected by her appearance, but, in contrast, he is not at all unhappy, “Pendant ce temps, Fabrice
montait les trois cent quatre-vingts marches qui conduisaient à la tour Farnèse, […] Quel regard!
se disait-il; que de choses il exprimait! quelle profonde pitié! […] Comme ses yeux si beaux
restaient attachés sur moi, même quand les chevaux s’avançaient! […] Fabrice oubliait
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complètement d’être malheureux” (382). The reader has just witnessed the “coup de foudre” that
ignites love.
The simultaneity of juxtaposition also promotes movement because of the ceaseless
activity it shows. Except for the quiet time allotted to the characters’ monologues, conversations
and Stendhal’s periodic expositions, there is no lull in the action, “La nouvelle de la démission
du comte eut l’effet de guérir de sa goutte le général Fabio Conti” (411). Afraid Fabrice is about
to be poisoned, Clélia runs to his cell to keep him from eating his meal. Her haste is accentuated
by the resistance of the guard:
Pendant que le vieux guichetier s’écriait: “Mais mon devoir ne me permet
pas …” Clélia montait rapidement les six marches; elle se précipita contre la
porte; […] A ce moment, le vieux guichetier […] saisissait le bas de sa robe; elle
entra vivement dans la chambre. referma la porte […] et, comme le guichetier la
poussait […] elle la ferma […] Elle regarda dans la chambre et vit Fabrice […]
Elle se précipita sur la table, la renversa, et, saisissant le bras de Fabrice, lui dit:
“As-tu mangé?” (542)
The sense of drama, constant motion and activity, speed emanating from crisscrossing
and converging lines, the diagonals of the paths the characters in the Chartreuse follow, draw the
reader’s attention, just as do the structural lines of every dimension and direction in a panting
that draws the eye of the viewer. It is a choreography of lines that directors study and adapt to the
stage. Actors enter and exit, meet and separate, one activity gives rise to another, something
happens just as something else ends. The convergence of explosive energy derives from the
convergence of opposing forces meeting at the same point.
His theological studies in Naples complete, Fabrice arrives in Parma and makes a surprise
entrance in the salon of his aunt busy entertaining guests who quickly leave her alone with him.
Stendhal does not stop to portray the duchess' reception of the young man she remembers as a
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boy, but bifurcates it with the abrupt arrival of Count Mosca, thus setting in motion the jealousy
that will indirectly lead to Fabrice’s undoing, “Il n’y avait pas une heure que Fabrice était arrivé,
lorsque le comte Mosca survint; il arriva un peu trop tôt. […] Tout allait à merveille jusque-là,
mais quand le ministre, fort content de Fabrice, […] regarda la duchesse, il lui trouva des yeux
singuliers” (259). In Parma, Fabrice occupies an apartment in his aunt’s palace. By nearly
duplicating its initial incarnation, the previous scene now reaches its climax, when Fabrice,
seeing her affectionate yearning, in compassionate response, takes her in his arms. The opposing
convergent response is immediate, “Au même instant, on entendit le bruit de la voiture du comte
qui entrait dans la cour, et presque en même temps lui-même parut dans le salon […] ‘Vous
inspirez des passions bien singulières’, dit-il à Fabrice, qui resta presque confondu du mot”
(303). It turns out the count was talking about Archbishop Landriani, but the shock of this double
entendre remains.
The duality of converging lines creates antithesis, the crash of opposing intentions, and
they are formulaically introduced by “quand”, lorsque”, “au moment où”, “à l’instant que”,
“pendant que”, etc. They perfectly convey a wide variety of factors:
• The breakneck speed of a duel in which every second, every inch is a
matter of life and death:
“Au moment où Fabrice passait auprès de la portière ouverte, il
entendit Marietta qui lui disait à demi-voix:
‘Prends garde à toi; il te tuera. Tiens!’
Au même instant, Fabrice vit tomber [...] une sorte de grand
couteau de chasse; il se baissa pour le ramasser, mais, au même
instant, il fut touché à l’épaule” (307-308).
Fear
and
ghastly
surprise involving sudden confrontation with a
•
completely repulsive situation:
“Fabrice était bien loin d’être de sang-froid, lorsque au bout du
pont un petit homme, vêtu de gris, lui dit: ‘Entrez au bureau de
police pour votre passport’” (312).
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• The intrusive effect of outside noise:
“Clélia s’était blottie dans le fond […] lorsqu’elle entendit tout ce
bruit elle regarda” (378).
• The exact intersection of momentous events:
“Quel air noble au milieu de ces êtres grossiers! se disait-elle au
moment où Fabrice lui adressa la parole. […] En ce moment on
tirait avec violence les verrous de la grande porte de la citadelle”
(381).
The
immediate
effect of the sight of one person by the other:
•
“Le jour suivant, le comte revit Bruno, cet agent fidèle […] le
comte s’attendrit au moment où cet homme entrait dans son
cabinet” (411).
• Nature in exact accord, timed precisely to the minute:
“Il y avait lune ce jour-là, et au moment où Fabrice entrait dans sa
prison, elle se levait majestueusement à l’horizon à droite” (420).
Action
accompanied
by another:
•
“le comte errait tristement dans sa galerie de tableaux, quand un
quart d’heure après, il reçut un billet” (409).
• Two actions converging immediately:
“les signaux de la lampe finirent de fort bonne heure, […] à
l’instant où ils se terminaient, Fabrice eut presque la tête cassée,
par une grosse balle de plomb” (460)
“A peine le billet de Fabrice reçu, la duchesse courut chez le
comte” (538)
• Things on the verge of happening:
“[Fabrice] avait à la main le petit poignard à manche d’ivoire, et
fut sur le point d’en percer le gilet du général Fontana” (544).
• The ringing of a clock underscoring a momentous event :
“jurez, madame, que si Fabrice vous est rendu sain et sauf,
j’obtiendrai de vous, […] tout ce que mon amour peur désirer […]
En cet instant, l’horloge du château sonna 2 heures” (548-549).
• Actions that don’t just follow one another; one intrudes upon another with
lightning speed:
“A peine eut-il refermé la porte, que le jeune prince, […] saisit la
main de la duchesse” (549).
Converging lines that crisscross underlie the plot: Giletti perchance following the road that leads
to Fabrice, their duel and his death, Fabrice entering the Farnèse tower just as Clélia and her
father are leaving, their exchange of glances resulting in a lifelong attachment.
The image of two individuals meeting at the intersection of the lines, the forward
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propulsion that has placed them there, creates the sensation of dynamic energy within the
narrative. It is present even in peripheral situations. When Fabrice is on the road back to Parma
after his visit to Grianta, afraid he might be arrested for lack of a passport, he hides in the hollow
of a chestnut tree. Though he sees no one, he hears an air by Mercadante sung by someone
approaching, “Il regarda attentivement la grande route des deux côtés , il n’y vit personne; […]
Presque au même instant, il vit un valet de chambre […] et monté sur un cheval de suite, qui
s’avançait au petit pas” (294). Fabrice forces the valet, whom he does not harm, to surrender the
horse, and rides off. This episode of a chance encounter, interesting insofar as it is picturesque,
later inserts itself into the plot as an excuse for Count Mosca to scold Fabrice for not having
killed the valet, frighten him with the calamities that might have followed. It also functions as an
escape valve for Mosca’s jealous rage.
The drama of Fabrice’s experience in the passport office through which he must pass
before he can enter the Austrian side of the Po is amplified by the two lines that bar his way,
first as he flees the empty office, “Fabrice, qui sortait à pas de loup, se trouva face à face avec un
beau jeune homme qui se disait en chantonnant: Eh bien, visons donc ce passeport, je vais leur
faire mon paraphe” (314). Second, afterwards, as he is free to leave,
“Fabrice s’éloignait d’un pas dont il cherchait à dissimuler la rapidité, lorsqu’il se
sentit arrêter par le bras gauche; […] L’homme qui lui touchait le bras gauche, lui
voyant l’air tout effaré, lui dit en forme d’excuse:
“Mais j’ai appelé monsieur trois fois, sans qu’il répondît; monsieur a-t-il
quelque chose à déclarer à la douane?” (315)
Fabrice, handcuffed and in chains, is driven to the entrance of the citadel just as Clélia
Conti and her father are leaving, and that crisscrossing symbolizes the stamp of fate at the
inception of their affair. The length of Fabrice’s trajectory and its abrupt stop at the gates where
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Clélia waits accentuates the underlying meaning, “Sur les 7 heures après midi, la sediola,
escortée par tous les gamins de Parme et par trente gendarmes, traversa la belle promenade
devant le petit palais qu’habitait la Fausta quelques mois auparavant, et enfin se présenta à la
porte extérieure de la citadelle à l’instant où le général Fabio Conti et sa fille allaient sortir”
(376). The intersection of the two lines sets the stage for the foreshadowing of future events. It is
as though the spotlight were thrown on two actors center stage at the point where the lines
intersect.
Just as Fabrice passes in front of their carriage, General Fontana asks his daughter
whether she wants to follow him to the prince’s palace, and she answers, “Je vous suivrai”
(380). The words are accompanied by an exchange of glances, so that there is triple interaction,
physical, verbal, visual, “Fabrice, entendant prononcer ces paroles tout près de lui, leva les yeux
et rencontra le regard de la jeune fille” (380). That evening Clélia is in attendance at a society
gala. She separates herself from the guests to stand at a balcony and think about Fabrice’s fate.
She represents a fixed point to which Archbishop’s feet are directed. His mission is to have Don
Césare, her uncle, give a pastoral ring to Fabrice as a token of his support, and he places it on her
finger. The words overheard by Fabrice are now transformed into act and, symbolically, he and
Clélia are wed.
Intersection also represents the convergence of opposites. On the one hand, Count Mosca
is happy as he gives orders to Bruno. On the other, he is unhappy as, at the same time, he
receives a letter from the prince, who, having cut the count to the quick by his duplicity, now
indulges in the exquisite pleasure of turning the knife, ‘Bruno ayant bien compris le but de sa
mission, se mit à écrire ses lettres de créance; comme le comte lui donnait ses dernières
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instructions, il reçut une lettre parfaitement fausse, mais fort bien écrite; […] L’ami qui écrivait
n’était autre que le prince” (412).
People are shown on the way somewhere, bumping into acquaintances, arranging
meetings; paths crisscross. Wishing to extract information from the shady Judge Rassi, Count
Mosca decides to interview his confessor, and he uses his vicar as an intermediary,
Le comte, […] était déjà sur le chemin de la cathédrale; […] Cette cathédrale,
comme beaucoup d’églises en Italie, sert de passage d’une rue à l’autre, le comte
vit de loin un des grands vicaires de l’archevêque qui traversait la nef. “Puisque je
vous rencontre,” lui dit-il, “vous serez assez bon […] de monter chez
monseigneur l’archevêque. Je lui aurais toutes les obligations du monde s’il
voulait bien descendre jusqu’à la sacristie.” (404)
As he exits the Princess Isota’s residence, where he was much amused by her farcical delusions,
Count Mosca has the misfortune of being met by a messenger from the palace, “Au sortir de chez
la princesse Isota, […] [le comte] rencontra un des fourriers du palais: le prince le faisait
demander en toute hâte” (416). The image of people meeting outdoors is often repeated. Count
Mosca arranges a meeting outdoors with Fabio Conti, takes a walk with him, all the while
threatening him should Fabrice die in prison:
Un matin il passa à la porte de la citadelle, et fit appeler le général Fabio
Conti qui descendit jusque sur le bastion au-dessus de la porte; là, se promenant
amicalement avec lui, il n’hésita pas à lui dire, […]
“Si Fabrice périt d’une façon suspecte, cette mort pourra m’être attribuée,
[…] s’il périt de maladie, je vous tuerai de ma main; comptez là-dessus” (447).
The meetings between individuals form a nexus from which emerge lines in all
directions, much as in an abstract painting, and these lines follow the trajectory of the characters
involved. [For an extended outline of several additional long lines of development, please
consult Appendix C.]
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Movement, travel, back-and-forth, the story delineated in graphic lines, as when Fabrice
runs to the opera to see Clélia in her loge and runs back just in time (578-579), and once his
sermon is delivered, hurriedly consults his watch, runs to a little grilled window and, within a
few minutes, sees Clélia’s carriage returning to the Crescenzi palace (580), are endemic to
Stendhal’s narration in the Chartreuse. They appear in a huge, grand flourish leading to a
crossroads that signals an irreparable rupture in the duchess' life, her promise to submit to the
prince in exchange for Fabrice’s life.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

En quittant le comte Mosca […] elle avait couru au
palais.
La princesse, […] la crut folle
La duchesse, […] hasarda d’aller dans le salon où se
tenait le marquis Crescenzi
et enfin il fut convenu que la duchesse, […] le
présenterait à la princesse, qui lui donnerait la permission
de remettre à Fabrice un petit panier
Le prince rencontra dans l’un des corridors du château la
duchesse qui entraînait le marquis
il renvoya le marquis et se mit à faire une déclaration
d’amour […] à la duchesse.
jurez, madame, que si Fabrice vous est rendu sain et sauf,
j’obtiendrai de vous, […] tout ce que mon amour peut
désirer (544-545)
“Je le jure”, s’écria-t-elle […]
(le prince) courut à l’extrémité de la galerie où se trouvait
le salon des aides de camp.
“Général Fontana, courez à la citadelle […] montez […]
à la chambre où l’on garde M. del Dongo, et amenez-lemoi, […]
L’aide de camp avait disparu
Le prince et (la duchesse) parcoururent en courant toute
la longueur de la grande galerie du palais, la chapelle se
trouvant à l’autre extrémité.
J’accepte, reprit la duchesse; mais souffrez que je coure
au-devant de Fabrice.
D’un air égaré elle dit à son cocher de mettre ses chevaux
au galop. Elle trouva sur le pont du fossé de la citadelle le
général Fontana et Fabrice, qui sortaient. (548-551)
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The long line that leads the duchess from Count Mosca to Fabrice and General Fontana in
conversation adapts well to the procession of personalities who reveal themselves in reaction to
the duchess, starting with the dismissive, introverted princess, the dullwitted, timid, but kind
marquis, the feverish, voracious prince, and, finally, the long run to the chapel. The only constant
is the duchess, against whom the scene unfolds, bouncing off her emotions: anguish, hope,
confusion, and finally, surprise to see Fabrice alive. The long line represents the hard,
emotionally fraught road she has travelled.

V. Antithesis
Stendhal does not only speak to his audience and tell them a story, he shows a story. The
spatial layout of his scenes, the unmistakable lines traced by the actions of his characters
transcend the written word. They are part of the visual repertory of a painting. They are the
girders that underlie the dynamism within his painting made up of eye-catching pattern and sharp
contrasts that eschew subtlety for the theatricality of opposing colors, black and white. Stendhal
is intent on keeping his audience’s attention. As in a painting contrasting colors offset each other,
Stendhal uses antithesis to the same effect.
During Fabrice’s escapade at Waterloo, antithesis expresses his inability to understand
the events around him and his futile attempts to integrate within a corps of soldiers, and the
enormity of the chasm that separates him from his surroundings is so huge that it is humorous:
• In the slow trot of his horse, set against the preliminaries of the battle of
Waterloo (173).
• In the soldiers he thought were his friends, who become the thieves who steal his
horse (185).
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• In the heroic feats he dreamed of accomplishing, which become instead the sleep
that overcomes him (187).
• Finally, after their defeat, in the mob of soldiers fleeing the battlefield that
evaporates, leaving Fabrice left sitting alone in the middle of a wheat field (198).
The dichotomies show that war is not as glorious as Fabrice thought.
The duality inherent in antithesis explains Count Mosca’s character. On the one hand, he
is a witty, charming, unaffected man who once fought in Spain as an officer in Napoleon’s army,
attracted by the revolutionary ideals it spread and the vision of glorious combat in its service. On
the other hand, disabused of idealistic illusions, he is now the powerful prime minister to the
tyrant Prince of Parma, Ernest IV (226-227). Innately liberal and humane, he is obliged to uphold
reactionary principles he does not believe, in the name of a sovereign he views with contempt.
And this fealty to ministerial duty causes him to omit the words “procédure injuste” from the
commutation of Fabrice’s sentence signed by the prince, which in turn is the turning point in the
plot, since it leads to Fabrice’s arrest.
Stendhal supplies images, which in their simple, brief, graphic clarity replace
explanation. Fabrice, standing in front of his father’s castle, looks at the little window of the
room he once occupied. Bereft of adjectival commentary, it is understood he is looking at an
empty window (283). In contrast, as Fabrice approaches the square in front of Grianta’s church,
he sees on the second floor the narrow window lit by Father Blanès’ little lantern (283). The
contrasting images represent the antipathy between father and son as opposed to the warmth
between Fabrice and the man he considers his adoptive father, Blanès.
Clélia’s interest in Fabrice is aroused by the splendid effect he makes in contrast to the
sordid gendarmes that surround him (380). Clélia’s sympathy for Fabrice intensifies as she
summons an image that summarizes his predicament and contrasts the magnificence of a
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hypocritical society with the bare minimum of a prison cell, “Que pense-t-il de moi à cette heure,
seul dans sa chambre et en tête-à-tête avec sa petite lampe? Révoltée par cette idée, Clélia jetait
des regards d’horreur sur la magnifique illumination des salons du ministre de l’Intérieur” (385).
Fabrice is shown descending the spiral staircase of the hovel inhabited by Marietta, his actress
girlfriend, and, though tormented by indecision, the reason he dare not tell the duchess he does
not love her, lest he hurt her and lose her, is made clear by the contrast with what he enters upon
leaving Marietta, namely, the Sanseverina palace (302).
Stendhal casts a critical eye on inferiors who harbor illusions of grandeur because of the
exalted status of their masters. When Fabrice enters the Austrian police station, he notices its
bare, gray ambience, the pipes and hats hanging on nails in the wall, the blotches of ink and wine
on the desk, the brass jewel that decorates the clerk’s tie. Is this truly the nature of the Austrian
empire? The dichotomy between empire and its functionaries, between ruler and subjects, is
symbolized by the image that shows us magnificent laurel crowns piled on dirty registers, “Sur
les registres placés en pile l’un sur l’autre il y avait trois magnifiques couronnes de laurier qui
avaient servi l’avant-veille pour une des fêtes de l’empereur” (312-313).
Like a merchant who invents a logo to represent his product, Stendhal finds images that
immediately ignite in the reader’s mind the recognition of the situation they stand for. He
opposes the gentle love idyll Fabrice and Clélia live compared to the harsh reality that awaits
them outside the citadel, especially the angry jealousy of the duchess trying to separate them,
“La troisième journée […] à l’instant où [les signaux] se terminaient, Fabrice eut presque la tête
cassée par une grosse balle de plomb qui, lancée dans la partie supérieure de l’abat-jour de sa
fenêtre, vint briser ses vitres de papier et tomba dans sa chambre” (460). Abrupt changes in
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tempo can also be a part of the technique of antithesis because they juxtapose clashing settings
and attitudes, which they emphasize.
When the duchess is at her glorious best, using her wit, beauty and feminine wiles to
beguile the prince and Count Mosca in order to save her nephew, the two men lose a sense of
themselves and are reduced to fumbling idiots at the mercy of the most fundamental emotions:
fear, anger, amazement, and desire. The meeting in the prince’s cabinet devolves into
complicated playacting, a volleying back and forth of words, of trial balloons, positioning,
parrying (359-367). Once the duchess makes an imperious exit, believing she has won, the prince
breathes a sigh of relief, “‘Quelle femme!’ dit le prince en se tournant vers le comte Mosca”
(367). Now the duchess has fallen in their estimation to being a nagging woman.
In contrast to the preceding eight pages devoted to the extraordinary confrontation that
engages the three, a one-sentence paragraph suffices for Stendhal to summarize the ensuing
conversation between the prince and the count, although it lasted more than half an hour. They
have each resumed their normal role, returned to who they usually are, the prince to his
duplicitous self, the count once again the fawning minister, “[Mosca] parla pendant une grosse
demi-heure en courtisan consommé; il voulait consoler l’amour-propre du souverain, et ne prit
congé que lorsqu’il le vit bien convaincu que l’histoire anecdotique de Louis XIV n’avait pas de
page plus belle que celle qu’il venait de fournir à ses historiens futurs” (367-368). The rhythmic
balance of the cascade of phrases in the final clause of the paragraph mimics the prose style in
classic hagiographies of 18th century history.
Antithesis is a structural component of the Chartreuse. On one side, there is the elegance
of high society, its courtly manners, beauty in culture, music, art; on the other, there are the
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dungeons filled with political prisoners (486), the raw emotions between the duchess and
Ferrante Palla, the murder he promises to commit. On the one hand, there are the moving
sermons delivered by Fabrice in church, on the other, their lustful purpose in direct contradiction
of their theme, subject matter and religious strictures. It is a vehicle for slapstick comedy as in
the dichotomy between Rassi’s reverential bows and the prince’s reply in the form of kicks in the
pants and slaps in the face (371), and for cartoonish comedy in the contrast between the
overweening magnificence of Marquis Crescenzi’s salons and the impoverished noblemen that
frequent it (584). Implicit in the story Stendhal tells are the distinctions repeatedly drawn
between Italian spontaneity and French reserve. Antithesis under the guise of rivalry is at the
heart of the antagonism between Mosca and Fabrice, Clélia and the duchess. Stendhal dwells on
the disparity between the two women, contrasting their beauty to explain the difference in their
character, the pensive personality as opposed to the sparkling one (382-383). The antithesis of
double- entendre in the scene in which the duchess instructs Ludovic to prepare eighty-nine
fountains of wine in Sacca and to open the reservoir of her palace in Parma, thus inundating the
streets, heightens the drama of the underlying true intentions. Laughing, Ludovic thinks he is
involved in a grand joke, whereas the duchess, lusting for vengeance, can barely control her
emotions, laughing madly at the thought of the death sentence she has unleashed against the
prince by flooding the streets of Parma. Ludovic and the duchess both shout the same words,
“Du vin aux gens de Sacca et de l’eau à ceux de Parme!”, but what the words each says stand for
completely different ideas (496). Stendhal further pursues the antithesis by the brilliant image of
a rollicking, drunken celebration illuminated by fireworks on the terrace overlooking the Po river
opposite dark, flooded Parma across the way.
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The antithetical contrasts in the pages of the Chartreuse are not subtle; rather, they are
sharply defined. They are in tune with the theatrical context of the story, where everything stands
out clearly: landscapes, as in a picture frame; people, in fierce combat, or fiercely conjoined. The
fanfare of drama, highlighted by antithesis, always plays in the background.
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Chapter 5
Theatrical Prelude
In his “Etudes Littéraires,” in the Pléiade 1975 edition of Oeuvres de Paul Valéry, Valéry
points out the political upheaval and societal changes occurring during Stendhal’s career (573).
Stendhal’s repeated use of branding logos as identifying shorthand, such as diamonds, rouge and
black hair for Marquise Raversi or Gonzo’s black-feathered hat and his recurring allusion to
public gossip fed by misinformation, Fabrice’s many disguises could be traced to the lies, social
mascarades, advertising that according to Valéry define the new era:
Presque tout ce qu’il entendait lui sonnait mensonge à
l’oreille. […] Quelques-uns se sentaient confusément sur la tête
tout un échafaud de coiffures, une perruque, une calotte, un bonnet
rouge, un chapeau à plume tricolore, un chapeau à corne, un
chapeau bourgeois. […] et tantôt par le rapatriement des lys, tantôt
par le retour de la flamme de 1815, tantôt par la duperie de 1830,
[…] ils vivaient une farce plus ou moins dangereuse […]
Ce caractère positif s’accusa sous Louis-Philippe, […] […]
Le système parlementaire s’essayait - -système essentiellement
dramatique, étroitement soumis aux lois du théâtre, tout en
apostrophes, en répliques, en brusques retournements des esprits;
[…]
Le même temps connut l’entrée retentissante, […] de la
finance et de la publicité combinées. […] Les campagnes
d’émissions, les prospectus, les réclames irrésistibles […] tous les
biens se mobilisaient à l’appel des faiseurs et des sociétés. La
crédulité publique se développe au-delà de toute espérance.
(573-4)
The foment created by the new replacing the old might account for the vitality of
Stendhal’s style, its theatrical impulse, its ambience much as the one discerned by Ken Johnson
in his review of the 2014 MoMA exhibit “The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec”. In Johnson’s words,
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in those lithographs we see “the world of music halls, theaters, circuses, that he frequented […]
one of high contrasts, a glittering nocturnal playground […] populated by celebrated performers,
commanding impresarios […] he created a restless vitality […] In posters ….., the action is
mirrored in the choreography of line.” Valery pinpoints Stendhalian themes: change that brings
charlatans, lies that bring farce, parliamentary rule that creates theater, advertising logos such as
those used by Stendhal to define his characters.
Line, action, and movement in a fantastic world of multiple narratives are characteristics
of the Chartreuse, and in his “Notice” in the 2014 Pléiade edition of Stendhal’s works, Philippe
Berthier succinctly encapsulates the sensibility that emanates from the novel: “les hasards de la
route largement ouverte sur les dangers, les rencontres, les aventures et les merveilles” (Volume
III, 1223). Berthier, joining Ken Johnson, uses vocabulary evocative of Stendhal’s style: high
contrast, restless vitality, adventures, marvels.
Though psychological impulses rule the characters’ actions, the Chartreuse does not
present an internalized, introspective world. Rather, it emphasizes the externally visible result of
the interplay of those actions implicit in a visualized version of events. The real leads to the
visual; therefore, conversation and camaraderie with the reader lead to helping him see, and thus
placing the narrative on stage.

I. Painting
Painting is analogous to stagecraft, for it places a scene before an audience. For Marquis
Crescenzi, paintings advertise his enormous wealth and glorious lineage. In preparation for his
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marriage to Clélia Conti and to solidify his family’s exalted status, the marquis finances
extensive embellishments to his palace:
“De son côté, il faisait fabriquer à Lyon des tentures magnifiques de couleurs,
[…] par le célèbre Pallagi, peintre de Bologne. […] A l’exception de deux salons,
ouvrages célèbres du Parmesan, le grand peintre du pays après le divin Corrège,
toutes les pièces du premier et du second étage étaient maintenant occupées par
les peintres célèbres de Florence, de Rome et de Milan” (506).
All of Parma valued paintings, including Marquis Crescenzi, for whom they represent social
status.
For Anetta Marini, a young woman mesmerized by Fabrice’s sermons and aroused to
feelings of puppy love, it is a portrait she has commissioned to decorate her room, as would any
fan of a rock star want a poster to tack on the wall, “Anetta était allée offrir une magnifique
bague en diamants, […] au célèbre Hayez, […] et lui demander le portrait de M. del Dongo”
(582).
In the Chartreuse de Parme, paintings are not inanimate objects. They communicate with
their owners whose emotions they mirror, especially in an era when they were unrivaled by
photography, movies, and television. Shaken by a terrible fit of jealousy, Count Mosca retreats to
his gallery of paintings, “et [le comte] courut s’enfermer dans la grande galerie de tableaux. Là
enfin il put se livrer à toute sa fureur; là il passa la soirée sans lumières” (267). When Clélia,
since her marriage Marquise Crescenzi, feverishly awaits the sign that will give her permission
to renew her romance with Fabrice, she sees her own predicament in the paintings surrounding
her in the picture gallery where they hang, “elle passait dans une galerie, voisine du salon, où le
marquis n’avait admis que des tableaux coûtant chacun plus de vingt mille francs. Ces tableaux
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avaient un langage si clair ce soir-là qu’ils fatiguaient le coeur de la marquise à force d’émotion”
(589). For the sensitive, art has a secret meaning, one that speaks to the heart.
From the wealthiest to the poorest, everyone with any education is sensitive to paintings.
Even Lieutenant Robert, newly returned from Napoleon’s victory at Lodi and billeted in the del
Dongo palace in Milan, reduced to wearing a tattered uniform and shoes with soles tied to the
uppers, has a copy of a Hérodiade by Leonardo da Vinci. Her beauty validates the beauty he sees
in the Marquise del Dongo and his love for her, the future mother of Fabrice. Lieutenant
Robert’s sentiments are echoed later by Stendhal himself when he addresses the reader directly
in order to compare Clélia and the duchess, and it seems that in their appreciation of art, the two
gentlemen are one and the same.
Stendhal reproduces the visual observation of a group of courtiers gathered around the
duchess and Clélia, and, in so doing, he has the reader see along with them the finely detailed,
beautifully proportioned heads of Renaissance drawings so admired by Lt. Robert:
On remarqua ce soir-là plus d’animation que de coutume dans la figure de
Clélia; […]
L’admirable singularité de cette figure dans laquelle éclataient les grâces
naïves et l’empreinte céleste de l’âme la plus noble, c’est que, bien que de la plus
rare et plus singulière beauté, elle ne ressemblait en aucune façon aux têtes de
statues grecques. La duchesse avait au contraire un peu trop de la beauté connue
de l’idéal, et sa tête vraiment lombarde rappelait le sourire voluptueux et la tendre
mélancolie des belles Hérodiades de Léonard de Vinci. (382-383)
A great portrait is not only a credible likeness. It finds the ineffable nuances that breathe life and
render the inner spirit of the sitter. Here, the portraitist focuses on the “air” and “manner” his
subjects exude, and quantitative adverbs like “un peu trop”, “le plus” give the impression he is
using a microscope. The description of Clélia shows the acute observation, the extreme attention
to detail unnoticed by the layman, the parsing of words that constitute the appraisal of a
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connoisseur viewing a masterpiece, “Clélia avait des cheveux blond cendré, se détachant, par un
effet très doux, sur des joues d’un coloris fin, mais en général un peu trop pâle. La forme seule
du front eût pu annoncer à un observateur attentif que cet air noble, cette démarche tellement audessus des grâces vulgaires, tenaient à une profonde incurie pour tout ce qui est vulgaire” (384).
Stendhal sees and shows what his characters see. La Chartreuse de Parme is a gallery of
paintings set before them, as Stendhal privileges the primacy of the eye. Young Countess Gina
Pietranera, later Duchess Sanseverina, is cast in the role of spectator in the very first chapter
when, after her husband’s death, she returns to Grianta and sets about seeing once again the
environs of Lake Como, the product of her vision being the beauties of the landscape before her.
Stendhal specifically identifies her as spectator. In the middle of a thunderstorm, she gets out of
her boat and attempts to sit on a rock, the better to observe the tempest’s fury, “La comtesse
voulut débarquer au milieu de l’ouragan et des coups de tonnerre; elle prétendait que, placée sur
un rocher isolé au milieu du lac, et grand comme une petite chambre, elle aurait un spectacle
singulier” (164). When, as Duchess Sanseverina, she arrives in Parma, she is a bemused
spectator of its society at court. Her presentation to the royal family and its sycophants,
resembles a tour of a portrait gallery as she is introduced in successive intervals, beginning with
the prince, Ranuce-Ernest IV, who wishes to appear in the image of Louis XIV, whose fulllength portrait hangs in his office (239-244). Finally, the duchess asks to be presented to another
principal character in the novel, the citadel of Parma, whose one-hundred-eighty foot tower is
seen from miles around, “Au sud-est, et à dix minutes de la ville, s’élève cette fameuse citadelle
si renommée en Italie, et dont la grosse tour a cent quatre-vingts pieds de haut et s’aperçoit de si
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loin” (246). One after the other, pictures fill the characters’ vision, and as they are occupied
seeing the view before them, the reader stands behind them and sees along with them.
During the Waterloo episode, Fabrice is essentially a spectator, and the spectacle a
transposition in verbal terms of the panorama depicted by a painting. Fabrice and the canteen
keeper are trying to locate the French troops, and they reach a hillock from which they have an
extended view of the plain below:
Et comme le bouquet de bois d’où ils sortaient occupait un tertre élevé de huit ou
dix pieds au-dessus de la plaine, ils aperçurent assez bien un coin de la bataille;
mais enfin il n’y avait personne dans le pré au-delà du bois. Ce pré était bordé, à
mille pas de distance, par une longue rangée de saules, très touffus; au-dessus des
saules paraissait une fumée blanche qui quelquefois s’élevait dans le ciel en
tournoyant. (177)
The details in the scene’s description can be literally transposed to canvas.
In contrast to the panoramic scene, there is a close-up that captures the surge of horror
Fabrice experiences as perception becomes conceptualisation, “Un fort vilain spectacle attendait
là le nouveau soldat; on coupait la cuisse à un cuirassier, beau jeune homme de cinq pieds dix
pouces. Fabrice ferma les yeux et but coup sur coup quatre verres d’eau de vie” (183). The
panorama is a staple of the natural vistas spread before the characters’ eyes: the lake, the trees,
the mountains and the sky and their respective delineations as each is set in counterpoint to the
other. Such painterly sensitivity to nuances of color is expressed in Fabrice’s observation as he
looks down from a window in Father Blanès’ bell tower and notes the colors of the sky reflected
in the lake, “Qu’il eût été heureux en ce moment de faire une lieue sur ce beau lac si tranquille et
qui réfléchissait si bien la profondeur des cieux!” (291).
Once the battle of Waterloo is over, Fabrice on a fine horse he has just hijacked is trying
to find his way. After an hour of aimless traveling, he comes before a stream, a wooden bridge
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and a house named The White Horse according to the sign. The White Horse Inn, a popular
staple in romantic operettas, and its quaint setting of a stream, a wooden bridge at the edge of the
road, a grouping of people in a variety of peaceful pursuits, evokes the rustic charm of a genre
painting, and Fabrice, stopped in his tracks, tries to read the true meaning of the lazy scene
before him, “Avant le pont, sur la droite de la route, était une maison isolée portant l’enseigne du
Cheval-Blanc. […] Un officier de cavalerie avec le bras en écharpe se trouvait à l’entrée du pont;
il était à cheval et avait l’air fort triste; à dix pas de lui, trois cavaliers à pied arrangeaient leurs
pipes” (291).
The genre scene can veer to stark social realism. When Fabrice runs from Parma after a
deadly duel, he seeks refuge in the Austrian territories, but he must first show his passport in the
police station. He sees displayed before him a shabby room whose every ugly detail is portrayed
in sharp focus (312-313). Stripped of its ornamental veneer, the true state of Austrian society
appears.
In the early morning hours, after a sleepless night agonizing over her nephew’s arrest and
imprisonment in the Farnèse tower, the duchess summons the strength to rouse from her torpor
and call for her servants. What they see before them is the equivalent of a highly dramatic
painting full of emotional pathos showing the tragedy of a princess in royal garb laid out on her
deathbed, “Vers les 5 heures du matin, la duchesse, […] sonna ses femmes; celles-ci jetèrent un
cri. En l’apercevant sur son lit, tout habillée, avec ses diamants, pâle comme ses draps et les yeux
fermés, il leur sembla la voir exposée sur un lit de parade après sa mort” (398). The scene
suggests early 19th century neo-classical paintings, such as Jacques Louis David’s The Death of
Socrates.
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Paintings do not appear to the reader only through the intermediary of the characters’
vision. Rather, Stendhal also bypasses them and, like a set designer himself, furnishes the picture
he wants the reader to see. When Count Mosca walks the streets around La Scala, his
surroundings evoke a setting appropriate for Act Two of La Bohème, “Il s’enfuit et essaya d’user
le temps en se promenant dans ces rues si jolies qui entourent le théâtre de la Scala. Elles sont
occupées par des cafés qui, à cette heure, regorgent de monde; devant chacun de ces cafés, des
foules de curieux établis sur des chaises, au milieu de la rue, prennent des glaces et critiquent les
passants” (230). Indeed, as though Stendhal had visionary foresight, he describes almost exactly
the opening scene of La Bohème, in particular, the Metropolitan Opera’s production by Franco
Zeffirelli.
The fantastic, picaresque qualities of Fabrice’s amorous endeavors with the opera singer
La Fausta are illustrated by what could serve as a poster encapsulating its essence. Fabrice has
engaged musicians to serenade La Fausta when her lover is absent, “Des musiciens […] vinrent
planter leurs contrebasses sous les fenêtres de la Fausta: […] La Fausta se mit à la fenêtre, et
remarqua facilement un jeune homme fort poli qui, arrêté à cheval au milieu de la rue, la salua
d’abord, puis se mit à lui adresser des regards peu équivoques” (340). The scene is simple
enough to be quickly understood—it could even be an advertisement for wine.
In the same vein, when Fabrice cosses paths with his girlfriend Marietta, her black lace
shawl joins those behind which lurk the faces of Spanish ladies in their romantic trysts, “Ce jourlà même, Fabrice rencontra dans la rue la petite Marietta […] Elle gagna rapidement un portique
désert; là, elle avança encore la dentelle noire qui, suivant la mode du pays, lui couvrait la tête,
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de façon à ce qu’elle ne pût être reconnue” (333). We see fair, dark-haired ladies peeking out
from behind their black lace shawl—a fairly conventional portrait.
A few lines suffice for Stendhal to recreate the devotional atmosphere of a great, empty
cathedral inhabited by the solitary figure of an old woman, “Avant que de sortir il s’approcha
d’une vieille femme qui était assise devant une grande madone et à côté d’un triangle de fer
placé verticalement sur un pied de même métal. Les bords de ce triangle étaient hérissés d’un
grand nombre de pointes destinées à porter les petits cierges que la piété des fidèles allume
devant la célèbre madone de Cimabue” (325-326). Here, Stendhal conflates his description with
the work of a famous artist: he seems to be saying that he is an artist, too.
When Fabrice makes preparations for his sermons in the little church of the Visitation,
the reader’s imagination is aroused by the evocation of its location in a solitary street opposite
the massive structure of the Crescenzi palace, the business of the nuns lighting a huge number of
candles and the military stance of the sentinels, their rifle equipped with a bayonet, standing
guard:
Il fit annoncer […] [qu’il] prêcherait par extraordinaire à 8 heures et demie du
soir, dans la petite église de Sainte-Marie-de-la-Visitation, située précisément en
face d’une des ailes du palais Crescenzi. Ludovic présenta de sa part une quantité
énormes de cierges aux religieuses de la Visitation, avec prière d’illuminer à jour
leur église. Il eut toute une compagnie de grenadiers de la garde, et l’on plaça une
sentinelle, la baïonnette au bout du fusil, devant chaque chapelle. (578)
The setting appears as a transposition from Renaissance Italy.
Alongside the panoramic paintings, there are also the brief engravings that act as citations
of familiar paintings or are reminiscent of the popular prints portraying regional figures. Clélia
mourning Fabrice’s absence, assumes the pose of beautiful young women, their arms folded,
sitting at a window, looking out pensively, “Dès le premier jour elle sut le sonnet par coeur; elle
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le chantait, appuyée sur sa fenêtre, devant la fenêtre désormais solitaire, où elle avait vu si
souvent une petite ouverture se démasquer dans l’abat-jour” (501). Fabrice is in hiding and is
waiting for the “all clear” signal from his aunt, “il passait sa vie déguisé en paysan dans la
baraque en bois d’un marchand de marrons, établi vis-à-vis la porte de la citadelle, sous les
arbres de la promenade” (522). His disguise depicts him as in the prints displaying occupations,
customs or costumes of different regional areas.
In descending order from panorama to thumbprint image, there are finally “les petits faits
vrais” Stendhal constantly supplies, spreading before the reader a decor defining the action. The
concrete detail can be seen as an integral part of a theatrical performance. As part of a written
text, it forces the reader’s imagination to collaborate with the author in the creation of a scene. A
dish cloth that is a sign hanging in front of a restaurant in Casal-Maggiore announces the earthy,
rustic tone inside, “et il entra dans une boutique au-dehors de laquelle pendait un torchon gris
attaché à un bâton; sur le bâton était écrit le mot Trattoria. Un mauvais drap de lit soutenu par
deux cerceaux de bois fort minces, […] mettait la porte de la Trattoria à l’abri des rayons directs
du soleil” (315). One small object is enough to alert the reader and set the tone.
When Duchess Sanseverina sends Pepe, her valet, to Bologna to help Fabrice, the detail
of the gold handle on the cane he uses to chase away beggars gives insight into the chasm
separating him from the starving peasants he treats so rudely by virtue of the status and
arrogance acquired as a servant in an aristocratic household, “Pépé brandissant sa canne à
pomme d’or, leur ordonna de laisser Son Excellence tranquille” (327). Illustrating the maxim
that less is more, one object can lead the reader into the confines of a room and start him
furnishing it. The poet Ferrante Palla has promised the duchess he will avenge her, and she in
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turn, rewards him with a written donation of money. The room where they are facing each other
comes into focus because of the mention of a heavy piece of furniture that indicates the style and
antiquity of a wealthy country house, “La duchesse alla se munir d’un papier caché dans le secret
d’une grande armoire de noyer” (477). The exceptional quality of the details Stendhal includes
serve as illustrations that imbue it with an aura of fantasy, history, pastoral beauty. In reference
to the prison guard Grillo, “A pas de loup, Fabrice alla vérifier ce que faisaient le geôlier Grillo
et son chien: le geôlier était profondément endormi dans une peau de boeuf suspendu au plancher
par quatre cordes, […] le chien Fox ouvrit les yeux, se leva, et s’avança doucement” (438).
Ferrante Palla shows the duchess how Fabrice can escape from the tower, “il existait dans
les bois, […] une tour du Moyen Age, à demi ruinée, et haute de plus de cent pieds” (480). While
waiting for the bark that will take him to safety, Fabrice rests in a wooded area, “Quand on fut
arrivé au lieu de repos dans un bois de vernes et de saules, bien touffu et bien frais, Ludovic alla
à plus d’une heure de là […] Grand Dieu, que je suis bien ici! s’écria Fabrice” (319). The
crumbling medieval tower and the the leafy fresh woods create a dreamy, fanciful scene.
After a sleepless night, tormented by the knowledge she has been tricked, the duchess
slowly revives from a high fever as the first light of dawn appears, its spectral quality in
sympathy with her enfeebled state, “Cet état dura longtemps; […] Enfin, comme l’aube du jour
commençait à marquer d’une ligne blanche le sommet des arbres de son jardin, elle se fit
violence” (394). One recovers from an illness slowly, just like the morning sun slowly spreads its
light.
In the hope of enticing Clélia to attend his sermons, Fabrice has chosen a church facing
the palace she inhabits, and the image of that palace, an imposing relic of the Middle Ages,
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overlays their uniquely romanesque, tragic love story derived from a mediaeval manuscript and
hints at the exceptional beauty, mystery, danger, violence that lurk in that history. Like a scenic
designer, Stendhal uses props as supports that define the character. To get away from the guests
at a gala, Clélia goes to an open window, “Pour s’en délivrer, elle s’approcha d’une fenêtre
ouverte et à demi voilée par un rideau de taffetas” (387). When Clélia meets Fabrice in the
prison’s marble chapel, trembling, she holds onto a chair, “En ce moment Clélia était si faible
qu’elle fut obligée de chercher un appui sur un énorme fauteuil placé jadis au milieu de la
chapelle” (464). The taffeta curtain and the chair are the finishing touches that perfect the
picture.
Besides reality that appears in the reader’s mind in a static version as a picture, it can also
appear in the form of a one-sentence vignette evoking a theatrical sequence on stage or in a
movie. One day, when the cold and rainy weather mirrors the dreary boredom of his court, the
prince does something unheard of by paying a visit to the duchess' salon. His entrance is shown
as it unfolds step by step, “En un clin d’oeil, et à mesure que le prince s’avançait, s’établissait
dans ces salons si bruyants et si gais un silence de stupeur; tous les yeux, fixés sur le prince,
s’ouvraient outre mesure” (255). The prince’s entrance is shown, step by step, in graphic terms,
as it unfolds.
Young Prince Ernest V does not want to be seen carrying the volumes of papers
documenting his father’s assassination. The background scenario of dwindling courtiers and
innocent valets extinguishing the candles in a darkened foyer stands as the colors the artist uses
to paint a study in contrasts: the silent withdrawal of the supporting cast versus the emotional
drama that is to come. Stendhal does not explain. Rather, he creates a moving picture, “Le prince
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alla chercher lui-même les deux énormes portefeuilles […] en sortant du grand cabinet de sa
mère, il trouva toute la cour qui attendait. “Allez-vous-en, laissez-moi tranquille!” s’écria-t-il,
[…] Les courtisans disparurent en un clin d’oeil. En repassant le prince ne trouva plus que les
valets de chambre qui éteignaient les bougies; il les renvoya avec fureur” (529). The valets
extinguish the candles, but the lights will go up inside the cabinet, where he will confront his
mother and the duchess.
A brief vignette expands to a full paragraph of important proportions as the characters’
thoughts are given visual illustration in a pantomime of movement and manipulation of objects.
Count Mosca’s jealousy has been aroused by Fabrice and the duchess. Though the three of them
are in a room together, he is ignored. Like the wanderer in the desert driven to see mirages, he
sees what is not there, imagining they are kissing. Instinctively, he takes hold of his dagger and
examines it in the light of a lamp. Meditation is replaced by visual theatrics, as reason gives way
to insanity. Finally, sanity prevails:
Une idée atroce saisit le comte comme une crampe: le poignarder là devant elle, et
me tuer après?
Il fit un tour dans la chambre se soutenant à peine sur ses jambes, mais la
main serrée convulsivement autour du manche de son poignard […] Le comte
s’approcha d’une lampe dans le premier salon, et regarda si la pointe de son
poignard était bien affilée. […]
Il devenait fou; il lui sembla qu’en se penchant ils se donnaient des
baisers, là, sous ses yeux. Cela est impossible en ma présence, se dit-il; ma raison
s’égare. Il faut se calmer. (270-271)
The scene is all the more dramatic because the reader senses that sitting in the background,
unaware, are the two intended victims.
The count is put in the awkward position of having to bargain with Rassi. Their
conversation is a game of half-truths and reciprocal distrust. Horrified by the suggestion he
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propose to the prince’s cousin, the fifty-year old Princess Isota, outwardly he seems flattered. It
is a little table beside his armchair and the snuff box he toys with that betray his annoyance,
“Jamais le comte n’avait eu l’idée baroque d’épouser cette vieille princesse; […] Il se mit à jouer
avec sa tabatière sur le marbre d’une petite table voisine de son fauteuil.” The comedy continues,
and when Rassi asks him if he will permit him to quote the prince, his body language belies his
answer, “Je permets tout, dit le comte en continuant, d’un air distrait, à frapper la table de marbre
avec sa tabatière d’or” (407). After an interlude of a few days, the wary negotiations resume in a
continuous dialogue fit for the stage, as is (412-415). It ends with a dumb show that stands as a
climax, a demonstration of the count’s true feelings:
Comme le Rassi effrayé voulait répliquer, le comte ferma la porte sur lui avec
impatience. Ces gens-là, se dit-il, ne voient le pouvoir que derrière l’insolence.
Cela dit, ce grand ministre se livra à une action tellement ridicule, que nous avons
quelque peine à la rapporter; il courut prendre dans son bureau un portrait en
miniature de la duchesse, et le couvrait de baisers passionnés. (415)
In the Chartreuse, seeing enjoys primacy of place, and one of its components is the view one
sees. The elite collect paintings to advertise their wealth, but the sensitive souls among them find
solace in their message. Stendhal himself creates pictures not with an accumulation of adjectives,
but with the elements he chooses and their placement. The result is scenes reminiscent of
familiar paintings in museums. Always, Stendhal aims to have the reader look along with his
characters.

II. Seeing
A. Perspective (Seeing from a Distance)
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Seeing is one of the cornerstones of La Chartreuse de Parme. The love affair between
Fabrice and Clélia can only proceed because they can see each across a courtyard from opposite
windows. Fabrice says to himself, “Si je parviens seulement à la voir, je suis heureux […] Non
pas, se dit-il; il faut aussi qu’elle voie que je la vois” (427). The eyes look out at panoramas,
spectacles, through windows, but Stendhal also portrays them as the window to the inner person
and his truth. When the duchess threatens to leave Parma, she looks at the prince with utmost
disdain, “Ce regard décida le prince, jusqu’ici fort incertain, quoique ses paroles eussent semblé
annoncer un engagement; il se moquait fort des paroles” (366-367).
When Clélia, knowing Fabrice is in prison meets the unsuspecting duchess, “Les yeux de
la jeune fille avaient une expression si singulière et si profonde qu’ils en étaient presque
indiscrets: il y avait de la pitié, il y avait aussi de l’indignation et de la colère dans ses regards”
(384-385). Fearing Rassi, the princess has been convinced his papers must be burned. She prods
her son to throw them into the fireplace, "La princesse vit dans les yeux de son fils qu’il était
tenté de saisir une carafe et de sauver ces papiers, qui lui coûtaient quatre-vingt mille francs.
‘Ouvrez donc la fenêtre!’ cria-t-elle à la duchesse avec humeur.” (533) The eyes are the windows
to the soul, and they tell the truth.
Seeing is an essential part of reading the novel, for Stendhal continuously presents the
reader with pictures to see. The essence of an activity can best be appreciated in its extremes.
With sight, it is seeing from a distance, seeing up close or not seeing at all. Pictorially, seeing
from a distance involves perspective, and it is a quality Stendhal introduces precisely because his
characters see and at first what they see is at a distance and they watch as it approaches. Fabrice
and Clélia first caught sight of each other from a distance on a road leading to Milan, “Fabrice,
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qui regardait fort attentivement de tous les côtés, […] vit déboucher d’un petit sentier à travers
champs, et arriver sur la grande route, couverte de poussière, une jeune fille de quatorze à quinze
ans qui pleurait timidement sous son mouchoir” (213). Seeing at a distance has an especially
strong emotional impact. What is out of reach seems more desirable. We strain to see in the
distance.
The characters in the Chartreuse are forever occupied in seeing, as a camera whose
function is recording images. They look out and see coming toward them from a point in the
distance and stepping into the present framework of their life people and objects that are
harbingers of latent possibilities. Count Mosca walks from his office to the cathedral to inquire
about Rassi’s confessor. The scene that appears is reminiscent of the Dutch and Italian paintings
emphasizing architecture and perspective as they show grand, vaulted passageways stretching
into the distance inhabited by tiny figures underneath them, “Le comte, […] était déjà sur le
chemin de la cathédrale; […] Cette cathédrale, comme beaucoup d’églises en Italie, sert de
passage d’une rue à l’autre, le comte vit de loin un des grand vicaires de l’archevêque qui
traversait la nef” (404). A bark seen coming from Como brings with it the news of Napoleon’s
return from Elbe and marks the inception of Fabrice’s adventures, “Le 7 mars 1815, les dames
étaient de retour, […] elles se promenaient dans la belle allée de platanes, […] Une barque parut,
venant du côté de Côme, et fit des signes singuliers. […] Napoléon venait de débarquer au golfe
de Juan” (165).
In addition, there is the sight of an eagle far off that seems to direct Fabrice to his
destination, “Tout à coup à une hauteur immense et à ma droite j’ai vu un aigle, l’oiseau de
Napoléon; il volait majestueusement se dirigeant vers la Suisse, et par conséquent vers Paris”
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(166). The depth of perspective Stendhal creates in his pictures introduces fear, surprise, relief,
opportunity into the characters’ life. It is the unknown emerging.
One morning, Fabrice is directing excavations near the highway leading from Parma.
Shooting larks, he wounds one, goes looking for it on the highway where, to his surprise, he sees
the carriage with Giletti on board, “Fabrice, […] aperçut de loin une voiture qui venait de Parme
[…] il reconnut la petite Marietta; elle avait à ses côtés le grand escogriffe Giletti, et cette femme
âgée qu’elle faisait passer pour sa mère” (306-307). Giletti attacks Fabrice, they fight and
Fabrice kills him. Once again, Fabrice looks in the distance and he sees he must run. His odyssey
begins, “mais en levant les yeux, il vit cinq ou six hommes à trois cents pas sur la grande route
qui s’avançaient à pied et d’un pas mesuré vers le lieu de la scène” (309). To save his life, he
must pass through Austrian occupied territory, but the distant sight of the bridge leading there
stands as the embodiment of a terrible future in a dungeon, “or, il voyait à deux cents pas devant
lui le pont terrible qui allait lui donner accès en ce pays, dont la capitale à ses yeux était le
Spielberg” (311).
After Prince Ranuce-Ernest IV’s assassination, Fabrice and the duchess hide out in the
Piedmont. In an image reminiscent of the bark bringing news of Napoleon’s return, the duchess
sees a bark approaching with the news that all is clear, “Le lendemain, sur le midi elle vit une
barque montée par dix rameurs et qui fendait rapidement les eaux du lac” (514).
In order to have all criminal charges against him lifted, Fabrice has voluntarily returned
to prison and be judged anew. There he is in danger of being poisoned. The duchess, fearing the
worst, runs to the prison. Looking out, the distance seems to be the corridor that fate travels, and
she is overcome by what it has brought her:
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D’un air égaré elle dit au cocher de mettre ses chevaux au galop. Elle trouva sur le
pont du fossé de la citadelle le général Fontana et Fabrice qui sortaient à pied.
“As-tu mangé?”
“Non, par miracle.”
La duchesse se jeta au cou de Fabrice, et tomba dans un évanouissement qui dura
une heure. (550-551)
Seeing from a distance involves straining to see, therefore the quotient of adrenaline rises as one
begins to ask questions: Who? Why? What? One is overtaken by emotions: anxiety, joy,
surprise.

B. Seeing Vis-à-Vis
The primacy Stendhal places on the act of seeing comes into full expression through the
frequency with which he places people or objects not only opposite, but facing each other, so that
fiction can function at its maximum best. Once Fabrice has reached Bologna, he immediately
enters the church of Saint Petrone and immerses himself in the worship of God. His servant
Ludovic, who comes across as a free-spirited man, untroubled by meditation, watches this
strange spectacle and, the better to see and understand, places himself in front of Fabrice,
“Ludovic s’approcha [...] et se plaça en face de lui, Fabrice, qui avait le front caché dans ses
mains, releva la tète, et son fidèle serviteur vit les larmes qui sillonnaient ses joues” (323-324).
Sometimes distance has been reduced to the point where two people can scrutinize each
other eye to eye, as when the nervous Fabrice presents his passport to the suspicious employee in
the Austrian police office. Fabrice thinks about how he can run out of there, “Il fallait voir l’air
indigné de notre héros sous l’oeil scrutateur de ce commis de police orné de ses bijoux de
cuivre” (313).
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Sometimes distance disappears completely, as faces are set up one against the other.
Sitting in her carriage at the Farnèse tower, Clélia witnesses Fabrice’s arrest. Barbone the jailer
exits the office, looks into the carriage, and their eyes meet, “Barbone leva la tête pour regarder
dans la voiture, ses yeux rencontrèrent ceux de Clélia, à laquelle un cri d’horreur échappa; jamais
elle n’avait vu d’aussi près une expression de figure tellement atroce” (379). Compared to the
message transmitted by the eyes, words are insignificant. At the princess’ gala, the romance
between Fabrice and Clélia is rekindled to the odor of perfume, the sound of music, the creaking
of chairs and, finally, consummated by the meeting of eyes, “Le fauteuil qui venait
d’occasionner ce petit craquement sur le parquet était occupé par la marquise Crescenzi, dont les
yeux remplis de larmes rencontrèrent en plein ceux de Fabrice, qui n’était guère en meilleur état”
(565). Stendhal examines the different stages of seeing, and he takes them as far as they will go:
to the point where two faces are only inches apart.
The window figures prominently in the Chartreuse. As an opening in a closed facade, it
stands as the symbol for the eye, and it is a conduit through which the eye can see what lies
beyond. From the window of his prison cell Fabrice can enjoy the gorgeous landscape. He
cannot bear to have the possibilities of seeing denied him, and so, when the view from his
window is blocked by a heavy wooden shutter, he works to make an opening to observe Clélia
and, ever attentive to the nuanced permutations of her demeanor, read her true thoughts. The first
few days of his imprisonment, Fabrice can indulge unimpeded in the sight of Clélia. She appears
in the room where she tends her birds, “Il la suivait ardemment des yeux: Certainement, se disaitil, elle va s’en aller sans daigner jeter un regard sur cette pauvre fenêtre, et pourtant elle est bien
en face. Mais, en revenant du fond de la chambre […] Clélia ne put s’empêcher de le regarder du
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haut de l’oeil” (426). After he has been forewarned about the wooden shade, “Dès ce moment
l’unique objet de ses pensées fut de savoir comment il pourrait parvenir à continuer de la voir”
(426). The image of the window and the eye merges with the idea of height, for from a window
far above, one can look at the scenery far below.
At the princess’ birthday celebration, Fabrice is part of the group playing whist with the
prince and, suddenly, despite his best efforts, he is seated facing Clélia, something he
experiences as an epiphany, “Arriva le moment où Fabrice dut changer de place au whist; alors il
se trouva précisément en face de Clélia, et se livra plusieurs fois au bonheur de la contempler. La
pauvre marquise, se sentant regardée par lui, perdait tout à fait contenance” (568).
Count Mosca’s courtship of the duchess, then Countess Pietranera, began at La Scala,
where he rented a loge from where he could observe her and delight in her beauty, “Enfin la
comtesse parut. Armé de sa lorgnette, il l’examinait avec transport: jeune, brillante, légère
comme un oiseau, se disait-il, elle n’a pas vingt-cinq ans” (231). Years later, Fabrice leaves the
church where he is preparing to preach in order to view Clélia at the opera he knows she will
attend. His servant Ludovic reserves a loge almost opposite the marquise, “Son ami Ludovic,
[…] trouva, [...] une loge au quatrième rang, presque en face de celle de la marquise” (578).
Finally, as on a stage, she appears, “Le spectacle commença vers 8 heures, et quelques minutes
après il eut cette joie qu’aucun esprit ne peut concevoir […] il vit la porte de la loge Crescenzi
s’ouvrir; peu après, la marquise entra” (579). Seeing fuses with the idea of a theatrical
performance, where the stage is set for the audience to see.
“Vis-à-vis” is a favorite location, perhaps because everything in Fabrice’s life obeys
preordained fate as predicted by Father Blanès, and so, everyone that ever figured in that life
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suddenly reappears as though in a magic circle that contains all its landmarks facing one another.
Because of the obsession with placement, in direct sight, it is not surprising where Gonzo
chooses to put the armchair he has brought to church for Clélia, “il fit porter dans l’église un
fauteuil doré magnifique destiné à la marquise […] On peut penser ce que devint la pauvre
marquise, lorsqu’elle aperçut ce fauteuil, et qu’on l’avait placé précisément vis-à-vis la chaire”
(590). The climax that is the lovers’ final reconciliation repeats the two themes intertwined with
the act of seeing: the window and the positioning opposite or vis-à-vis. Fabrice has received a
note from Clélia, inviting him to a rendez-vous: “il entendit une voix bien connue, dire d’un ton
très bas: “Entre ici, ami de mon coeur.” Fabrice entra avec précaution et se trouva à la vérité dans
l’orangerie, mais vis-à-vis une fenêtre fortement grillée et élevée […] Fabrice avait entendu
quelque bruit dans cette fenêtre, […] lorsqu’il sentit une main, […] prendre la sienne” (592).
Seeing, in all its permutations, is an important component of the experience of reading the
Chartreuse. Perception is the gateway to the truth, be it beautiful or ugly, to poetic evocation or
satiric evaluation.

C. The Removal of Seeing
Things one is used to are rarely appreciated as much as when they are missing, and one
understands them best when they are revealed as they struggle to fully develop and function.
Stendhal does not only present sight as a given that one uses instinctively. He shows its different
phases, its failures, its randomness, its stabs at recognition. He focuses in on the meaning of sight
in all its manifestations.
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When Clelia is at the princess’ gala, she happens to notice an unusual suit of clothing and
then the skinny man alongside. She does not yet understand what she has seen, but a slight
movement piques her curiosity and prods her to try and figure out just what she is seeing Even
when Fabrice has turned his head and is facing her, do her eyes not yet register his presence; they
see only someone resembling him. At last, the eyes discern a tiny movement of the mouth that
signals his true identity. Imperceptible movements, incremental approximations finally lead to
the eureka moment:
En arrivant à son fauteuil, le costume singulier en un tel lieu du
général des frères mineurs arrêta ses yeux, et d’abord elle ne
remarqua pas l’homme mince et revêtu d’un simple habit noir qui
lui parlait; toutefois un certain mouvement secret arrêtait ses yeux
sur cet homme. […] quel peut être ce jeune homme en habit noir si
simple? Elle le regardait profondément attentive, lorsqu’une dame,
en venant se placer, fit faire un mouvement à son fauteuil. Fabrice
tourna la tête: elle ne le reconnut pas, tant il était changé. D’abord
elle se dit: Voilà quelqu’un qui lui ressemble, ce sera son frère
aîné; mais je ne le croyais que de quelques années plus âgé que lui,
et celui-ci est un homme de quarante ans. Tout à coup elle le
reconnut à un mouvement de la bouche. (567)
The full significance of sight is emphasized by its absence. After Fabrice’s escape from
prison, Clélia looks out at an empty window once filled by his presence. The poignancy in the
void of a deserted place, drained, yet a perpetual reminder of what is missing, here combines
with the sweet knowledge that one is loved, for Clélia has found Fabrice’s sonnet. Melancholy,
resignation, remembrance mingle to create a picture of a girl, seated, singing, though not like in
the Schubert lied, at a spinning wheel, rather, at a window, “Dès le premier jour elle sut le sonnet
par coeur; elle le chantait, appuyée sur sa fenêtre, désormais solitaire, où elle avait vu si souvent
une petite ouverture se démasquer dans l’abat-jour” (501). This type of sentence lends itself to
film,, where words are not needed; the picture alone conveys the meaning whose pathos is
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antithetically reinforced by the cynical sentence following it: “[1] Cet abat-jour avait été
démonté [2] pour être placé sur le bureau du tribunal [3] et servir de pièce de conviction [4] dans
un procès ridicule [5] que Rassi instruisait contre Fabrice, [6] accusé du crime de s’être sauvé,
[7] ou, comme disait le fiscal en en riant lui-même, [8] de s’être dérobé à la clémence d’un
prince magnanime.” Its coldly logical succession of coordinating phrases that mimics the
ballooning self-importance of the prosecution, ending with the deflating pinprick of Rassi’s own
laughter, is its own rebuke.

III. The Other Senses
If a novel can be likened to an architectural structure, then the scaffolding that erects the
Chartreuse is slight because the basic action that supports it is minimal, whatever picaresque
adventures intervene. It consists of a series of events naturally proceeding one from the other:
•
•
•
•
•

Fabrice leaves home to join the battle of Waterloo.
He returns and is subject to suspicions and an indefinite future.
Attacked by the actor Giletti, he kills him.
He is imprisoned and, during that time, carries on a love affair with
Clélia Conti.
He escapes and finally reunites with her.

The reader follows Fabrice’s peregrinations from one point to the next in search of his identity.
Surrounding the scaffolding of these adventures, there is the stasis of the protagonists’
introspection, their sensations in reaction to their environment, and the reader is put into the
position of immediate and empathetic companion. Such a technique, where the narrative impetus
comes to a halt and is replaced by variations on a theme, reaches its climax in the section
occupying chapters 18, 19, and 20, which are devoted to Fabrice’s incarceration in the Farnèse
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tower. It incorporates a display of the infinite nuances of physical and emotional responses
involving human communication.
On his arrival in his prison cell, the superb view Fabrice has of the Alps is enhanced by
its association with Clélia: “Je conçois que Clélia Conti se plaise dans cette solitude aérienne”
(422). When Clélia finally appears in the room where she cares for her birds, “Fabrice resta
immobile et sans respiration, il était debout contre les énormes barreaux de sa fenêtre et fort près.
Il remarqua qu’elle ne levait pas les yeux sur lui, mais ses mouvements avaient l’air gêné,
comme ceux de quelqu’un qui se sent regardé” (425). The stage is set for the intensity of
contradictory feelings, victories and defeats, minute observation of suggestive detail that fill the
nine months Fabrice spends in supposed uneventful isolation. When his aunt signals that the time
for flight has arrived, he answers: “Je ne veux pas me sauver; je veux mourir ici!” (454). Internal
sentimental evolution has replaced external action.
Chartreuse protagonists are especially sensitive. What they feel is more interesting than
what they do, and the reader is intrigued by situations that incite the reaction of their senses.
Sight enjoys primacy of place. The others are: touch, sound, smell and taste (the taste of poison).
Like sight, they are reactions to external stimuli in the same category as pictures. In The Gates of
Horn, Harry Levin points out that, like the ideologues, Stendhal believed knowledge derived
from sensation, not from innate ideas, that the mind is a blank to be etched by experience (103).
The Chartreuse bathes in an atmosphere of the arts that affect the characters emotionally, reflect
their sensibility. They see themselves in art, theatre, opera. Music fills them with joy or makes
them cry.
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When Count Mosca and Clélia are subject to extreme emotional pressure, they both take
refuge in their respective picture gallery. Stendhal does not describe the paintings, but their
power is made implicit by the effect they have. The fact that the count and the marquise have
chosen seclusion among them suggests that an osmosis has established itself, as the drama the
reader imagines painted on the canvas comes to life in the passions of the living. In the same
way, throughout the novel, Stendhal shows the characters affected by outer circumstances in
situations transposed into paintings by the reader’s imagination.
A. Feeling, touch
On the road to Waterloo, Fabrice runs to the front to mix with the soldiers in their
bivouacs. He is obviously a greenhorn, a mark ready for the taking. He does not know what is
going on around him and offers no resistance, unaware that he is about to be arrested, until he
feels a hand on his collar, “Aussitôt un soldat appelé par l’adjudant lui mit la main sur le collet;
un autre soldat prit soin des chevaux, et, d’un air sévère, l’adjudant ordonna à Fabrice de le
suivre sans répliquer” (170). After his experience at the Austrian police station, where with great
trepidation he showed Giletti’s passport and, to his surprise, it was stamped and he was allowed
to leave, still incredulous at his good fortune, the reader along with Fabrice feels the sensation
that courses through his body when he feels someone touching his arm. It seems to be the
confirmation of all his forebodings, “Fabrice s’éloignait d’un pas de loup dont il cherchait à
dissimuler la rapidité, lorsqu’il se sentit arrêter par le bras gauche; instinctivement, il mit la main
sur le manche de son poignard” (315).
Clélia has withdrawn from festivities and placed herself within a balcony alcove, the
better to indulge in thoughts about Fabrice, for whom, unwittingly, her love grows. The intensity
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of her emotions is underscored by her annoyance as she feels someone approaching, “Clélia
s’aperçut que quelqu’un s’approchait et apparemment dans le dessin de se placer à côté d’elle au
balcon de fer de cette fenêtre; elle en fut contrariée” (388). Clélia has managed to equip Fabrice
with a rope to which she attaches baskets of food he pulls up into his prison cell to avoid being
poisoned. Sensation parallels emotion: at first impatient anxiety, then joy when at last he feels
the agreed upon signal:
Notre prisonnier se hâta de construire une sorte de ruban avec du linge; […] il
laissa glisser son ruban qui lui ramena une petite corde fort longue, à l’aide de
laquelle il retira d’abord une provision de chocolat […] Ce fut en vain qu’il tendit
la corde ensuite, il ne reçut plus rien […]
Quelle ne fut pas sa joie lorsque, quelques minutes après avoir entendu le
général traverser l’esplanade […] il sentit s’agiter la corde qu’il n’avait cessé de
tenir autour du bras! (442)
Touch reaches its apotheosis at the end of the novel when Clélia and Fabrice are finally
reunited in the darkness of night, and he feels himself to bliss:
Il entendit une voix bien connue, dire d’un ton très bas,
“Entre ici, ami de mon coeur.”
[…] L’obscurité était profonde, Fabrice avait entendu quelque bruit dans cette
fenêtre, et il en reconnaissait la grille avec la main, lorsqu’il sentit une main,
passée à travers les barreaux, prendre la sienne et la porter à des lèvres qui lui
donnèrent un baiser. (592)
The powerful imagery of hands has a long history and multiple meanings. On the positive side,
there are praying hands, hands that heal, hands that comfort, hands grasped in friendship. And
there are lovers’ hands, groping in the dark, finally meeting, never to be separated.

B. Sound
Myriad variations of sound form a soundtrack accompanying the Chartreuse narrative.
Critics have long noted Stendhal’s love of opera and the kinship of his Chartreuse to opera buffa
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because of its ebullient medley of tragedy, comedy, and farce. For Jacques Dubois, in Stendhal:
Une Sociologie Romanesque, the Chartreuse is “un opéra comique dans une cour italienne”
(175). Ann Jefferson, in Reading Realism in Stendhal, notes Stendhal’s love of opera and its
influence in the composition of his novel, i.e., its polyphony (216); Fabrice as improviser (219);
the voice’s power of inflection (220); and the operatic quality of its dialogue (229). In his essay
“Le Chant du Cygne”, in Stendhal et le Style, Philippe Berthier discusses how Stendhal’s love of
opera informed his appreciation for the meaningful malleability of the voice, “Stendhal est
éminemment sensible […] aux questions d’euphonie et d’eurythmie. Comment pourrait-il en
aller autrement pour quelqu’un qui, à force d’écouter de l’opéra, […] en a intériorisé les
inflexions, les cadences, a subi les sortilèges du souffle?” (53-64). François Vanoesthuyse, in
“Opérateurs du Temps, Opérateurs d’Images” in Stendhal et le Style, asserts that “Stendhal fait
la promotion de la pensée délibérative et de la parole, au rebours d’une esthétique du silence […]
la voix et non seulement la voix, mais la parole prononcée et entendue, entre dans la composition
des mondes stendhaliens” (237). In his conversationalist mode, Stendhal is especially sensitive to
the importance of intonation. The structure of his sentences allows for the written transcription of
vocal modulation.
The presence of opera is taken for granted. Count Mosca and the duchess meet at La
Scala. Clélia goes to the opera to hear a famous tenor, and that is where Fabrice runs to see her
again. Opera is the setting of the joys and passions of love. When Fabrice attempts to define its
nature and his susceptibility to it, the object of his experiment is a famous singer, La Fausta,
whose musical performance in his aunt’s salon he attends, disguised. The names of famous
composers sprinkle the text, and the compositions their names suggest underscore the
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atmosphere in which the story develops. En route to Parma, Fabrice is in thrall to the beauty of
the landscape that surrounds him but he is haunted by the fear of being arrested, “Fabrice, […]
courut se cacher dans le tronc creux d’un énorme châtaignier; […] lorsqu’il entendit un homme
qui s’avançait dans le bois en chantant très bien un air délicieux de Mercadante, alors à la mode
en Lombardie” (294). The harmonious melody and carefree spirit of Mercadante’s music fuses
with the pristine beauty of the surroundings to envelop the whole scene, from the mountains to
the hollow trunk of the chestnut tree, in the same paradisiacal aura that stands in contrast to the
dangers threatening Fabrice personally and the political despotism destroying life in general,
which is a theme that runs through the Chartreuse.
Like the paintings in their picture galleries, music has a language the protagonists
recognize as their own, and they can therefore respond to it as it mirrors their emotions which
find relief at last in the emergence of a kindred spirit, at the opera. Music permeates the air.
Fabrice is taken by the beautiful soprano of La Fausta, “Il fut étonné de l’angélique douceur de
cette voix: il ne se figurait rien de pareil; il lui dut des sensations de bonheur suprême” (338). At
the opera, Clélia is also deeply affected, “La marquise avait été touchée de la musique sublime,
comme le sont les coeurs malheureux” (581). Fabrice is overcome by the announcement of the
Marquis and Marquise’s arrival at the prince’s gala. He finds solace in a song by Cimarosa, “on
joua une ritournelle, et la célèbre Mme P… chanta cet air de Cimarosa autrefois si célèbre: quelle
pupille tenere! Fabrice tint bon aux premières mesures, mais bientôt sa colère s’évanouit, et il
éprouva un besoin extrême de répandre des larmes” (565). His tears are stanched by a symphony
by Mozart, “Par bonheur, une symphonie de Mozart, […] vint à son secours” (566).
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Life in the Chartreuse is pushed to its extremes: sublime beauty, sublime love,
impassioned utterances, romanesque exploits, ultimate tragedy, the ingredients of grand opera.
Boredom is a cardinal sin. Flourishes of ornamentation contribute to the exaggerations of
baroque melodrama. With the appearance of the poet Ferrante Palla, Italy is transposed to the
Middle Ages. He is a François Villon type of ragtag troubadour-highwayman professing his love
to the sounds of the Ave Maria. Nothing is too much. Music is a natural choice for Stendhal to
accompany his text, and it emanates not only from professionals, but from ad hoc groups of
amateurs and from the protagonists themselves. Hearing the steps of a great number of men enter
the prison, Fabrice is ready to defend himself. Instead, “tout à coup il entendit commencer la plus
belle symphonie du monde: c’était une sérénade que l’on donnait au général ou à sa fille” (438).
Clélia herself addresses messages to Fabrice by way of song that wafts from her window to his,
“Clélia était debout à la fenêtre de la volière, […] ses traits contractés exprimaient le plus violent
désespoir. […] elle se précipita à son piano et, feignant de chanter un récitatif de l’opéra alors à
la mode, elle lui dit […] Grand Dieu! vous êtes encore en vie?” (440). When, after his escape,
Fabrice has returned to prison and is once again at the window of his cell, the two lovers find
release through song, and this time by Fabrice accompanied by his guitar: “Fabrice osa chanter,
comme s’il s’accompagnait de la guitare, quelques mots improvisés et qui disaient: C’est pour
vous revoir que je suis revenu en prison: on va me juger” (540). The interaction between the two
lovers is like a long musical interlude that gives space and time to the exhibition of the
development of their feelings They construct alphabets to form words and replace speech.
Therefore, much of their communication takes the form of long letters from Clélia and reciprocal
meditation by Fabrice. They are recitatives such as one might encounter in an opera seria.
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Clélia writes Fabrice a letter exhorting him to follow his aunt’s instructions and save his
life. Her language is formal. She talks about an all-powerful hatred that pursues him. She laments
that by counseling him, she is betraying her most sacred duties as the jailer’s daughter. She cites
insurmountable obstacles, fate that has enabled her to alleviate his sufferings, eternal
recriminations should he come to harm. She exhorts him frequently to take action, “sauvez-vous,
je vous l’ordonne” (452). Fabrice’s response is a long meditation in which he asks himself
rhetorical questions. Isn’t the happiness of seeing her every day worth a few dangers? What kind
of life would he lead without her? How would he recapture the perfect intimacy they had when
he was in prison? And even if he lost his life, wouldn’t it be a great way to prove his love?
The series of questions is all couched in the conditional tense, and this repetition lends it
a musical cadence. The questions said are repetitions of things already thought and said, like
music, where the listener does not mind the repetition of musical phrases or words in a song or
even goes to the same opera or musical performance many times. It is like a refrain one likes
repeated. Clelia’s letter and Fabrice’s meditations are like the duet between two lovers, and their
language resembles the theatrical, elegant melodramatic prosody of recitatives.
When the two lovers finally meet in the black marble chapel of the prison in a scene
reminiscent of Romeo and Juliet, the affair has come to its final conclusion in a momentous love
scene and, at last, as in music, small preludes have swollen into huge harmonies, Clélia gives a
long, uninterrupted account of all the details surrounding their affair: her first attraction, her
rejection of Marquis Crescenzi, her father’s insistence, her attempts to protect Fabrice, her
doubts, her fears, her jealousy. It is a speech Stendhal categorizes as “historic” (457-459).
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The romanesque qualities inherent in the story the Chartreuse tells are natural
repositories of the operatic flourishes suggested by the encounter between the duchess and the
great, half-mad poet, Ferrante Palla. As night falls, he appears at her door and offers his life, “je
ne puis donner à Mme la duchesse Sanseverina que ma vie, et je la lui apporte. Ce dévouement si
sincère de la part d’un voleur et d’un fou toucha vivement la duchesse. Elle parla longtemps à cet
homme qui passait pour le plus grand poète du nord de l’Italie, et pleura beaucoup. Voilà un
homme qui comprend mon coeur” (475). Ferrante Palla and the duchess are both passionate
beings.
Like the eye, the ear as an organ that captures external stimuli is given a prominent role
by Stendhal. We are surrounded by sounds, the background music of life, often integrated into
musical compositions, and we do respond, though it be involuntarily. Fabrice is taken by surprise
at the princess’ gala when he hears what he does not wish to hear, Clélia announced while he is
distractedly engaged in conversation with a monk, “Mais il ne put faire que son oreille n’entendît
pas annoncer M. le marquis et Mme la marquise Crescenzi. Fabrice, contre son attente, éprouva
un violent mouvement de colère” (564).
There is a long catalogue of sounds that attach to the events in the novel:
• The musical cadence when complete silence is broken in equal intervals by the
small wave of the lake coming to expire on the shore (279).
• The little whistling signal and the corresponding noise of the cord pulled to
open the bell tower door in the darkness and mystery of the night (284).
• The jolly noise of a trail of gunpowder exploding and softened by the lapping
of the water, all of it serenading a religious ceremony (290).
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• The silence, a permutation of sound, once the ceremony has ended and
participants go home, their departure punctuated by the sound of each stroke of
the oar that carries them away. Having bid Father Blanès adieu, Fabrice hears
steps following him and makes noise readying his pistol; the sound of the
police shouting “Stop! Stop!” (291-292).
• The comic effect of someone meekly scratching at the door, interrupting the
prince and the duchess, the prince shouting “Quel est le jean-sucre qui vient ici
m’apporter sa sotte présence?” (364).
• The barking of a dog and shrill little cries of rats in Fabrice’s cell (421).
• The intermittent warbling of birds saluting daybreak in the vast silence above
the city (423).
• The princess’ reaction to the reading of a fable by La Fontaine, silence, its
significance emphasized by the ringing of the clock (532).
• The noise of a roaring fire ignited by compromising papers thrown into the
fireplace, the choked voice of the prince calling his soldiers to the rescue, their
tumultuous arrival, the blaze and noise, a fitting theatrical climax (533).
• The noise of the carriage taking the duchess home, triumphant, leaving behind
the princess angered by the sound of that unannounced departure, and furious
she has been duped (534).
The readers enter the characters’ inner sanctum when they are brought so close as to see the
effects of the most imperceptible causes. The author accomplishes a feat akin to a filmed closeup, which focuses on the central figure to the exclusion of others and allows the spectator to
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scrutinize him closely.

C. Smell
Though not in evidence as much as sight and sound, smell is a powerful stimulus.
Stendhal invokes the sense of smell as it relates to the intimacy binding two people. Fabrice has
escaped from prison, landing in a ditch. He loses consciousness, but is awakened by a perfume
he recognizes, “tout a coup il reconnut le parfum des vêtements de la duchesse. Ce parfum le
ranima: il ouvrit les yeux; il put prononcer les mots: ‘Ah! chère amie!’ puis ils s’évanouit de
nouveau profondément” (491). Though he is unconscious, that perfume has awakened deep in
the recesses of his mind all of his memories of the duchess.
No one, not even her husband, is as sensitive and responsive to Clélia’s moods as is
Fabrice, for he is her soulmate. At the gala where the two meet, the music, the creaking chair, the
tears, the exchange of glances lead to the final coup de grâce when Fabrice smells a slight
perfume in her clothes and all his resolve melts away, “Fabrice se trouva tout près de Clélia; il
était encore très résolu, mais il vint à reconnaître un parfum très faible qu’elle mettait dans ses
robes; cette sensation renversa tout ce qu’il s’était promis” (569). Clélia is at Count Zurla’s
soirée, and she has retreated to an open window overlooking a grove of orange trees. Their
fragrance comforts her, “Clélia respirait avec délices le parfum de ces fleurs, et ce plaisir
semblait rendre un peu de calme à son âme” (387). In an editorial note, Phillipe Berthier points
out Stendhal’s particular affection for orange blossoms: “Dans son oeuvre romanesque, les fruits
d’or de cet arbre méditerranéen sont toujours liés au thème amoureux […] comme dans
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l’orangerie du palais Crescenzi, où Fabrice et Clélia se retrouveront enfin” (Stendhal 1311). It is
part of his Italian dream, as inspired by his aunt, Elisabeth Gagnon.

IV. The Musicality of the Text
Stendhal has been accused of being a negligent writer, indifferent to the structure of his
sentences and the choice of his vocabulary; however, the words he has Rassi mouth during
negotiations with Count Mosca are most likely a statement of his own credo and are in direct
contradiction with the critics who dismiss his prose, “Votre Excellence me permet-elle de lui
répéter textuellement les paroles du souverain? dit le Rassi en s’échauffant, il y a souvent une
physionomie dans la position des mots qu’aucune traduction ne saurait rendre, et vous pouvez y
voir plus que je n’y vois” (407). Opinions have been revised, and many critics recognize the
close alignment of expression and meaning in Stendhal’s prose, appreciate his craftsmanship and
credit it with the communicative power of his work. In “Knowledge and Tenderness” when
examining the rhythm of Stendhal’s prose, Jean-Pierre Richard says that “Stendhal established a
correspondence between the internal rhythm of psychological states and external rhythm of
narration”, more specifically, that Stendhal himself believed that the rhythm that enters into a
work must be proportional to the emotions contained therein (143). Like the opera scores he
loved, Stendhal’s text contains a musical line that accompanies the plot, expressed in the ways
the following outline shows.

A. The Functions of Brevity
1. As a marker of significance
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Within the Chartreuse, extreme brevity, particularly when presented in contrast to the
numerous clauses of the surrounding text, acts as a musical chord alerting the reader’s attention.
This is notable in particular in passages occupied with the history and description of the Farnèse
tower (417-420). The final sentence in this section, because of its antithetical brevity, its action
verb, marks movement to a new scene: “Il courut aux fenêtres” (420). The account of Fabrice’s
descent from the Farnèse tower (488-491), could be filmed as a silent scene, the spectator glued
to the screen, the hero fainting as he falls to the ground, the episode ending in the final musical
note of his declaration after he has recognized the duchess, “Ah! chère amie!” (491). Fabio Conti
believes he is rid of Fabrice at last, poisoned, as he had planned. And again, in the name of
brevity, the surprise and fright felt by Fabio Conti, at the sight of Fabrice. still alive, in friendly
conversation with General Fontana, are communicated by the closing two words, “Il disparut”
(551).

2. In action scenes
In his mission to show, Stendhal accumulates brief sentences essentially made up of
subject, verb, and modifier, detailing the movements of his subjects, a device that emphasizes
each movement because it is noted separately and in stark brevity. At the battle of Waterloo,
Fabrice has been abandoned by a group of officers he thought were his comrades, his horse taken
by them, and he is overcome with disappointment and fatigue, his condition depicted by an
accumulation of short sentences that follow him one by one, “Il s’assit, ou plutôt se laissa tomber
sur le gazon; il devint très pâle. Le soldat, […] s’approcha et lui jeta un morceau de pain; […]
Fabrice ouvrit les yeux et mangea ce pain […] les soldats […] étaient éloignés […] Il se leva
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machinalement et les suivit, Il entra dans un bois; il allait tomber de fatigue” (187). The final part
of the sentence follows the exact trajectory of his perception, “mais quelle ne fut pas sa joie en
reconnaissant d’abord le cheval, puis la voiture, et enfin la cantinière du matin!” (187).
In addition, brevity around action verbs is particularly apt in conveying motion in
combat, as in the scene depicting the duel between Fabrice and Giletti, “Giletti était lancé,
Fabrice lui porta un coup de pointe; Giletti avec son épée eut le temps de relever un peu le
couteau de chasse, mais il reçut le coup de pointe […] Il passa tout près de Fabrice qui se sentit
percer la cuisse […] Fabrice fit un saut à droite; il se retourna, et enfin les deux adversaires se
trouvèrent à une juste distance de combat” (308). With the objectivity of a line-by-line report,
Stendhal takes on the voice of the sportscaster.

3. As a concluding statement
In Stendhal’s text, the brevity that articulates action may also convey significant
meaning, serve as a final summary, appear as a one-sentence paragraph, or make theatrical
quotes as would be spoken at the end of a stage performance. It stands in antithetical contrast to
the complex sentences that precede, ending abruptly in a downbeat or a final musical chord that
echoes with suggestive significance. As Fabrice is paying court to Monsignore Landriani, he is
all the while in deep thought reviewing the events of the preceding day, asking himself whether
he should have shot the valet from whom he stole a horse. The final sentence in which the
conjunction “and” joins two parts that are inherently antithetical is a summary nevertheless
because it presents the humorous scene of two individuals at cross purposes, engaged in what
seems a conversation, but is in reality an exercise in non-communication: disinterest on the one
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hand and self-importance on the other, “Cette question était de la dernière importance pour lui, et
l’archevêque fut content de son air de profonde attention” (301).
When Fabrice arrives in France on the way to Waterloo, a journey influencing the rest of
his life as well as the tenor of the novel, all of this is signaled by the statement, “L’Empereur
était à Paris” and concomitant with the following statement, “Là commencèrent les malheurs de
Fabrice” (169). Finally, after a series of false starts, Fabrice has found the answer to the question
that has haunted him all along; he has received a package from Clélia, which he covers with
kisses, “il était amoureux” (443). Stendhal stresses the importance of brevity when the second
sentence explains the importance of the first, i.e., the emperor in Paris, followed by Fabrice’s
misfortunes. The three-word sentence about being in love needs no follow-up, for the reader
understands its import.

4. As a one-sentence paragraph
The significance of brevity can be magnified by its position, set alone without
competition. When the duchess has dared chastise the prince, he has reproached her for it. Her
reaction foreshadows their relationship during which the prince himself will redden with anger
and the duchess pale with outrage, “La duchesse rougit” (256). In the black marble chapel, Clélia
has come to lecture Fabrice and have him promise he will try to escape and save his life. His
speechlessness in contrast to her wordiness implies many things: love, awe, indecision, “Fabrice
resta muet” (464). The significant weight a one-sentence paragraph imparts is enough to sound
the downbeat that ends a scene, but it can also encapsulate its meaning. The duchess has spent
hours in diplomatic maneuvering to get the prince to get rid of incriminating evidence, and his
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mother has helped. Successful, the duchess leaves without a goodbye, and the princess realizes,
too late, she has been duped, “En entendant le bruit de la voiture de la duchesse, la princesse fut
outrée de colère contre sa grande maîtresse” (529-534). Less is more. Sometimes the fact one
states is so significant or overwhelming that no more need be said.

5. In its resonant theatrical significance:
Because of its simplicity and brevity, the final declarative sentence is imbued with a
resonance that captures the reader’s attention and stays in his memory much as a musical phrase
after a concert. The effect is heightened when it transitions into theatrics, the ideas and thoughts
already written represented by people present like actors on stage. This tactic is particularly
evident following the duchess' private agony after Fabrice’s arrest (391-398). Though her words
are powerful and graphic, it is only at the end that she and her surroundings emerge as physical
substance. The final paragraph shows her on her bed, still wearing her diamonds, white as a
sheet, tears running down her cheeks, and the last sentence signals that the curtain is about to
fall, “ses femmes comprirent par un signe qu’elle voulait être mise au lit” (398). It also appears
as inanimate exposition about the stingy Marquise Balbi’s salon become active speech in the
person of the duchess who suddenly appears speaking to the count, her wit a clincher, hitting the
nail on the head in one sentence, “Elle m’a reçu, dit la duchesse à son ami, comme si elle eût
attendu de moi une gratification de cinquante francs” (244).
The scene on pages 270-271 unfolds as though on stage in a wordless drama, played by
an actor in the throes of violent jealousy, as he walks around the room, grabs his dagger,
examines it by the light of a lamp, in the shadow of the two other people in the room who ignore
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him (270-271). The silence is broken only at the end by the desperation of his debonair farewell
that gets no response, “‘Adieu, vous autres!’ Il faut éviter le sang, se dit-il” (271). Nothing is
more effective than the stage presence of the final utterance accompanied by the appropriate
gesture, telegraphing to the reader sitting as spectator the tenor of the action. An unsatisfactory
interview between the prince and Fabrice concludes, “‘Adieu’; et il lui tourna le dos” (262). The
brief “adieu” and the prince turning his back, are potent demonstrations of their deep displeasure,
much more graphic than words.

6. In the final one-sentence paragraph that ends the novel:
“TO THE HAPPY FEW” (197).
This one-sentence paragraph at the end, standing in direct contradiction to the novel’s length,
casts it as a fairy tale receding in the mist, conjured by the author to amuse his audience, as, with
false modesty, he winks and waves goodbye, everything ending happily.

B. The rhythm that molds to content
Just as in music the tempo, the rhythm, and the musical line communicate a composer’s
thought by expressively accompanying a song’s lyrics, so do Stendhal’s sentences adhere to their
meaning, which it closely traces and mimics. It is as though the sentence were molded to suit the
expression.
At one point, the prince, overcome by boredom and self-pity mirrored by a gray, rainy
day, visits Duchess Sanseverina in her salon (255). The sentence records this extraordinary event
as it registers his slow, measured progress through the room, past the courtiers’ astonished faces.
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Like the audience at a movie, the reader first sees the prince advancing, the room growing silent,
then the astonishment of eyes wide open, “En un clin d’oeil, et à mesure que le prince s’avançait,
s’établissait dans ces salons si bruyants et si gais un silence de stupeur; tous les yeux, fixés sur le
prince, s’ouvraient outre mesure” (255).
When Count Mosca, in a jealous rage, locks himself into his picture gallery, this one idea
is doubled by its split into two halves, mimicking the rising pitch of his fury echoed by the
accented stress on the adverb “there”, twice in the unusual position of opening the sentence, “Là
enfin il put se livrer à toute sa fureur; là il passa la soirée sans lumières” (267). When Fabrice is
on the run, preparing to enter the Austrian territories, he reviews his predicament. The
meanderings of his mind accompanied by the author’s complementary remarks, are abruptly cut
off by the cold reality of what he suddenly sees and hears, “lorsque au bout du pont un petit
homme, vêtu de gris, lui dit: ‘Entrez au bureau de poste pour votre passeport.’” (312). The
invitation to enter the office seems a menace that will lead to catastrophe. In Fabrice’s mind, the
invitation is not anodyne.
The long sentence in the letter Archbishop Landriani addresses Fabrice mirrors in its
excessive use of subordinate clauses the church’s unconvincing sophistry and is, in general, in its
farcical exaggeration, an example of Stendhal’s opinion of traditional religion.
Un chanoine, votre collègue à la cathédrale, et qui d’ailleurs se
souvient un peu trop quelquefois de l’influence que lui donnent les
biens de sa famille, dont, par la permission divine, il est resté le
seul héritier, s’étant permis de dire chez M. le comte Zurla,
ministre de l’Intérieur, qu’il regardait cette bagatelle comme
prouvée contre vous (il parlait de l’assassinat du malheureux
Giletti), je l’ai fait appeler devant moi, et là, en présence de mes
trois autres vicaires généraux, de mon aumônier et de deux curés
qui se trouvaient dans la salle d’attente, je l’ai prié de nous
communiquer, à nous ses frères, les éléments de la conviction
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complète qu’il disait avoir acquise contre un de ses collègues à la
cathédrale. (331)
This excessively long sentence is as much of a caricature as the portraits in the rogues’ gallery.
Its endless succession of subordinate clauses mimics what Stendhal perceives as the meaningless
sophistry of the church. There is no proportion between the length of the sentence and the size of
the offense, a slur against Fabrice. It appears as a canonical decision that uses theological (“la
permission divine”) and legal (“prouvée contre vous”) terminology that are out of place here.
Furthermore, it gives a glimpse of the snobbery and backstabbing Stendhal believes exists in the
church.
As the duchess enters the prince’s cabinet to begin her interview, the sentence mimics the
seductive light tapping of her foot, the brief adjectives that echo her feather-light step a musical
prelude to her strategy of persuasion, “En voyant son petit pas léger et rapide effleurer à peine les
tapis, le pauvre aide de camp fut sur le point de perdre tout à fait la raison” (312). As Fabrice
anxiously awaits Clélia’s appearance at the window of her aviary, the sentence begins with a
succession of adverbial phrases fraught with a mixture of fear and hope that dissolves into a long
sigh of relief at her reappearance, “Mais enfin, à son inexprimable joie, après une si longue
attente et tant de regards, vers midi Clélia vint soigner ses oiseaux” (425). When Clélia panics,
her struggle is molded to a series of parallel interjections, each trying in vain to cancel out the
preceding cry of revulsion, “Quoi! je ne le verrais plus! […] Je ne le verrais plus cet être qui fera
mon malheur […] je ne verrais plus cet amant de la duchesse, je ne verrais plus cet homme léger
qui a eu dix maîtresses connues à Naples, et les a toutes trahies; je ne verrais plus ce jeune
ambitieux qui, s’il survit […] va s’engager dans les ordres sacrés!” (439).
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The young prince and the duchess are two opposing combatants. As the exchange
between them is emotionally intense, it is also comical because of the grotesque, futile haggling
over the intrusion of her privacy as though it were about the price of bread, and their
concentrated use of the hyper suppositional past conditional of the subjunctive illuminates their
extreme personal involvement while, at the same time, setting it in the comic relief of unrealistic
possibilities, accompanied by the high-pitched voice of the subjunctive mimicking nervous
distress:
-De votre côté, vous refusez la couronne de Parme, et mieux que la couronne, car
vous n’eussiez point été une princesse vulgaire […] et vous vous fussiez vue à
jamais la maîtresse absolue de mes actions […]
-Oui, mais la princesse votre mère eût eu le droit de me mépriser […]
-Eh bien, j’eusse exilé la princesse avec une pension. (573)
Powerfully drawn to be present at one of Fabrice’s sermons, Clélia is subject to a long
drawn-out struggle. Once her mind has processed a whole series of sophistic arguments and
created a solution that would make her surrender to temptation seem involuntary, she is no
longer a thinking person. Rather, she is a bundle of heightened sensibilities acutely aware of
every sight, sound and movement. Thought has been replaced by nervous reflexes. The sentences
limn the arc of her perception in real time.
•

What she sees precedes her reaction: “Le soir, à chaque ennuyeux qui
entrait dans le salon, son coeur palpitait d’émotion.”

•

The sentence is divided into three synonymous clauses, which limn her
nervous displacements step by step: “La marquise, de son côté, ne
pouvait tenir en place; elle se promenait dans le salon, elle passait dans
une galerie voisine du salon.”
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•

The sentence follows the course of her reaction to stimuli, what she
hears, what she does, what she sees, and thus conveys her excitement
and surprise: “Enfin, elle entendit ouvrir les deux battants, elle courut au
salon; c’était la marquise Raversi!” (589)

The fact that the last segment stands independently, separated by a semi colon, emphasizes
Clélia’s extreme reaction.
The power of antithesis between brevity and length reaches its expressive climax when,
after fourteen months and eight days, Fabrice, having finally received a note from Clélia
summoning him to a rendez-vous to which he goes stealthily, armed, straining to see in the
darkness of midnight, is startled by the sudden sound of the simple declaration of love given
after such a long, twisting, fantastic romance, also the climax of La Chartreuse de Parme, “Entre
ici, ami de mon coeur.” There is a huge discrepancy between all the twists and turns and the time
it has taken to arrive at the final, five-word conclusion. It stands in bold relief, all the more
poignant because of its brevity.
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Epilogue: The Theatre
Because of its complexities, the Chartreuse de Parme eludes characterization. There are
many possible interpretations. Can its esthetic be classified as realism, fairy tale, satire, epic,
poetic theatre? Probably all of the above. If the nine months Fabrice stayed in prison represent
the nine months of gestation, then the rope by which he escapes is the umbilical cord that guides
his descent to the ground, till the cord is severed and he is separated from the protection of his
womblike cell. In this way, the story takes on magical overtures, as of the appearance of an alien
on earth, who, on landing, is utterly disoriented and must begin his orientation into worldly
society. If Fabrice’s birth takes place at the moment he lands at the bottom of the Farnèse tower,
then we would have to read backwards as in the movie scenario in which the hero is born old and
grows younger as he ages.
The Chartreuse can also be seen as a three-act play, titled perhaps “Saving Fabrice”, that
takes place almost the entire span of the novel, encapsulating the narration that itself contains
vignettes in incremental stages like solos, duets, trios, leading to the end. Act I takes place in the
prince’s cabinet, featuring him, the duchess and the count. Act II, a mirror image of the first,
features the prince’s son, his mother, the duchess in the mother’s cabinet. Act III, the
dénouement, takes place in the palace corridor, the duchess having succumbed to the young
prince and, in return, achieved Fabrice’s release from prison.
Throughout the text, the theatre is a constant presence by virtue of the many theatrical
references within and as a source of inspiration in the construct of its scenes. The idea that life is
a game and, by extension, roles we assume, is expressed by Countess Pietranera justifying her
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decision to join her suitor, Count Mosca, at the court of Parma, “Une cour, c’est ridicule, […]
mais c’est amusant; c’est un jeu qui intéresse, mais dont il faut accepter les règles” (234).
Fabrice, conscious of the favors he owes his aunt, thinks about the fun of watching the intrigues
at court, “sa protection lui faisait une position si agréable à cette cour, dont les grandes intrigues,
grâce à elle qui les lui expliquait, l’amusaient comme une comédie!” (273). Count Mosca, in
turn, expresses the same feeling, that life is a performance in which he has an actor’s part. He is
ready to leave Parma with the duchess: “Rentrons, chère amie, et faisons de la fatuité
ministérielle en toute liberté, […] c’est peut-être la dernière représentation que nous donnons en
cette ville” (256). Each of the characters takes on a role: the count, the humanist who joins what
he cannot change and flatters himself that his ministerial wisdom prevents disaster; the duchess,
a fierce romantic, the uncompromising stagecraft of the commedia dell’arte regularly performed
in the palace theatre; Fabrice, the matinée idol, reactive rather than proactive, always saved by
the ladies, non too smart, for how else could he have concocted the harebrained scheme of
feigning his son’s death; Clélia, the rebel buried beneath the obedient daughter and rational
human being, fatally attracted to forbidden fruit.
In one form or another, the theatre is a frequent subtext of the plot. As an antidote to his
worries and in order to distance himself from his aunt, Fabrice enters a theatre and is attracted by
its lights, its architecture, its audience and, most especially, the young actress in the leading role
of Carlo Goldoni’s The Young Hostess. He feels at home. It is no coincidence they share the
same last name, Valserra. It symbolizes the close relationship between Fabrice and, by extension,
Stendhal and the theatre on the one hand, practically identifying Fabrice as the masculine version
of the pretty actress; on the other, it illuminates Stendhal’s vision and elaboration of the story he
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tells, “Il demanda comment elle s’appelait, on lui dit: Marietta Valserra. Ah! pensa-t-il, elle a
pris mon nom, c’est singulier; malgré ses projets, il ne quitta le théâtre qu’à la fin de la pièce”
(274). At one point, Stendhal abandons his role as novelist in favor of one as guide, indulging in
a discussion of the workings of the theatre, “Les troupes d’opéra sont formées par un impresario
qui engage de côté et d’autre […] Il n’en est pas de même des compagnies comiques” (275).
Commedia dell’arte does not remain on the fringes of the story, but goes to its heart as a prime
narrative device when it appears as a favorite amusement of the court and becomes a vehicle for
the prince to make love to the duchess, “la duchesse, qui jouait un rôle, avait pour amoureux
dans la pièce le comte Baldi, […] Le prince, l’homme le plus timide de ses états, mais fort joli
garçon […] étudiait le rôle du comte Baldi, et voulait le jouer à la seconde représentation” (524).
When the prince embarks on his theatrical enterprise, little by little, he is swept away.
The role he occupies as the duchess' lover overtakes make-believe and embarrasses the duchess,
“bientôt elle fut obligée de l’engager à abréger les scènes; il parlait d’amour avec un
enthousiasme qui souvent embarrassait l’actrice” (527). This scene leads directly to the climactic
meeting between the prince and the duchess, not on stage, but in a corridor of the palace where
she must endure his propositions. Stendhal seems to say it is but one step from fiction to real life:
In fact, the theatre is also the prime mover in the action, for it is but a few steps from the
palace’s theatre to the prince’s private chambers, where, parallel to the anodine commedia
dell’arte routinely performed, there will be a dramatic meeting of the novel’s principal
protagonists, spectacularly performed in, as it were, hand-to-hand combat with sudden- death
consequences.
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Stendhal, in his own words, validates the notion that as he works at the production of the
Chartreuse he thinks in terms of the theatre, “Pendant deux mortelles heures les trois acteurs de
cette scène ennuyeuse ne sortirent pas des rôles que nous venons d’indiquer” (529). The
characters themselves define their actions in relation to the theatrical worlds that attract them. In
his dialogue with the mammacia, Fabrice speaks of himself in theatrical terms: “Mais si vous
êtes bonne avec la Marietta, je vous engage comme si j’étais un impresario” (335). In observing
Clélia’s distress, Gonzo compares the situation to a play, “la marquise est jalouse de la petite
Marini, et ce serait, ma foi, une comédie bien montée, se dit-il, que celle dans laquelle la
marquise jouerait le premier rôle, la petite Anetta la soubrette, et Monsignor del Dongo
l’amoureux!” (589). Stendhal applies himself to have his characters see, and the object of their
vision is transferred to the reader’s, as though he were standing behind them, looking over their
shoulder.
The series of pictures that inform the Chartreuse narrative manifests itself in different
ways. At times, because of the random nature of the action they circumscribe, the lack of
authorial direction, the lack of dialogue, they resemble a moving picture sequence whose
unexpected turns and twists the audience strains to follow. Scenes like those at Waterloo or in
the church where Count M. has futilely followed his mistress to discover if she is faithful (344345), are best seen as moving pictures because they either require the reader to follow
simultaneous events in a vast panorama or present a graphically embedded story silently
unfolding.
The close-up of a camera would best record the orgasm enacted by a meeting of the eyes,
the reddening of the face, the creaking of a chair, the tears of two lovers who, although seated
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apart, seem to be in tight embrace whirling in space, oblivious to the hundreds of milling guests
at the princess’ birthday party (564-569). It is the epitome of the eroticism simmering in the love
affair between Fabrice and Clélia.
Clélia’s attraction to the dangerous male is felt at their first encounter many years ago on
the road to Milan, “Son attention fut surtout excitée par des allusions répétées à quelque chose
d’héroïque, de hardi, de dangereux au septième degré, qu’il avait fait depuis peu” (216). As
noted by Ann Jefferson in Reading Realism, Stendhal’s esthetics have their roots in the 18th
century worldly novels of Fielding, Sterne, Diderot (14). In his analysis of a passage of the story
of Manon Lescaut by Abbé Prévost in Mimesis, Erich Auerbach defines that sensibility:
The intimately erotic in descriptions and allusions becomes very much the
fashion from the Regency on […] All through the century we find motifs of this
kind in literature […] a disturbed idyll, a gust of wind, a fall, a jump, through
which normally covered parts of the female body are revealed or which produce a
generally “charming disorder” […] Now erotic and sentimental intimacy are
fused. (350-351)
Nowhere in the Chartreuse is this sensibility more explicitly expressed than the point at which,
after having ripped her dress climbing the stairs to save Fabrice from being poisoned, the
following happens to Clélia, “Elle était si belle, à demi vêtue et dans cet état d’extrême passion,
que Fabrice ne put résister à un mouvement presque involontaire. Aucune résistance ne fut
opposée” (543).
The abrupt appearance of a brief direct quote, varying in length from one line to a short
paragraph, disassociated from any lead-in, within the author’s narration, represents the
introduction of theatrical effect because it is a live illustration as opposed to third person
commentary, and replaces the literary tropes that might be used instead. It is as though a
character suddenly stepped out from behind the wings to make a definitive statement. When the
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quote comes at the end of a chapter, completing it, it is particularly effective as a summation, and
that effect is decupled when the final words are limited to an interjection or brief sentence
spoken by outsiders unfamiliar to the reader. They are like the general aura that permeates a
setting. Their antithetical brevity in comparison to the length of the chapter they close intensifies
their meaning, which echoes beyond the page.
The description of Fabrice’s life in exile in Romagnon ends with the unexpected remark
of a local priest, whose opinion summarizes the confusion about Fabrice’s identity, “C’est un
cadet mécontent de n’être pas aîné, dit le curé” (224). Later, the duchess, disconsolate, we are
told, over her ambiguous feelings for Fabrice and sympathetic to the count’s suspicions, asks his
advice. As though the reader were standing at the door, eavesdropping, he hears only an excerpt
of what the count answers: “Quoi de plus simple! dit le comte en riant: les jeunes gens veulent
avoir toutes les femmes, puis le lendemain ils n’y pensent plus. Ne doit-il pas aller à Belgirate,
voir la marquise del Dongo?” (277). These brief quoted remarks expand to become full
monologues, theatrical declarations made by each of the principals, as in the classical theatre.
Third person narrative is held to a minimum; the characters speak to themselves, engaged in long
sessions of logical introspection and decision-making, and as they speak to themselves, the
reader hears them as he would an actor on stage. Rather than appearing as meandering
interiorized musings, the monologues resemble speeches delivered on stage because, unlike
stream of consciousness, they are uttered in perfectly formed sentences arranged in a logical
sequence of thought, and it is unlikely people think this way.
When chapter 16 begins, Fabrice has been arrested, and the duchess has been informed.
Immediately thereafter, the action starts. Once home, in melodramatic tones worthy of Sarah
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Bernhardt in a tragedy by Racine, the duchess takes center stage in a series of heart-rending
outbursts, “Fabrice, s’écria-t-elle à haute voix, est au pouvoir de ses ennemis, et peut-être à
cause de moi ils lui donneront du poison!” (391-398). As on the stage, movement as much as
words convey meaning, and Stendhal asks, “Comment peindre le moment de désespoir qui suivit
cet exposé de la situation,” and he shows the actress (the duchess) in the midst of her acting
artistry, superbly following his instructions, “Ce furent des cris inarticulés, des transports de
rage, des mouvements convulsifs, mais pas une larme.”
Only after these preliminaries does the duchess embark on her monologue, one extreme
interjection after the other, “Suis-je assez humiliée! s’écriait-elle à chaque instant; on m’outrage,
et, bien plus, on expose la vie de Fabrice! et je ne me vengerais pas! Halte-là, mon prince! vous
me tuez, soit, vous en avez le pouvoir; mais ensuite moi j’aurai votre vie. Hélas!, pauvre
Fabrice” (398). She conducts a long speech, ostensibly to herself over twenty-four hours, finally
ending it, but not before she has turned over in her mind the circumstances of Fabrice’s
encounter with Giletti and concluded Fabrice is innocent.
The sense that we are in the theatre or at the opera, listening to a long recitative, comes to
mind in her long response to the count in a dialogue between them during a visit the following
day (399-400). Within a conventionally structured dialogue she makes a statement that is a page
long and could not possibly be a part of normal conversational speech. Like in her monologue,
she replaces the author and delivers an exposition to an audience. It is a perfectly composed
statement, lyrical in its emotional tone, rhythmic in the pathetic longing that pierces through,
flowing in the repetitive nature of the sentences and their evocation of the past, logical in its
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tripartite construction: a) I don’t love you anymore; b) the body of the statement, my feelings
about Fabrice; c) I am too old to love.
Clélia, the fourth major role in the Chartreuse, and, therefore, maintaining the parallel
structure of the novel, too has monologues and declarations that are the pendants of the others.
Immediately after the duchess' departure, like her, Clélia begins a monologue almost
simultaneously. Her initial reaction is composed of a series of uninterrupted interjections, such as
an actress would intone center stage:
Que va devenir cette pauvre femme, […]
Combien le pauvre prisonnier, […] serait consolé pourtant s’il savait qu’il est
aimé à ce point!
Quelle solitude affreuse que celle dans laquelle on l’a plongé! et nous, nous
sommes ici dans ces salons si brillants! quelle horreur!
Et la duchesse!
Quelle terrible passion que l’amour! (386-7)
During this episode, Stendhal, like the reader, appears as a spectator in the audience. He
does not attempt to explain or analyze. His only interference comes in the form of a parenthetical
aside when he, as any perceptive observer, notices that during her speech, Clélia no longer refers
to Fabrice as M. del Dongo. The readers may draw their own conclusions. As Clélia
contemplates the fate of both Fabrice and the duchess, her thoughts take the shape of the
evocative cries of dismay and disgust endemic to epic poetry, “O pouvoir absolu, quand
cesseras-tu de peser sur l’Italie! O âmes vénales et basses!” (385). Buried within the narrative,
the continuous outcroppings of Clélia’s introspection represent an insertion of romantic poetry
dramatically recited. The monologues are set among the many scenes where, instead, there is an
exchange of rapid-fire dialogue as between Fabrice and the mammacia that begins, “Combien la
Marietta gagne-t-elle par mois quand elle est engagée?” and ends, “J’accepte avec
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reconnaissance le sort que vous nous faites, à la Marietta et à moi” (335-336), and could be used
on stage exactly as it was written.
Dialogue reaches its dramatic apogee in the scene between the duchess and her retainer,
Ludovic (403-496). It is underpinned by the traditional literary device: double-entendre.
Throughout the pages of Stendhal’s novel, there are statements that range from blunt truth to
innuendo to misconception and, finally, to double-entendre.
•

The blunt truth:
The prince tells the duchess what he would do if he could replace the
count in her affections: “le comte serait mis à la citadelle pour le reste de
ses jours” (260).

•

The innuendo:
The prince needles the count: “Oui, cher ami, convenons-en, les plaisirs
et les soins de l’ambition la plus heureuse, même du pouvoir sans
bornes, ne sont rien auprès du bonheur intime que donnent les relations
de tendresse et d’amour” (269).

•

The misconception and quiproquo:
The count interrupting a tender scene between Fabrice and the duchess,
but actually referring to Archbishop Landriani: “Vous inspirez des
passions bien singulières” (303). From here it is but a step to the comic
effect of two people in conversation apparently about the same thing, yet
miles apart, such as happens between Fabrice and “le général des frères
mineurs” talking about headaches, the former trying to explain away his
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emotional reaction to Clélia: “Ces maux de tête excessifs, quand je les
contrarie, comme ce soir, […] finissent par des accès de larmes […],”
his interlocutor taking him at his word, “Notre père provincial de
Catanzara est atteint de la même incommodité” (565). Such types of
misconceptions come into full bloom in the great scene of quiproquo
between the duchess and her retainer, Ludovic (493-496). It begins with
the duchess' imperious command, “Restez”, and continues, her eyes
sparkling, her hysterical laughter frightening Ludovic who, however,
laughs also, “Ah! l’excellente idée qu’a Madame! […] du vin aux braves
gens de Sacca, de l’eau aux bourgeois de Parme. Et de l’eau aux gens de
Parme, répliqua la duchesse en riant” (495-6). It is a giant joke the
author plays, one laughing at the prospect of becoming a landowner as
recompense for his service, the other thinking about her vengeance, and
the spectator is in the happy situation of knowing the truth.
Many scenes in the Chartreuse are especially reminiscent of the theatre because, as they
would on stage, they begin with an entrance and end with an exit. Without preliminary
introduction, the reader witnesses Rassi’s reception by the prince, “Il faut du secret avant tout”,
lui cria le prince” (372). The scene ends as abruptly as it began once the business is completed
and the prince unceremoniously dismisses Rassi, “Le fiscal Rassi fit avec beaucoup de lenteur
trois profondes révérences que le prince ne regarda pas” (373). Rassi is received by Count Mosca
with the unceremonious question: “Comment, monsieur, lui dit-il, vous faites enlever à Bologne
un conspirateur que je protège, de plus, vous voulez lui couper le cou, et vous ne me dites rien!”
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(405). Thus begins a long bargaining session that ends three pages later (408) and resumes once
again unceremoniously, “Eh bien! parce que je vous ai fait noble, vous commencez à faire
l’insolent” (412). There follows a dialogue that extends for three full pages (412-415) and ends
with the exasperated count cutting short a reply from Rassi and shutting the door in his face.
The scenes are not just a continuation of the narration. They are organically whole theatre
pieces set for the stage with a beginning and an end. They stand out in their particularity. The
narration stops and the action starts. There is a hiatus, and we don’t know what the ending will
be. Their production involves the crafts of playwright, actor, director and set designer. The
sequence between the duchess and Ferrante Palla, is a demonstration of such a production. Set
evocatively in a forest, which harkens back to the primeval emotions linking the lady and the
poet, the emaciated Ferrante appears first in rags, then in costume as a liveried servant, finally as
a monk just as the Ave Maria is being intoned in church, falls to his knees and pledges eternal
love (470-479). Ferrante finds the duchess “noyée dans les larmes”. Instead of sitting, he kneels
and softly prays. The dialogue begins, “De nouveau il offre sa vie” (477). There follows the back
and forth of brief declarative pronouncements filled with palpable tension, heartfelt sentiments,
irrevocable decisions, “Songez à ce que vous dites, s’écria la duchesse, […] Il offre sa vie pour
mettre obstacle au sort de Fabrice, ou pour le venger” (477). The pact is made, the door closed,
Ferrante’s farewell accompanied by a choreography of exits and entrances till, finally, the
duchess standing in the middle of the room, falls into his arms and dismisses him, “Au bout d’un
instant, Ferrante s’évanouit presque de bonheur; la duchesse se dégagea de ses embrassements, et
des yeux lui montra la porte” (479).
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The theatrical effect is most pronounced when the action recedes from the general
environment and withdraws to a room behind locked doors and the action broadens to include
three people, as happens twice, each time in the royal cabinet (360-367, 528-534). While not
identical, they are parallel in their settings and concerns, the second an outgrowth of the first.
They are not part of the narrative as told by the author. The reader does not know what the
outcome will be as the characters interact, each with his own agenda, and the resolution is
indeterminate till the end. As the duchess tells Count Mosca afterward, “j’ai joué une heure la
comédie sur le théâtre, et cinq heures dans le cabinet” (534).
The first performance (361-367), is more spectacular than the second (529-534), because
it places the three participants in confrontation, trying to figure each other out; it is a diplomatic
game resembling intrigues nations mount in a struggle for balance of power. Upon the duchess'
entrance, the prince’s first words are automatic reflexive responses to stimuli, “il s’écriait de
temps à autre en articulant à peine: Comment! comment!” (361), as opposed to what is going on
in his mind, “Grand Dieu! qu’elle est belle, se dit le prince” (363). The duchess is by turns
flirtatious: “J’ai bien des pardons à demander à Votre Altesse sérénissime, dit la duchess de sa
petite voix légère et gaie” (361), and haughty, “Je quitte à jamais les Etats de Votre Altesse
sérénissime, pour ne jamais entendre parler du fiscal Rassi, et des autres infâmes assassins qui
ont condamné à mort mon neveu et tant d’autres” (363). Count Mosca is aghast, “Comment! dit
Mosca pâlissant” (364). The chair and the door are important concrete accessories of the action:
•
•

“et il alla se placer entre la duchesse et la porte de son
cabinet” (364)
“Alors, par une manoeuvre adroite et comme cherchant à
se promener pour diminuer son agitation, le prince se
plaça de nouveau devant la porte du cabinet” (365)
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•

“le comte était […] pâle, défait et tellement tremblant,
qu’il fut obligé de chercher un appui sur le dos du fauteuil
que la duchesse avait occupé” (365)

By contrast, in the second scene (529-534), the young prince and his mother are passive
participants the duchess works to mold, first by having the prince read aloud the fable “Le
Jardinier et Son Seigneur” by La Fontaine and, incidentally, flattering him for his acting ability
and his knowledge of French (530-531); second, by playing on the princess’ fearful nature,
“Rassi, qui lui faisait une peur affreuse, pourrait bien imiter Richelieu et la faire exiler par son
fils” and arousing her aristocratic contempt with the words “basse naissance” (532).
The drama that unfolds is underscored by the ringing of a clock (532), the threatening
flames bursting in a fireplace and the raucous soldiers called to douse them and, finally, the noise
of the wheels of a carriage carrying the duchess home. The duchess has won, for the time being.
Her finely tuned, worldly methods have succeeded, but the stiletto is no match for the hammer,
which is part of the young prince’s first incarnation, “Il était fort bel homme, et passait sa vie
dans les bois un marteau à la main” (243). In the end, the blunt instrument, brute force,
overcomes finesse, and the duchess must agree to the prince’s proposal and sleep with him.
Sancho Panza beats Don Quixote.
Early in his career, Stendhal aspired to be another Molière. In the words of Maurice
Bardèche, in the 2014 Pléiade edition of Stendhal’s novel, his efforts were not in vain, referring
to the first audience in the prince’s cabinet: “Tous les détails, tous les mouvements de cette scène
admirable sont dignes de Molière, et ouvrent même la voie à un comique plus difficile, plus riche
en nuances et en significations infinies” (427).
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La Chartreuse de Parme is made up of a mixture of leitmotifs. Reading it, one is struck
by the slightly satirical, joking tone of a Fielding or Sterne novel, by the similar storytelling
cadenzas that follow the adventures of his hero. Yet, it adds the originality of a more modern
flavor through its painterly sensibility, its panoramic renditions and geometric turns, or as film
projected on a screen, the camera rolling, at times recording indiscriminately.
Stendhal fancies himself both a conversationalist and an observer. Both traits merge, for
he craves an audience that will see and experience what he is telling them. Latent elements in his
way of thinking, transposed to the page, emerge. Stendhal’s language is deceptively simple. He
did not achieve expressivity through the use of the figures of speech supplied by rhetoric, but
rather, by the adaptation of oral speech. Speakers strive to make themselves understood through
the alignment of their sentences or they break them up in some way, rearrange the words to suit
their thoughts as they arise. But always, they strive to be understood, or misunderstood, as the
case may be. They are aided by the addition of intonation and body language. Actually, every
speaker is an actor. This technique naturally migrates to the theater, because from fancying
himself in conversation with his readers, Stendhal wants the characters he invents to do the same.
And so he puts them on stage and allows them to speak for themselves, without interference.
His perspicacity creates characters who speak and act naturally, allowing the
machinations of their mind and the yearnings of their heart to pierce through. In order to do this,
Stendhal replaces third-person narrative with first-person statements his characters utter as if on
a stage; before long, they are performing. Sometimes they get carried away, and they are in
tragic mode. Most interesting of all is when they let all pretensions drop and use their wiles to
get their way.
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All these factors coalesce with Stendhal’s sardonic wit, his intellect, and the loose
construction of his novel, which allows constant shifting and transposition of scenarios, their
juxtaposition to interesting effect, and the net result is a kaleidoscope that integrates all its
disparate pieces and makes one poetic work of art.
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APPENDIX A
Preliminary Catalogue of Details
I. Seeing and Proximity: The product of seeing and its significance is enhanced by its location
as close as possible to the sight line.
• “Ses yeux, fixés sur les fenêtres de la chambre de cet homme sévère et qui ne l’avait
jamais aimé, se remplirent de larmes.” (288)
• “Barbone leva la tête pour regarder dans la voiture. Ses yeux rencontrèrent ceux de Clélia
à laquelle un cri d’horreur échappa; jamais elle n’avait vu d’aussi près une expression de
figure tellement atroce.” (379)
• “Il fallait voir l’oeil indigne de notre héros sous l’oeil scrutateur de ce commis de police.”
(313)
• “Elle avait fort bien découvert que Fabrice avait une fenêtre vis-à-vis le palais Contarini.”
(557)
• “La princesse et sa grande maîtresse restèrent debout, l’une vis-à-vis de l’autre, et gardant
un profond silence. ” (533)
• “Le fauteuil […] était occupé par la marquise Crescenzi, dont les yeux remplis de larmes
rencontrèrent en plein ceux de Fabrice.” (565)
• “Combien le pauvre prisonnier, assis dans quelque affreuse chambre, tête-à-tête avec sa
petite lampe serait pourtant consolé s’il savait qu’il est aimé à ce point!” (386)
II. Sound and Smell: Perfume, ambient noise, and music have a profound influence on Fabrice,
whose senses are aroused.
• “Fabrice se trouva tout près de Clélia; il était encore très résolu, mais il vint à reconnaître
un parfum très faible qu’elle mettait dans ses robes; cette sensation renversa tout ce qu’il
s’était promis.” (569)
• “Au milieu de sa rêverie, des pas d’homme vinrent le réveiller; il regarda et se vit au
milieu de quatre gendarmes.” (292)
• “L’âme de Fabrice ne put résister à cette beauté sublime […] Le silence universel n’était
troublé, à intervalles égaux, que par la petite lame du lac qui venait expirer sur la grève.”
(279)
• “Plusieurs barques se chargèrent de paysans retournant à Belagio, à Menaggio et autres
villages situés sur le lac; Fabrice distinguait le bruit de chaque coup de rame; ce détail si
simple le ravissait en extase.” (291)
• “Durant le court moment de silence, rempli par les réflexions de la princesse, l’horloge
du château sonna trois heures.” (291)
• “Tout à coup, un archet frappa un pupitre; on joua une ritournelle et la célèbre madame P.
[…] chanta cet air de Cimarosa autrefois si célèbre: Quelle pupille tenere!” (565)
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APPENDIX B
Parallel Development: Throughout the novel, Stendhal presents an amazing array of
permutations of parallel situations, events, and circumstances.
• The great scene inside the prince’s study involves three people, Ernest IV, the
duchess and Count Mosca, engaged in a battle of wits (361-367). As its
counterpart, in the princess’ study, the scene once again is set with three
people, this time Ernest V, his mother, and the duchess. This time, instead of
fighting for Fabrice’s life, the duchess fights for her own (529-534).
• Prince Ernest IV would like to replace Count Mosca as the duchess' lover. Her
beauty and her wit have always dazzled him. His son and successor, Ernest V,
is more aggressive, makes passionate advances and succeeds where his father
never could (549).
• Ernest IV always feared death at the hands of a liberal. In Part II, he finds death
at the hands of the duchess (504).
• Fabrice and Clélia meet in the black marble chapel of the prison and renew
their romance (457); Ernest V has the duchess run with him the length of a long
hallway to the palace chapel, where he makes an unwanted declaration of love
and presses her to accept his advances (549).
• Count Mosca seeks comfort inside his gallery of paintings, as he tries to
overcome his jealous hatred of Fabrice (267); In Part II, Clélia takes a walk in
the art gallery of the Crescenzi palace, where the paintings on the wall are in
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consonance with her inner turmoil as she contemplates resuming her love affair
with Fabrice (589).
• When Fabrice is a prisoner locked in the tower opposite the governor’s palace
that houses Clélia and her father, the two lovers manage to communicate
because Fabrice from above can see Clélia at her window. Though a heavy
window shutter has been nailed over his window, he has been able to cut
through and create a removable square (430) allowing him the joy of watching
and speaking to Clélia by means of giant alphabets (440) and sung recitatives
(443). In Part II, after his escape, the two lovers are again separated. Clélia has
taken refuge with her aunt in the Contarini palace, no longer living with her
father. For his part, Fabrice has rented an apartment across the street. Though
the window opposite is not covered by a wooden shutter, it is nevertheless
covered by squares of oiled paper. Once again, Fabrice overcomes the obstacle,
replacing one square with a pane of glass, the better to observe Clélia (556).
The parallel repeats the theme as a leitmotiv.
• The duchess sees in Ferrante Palla a person in tune with her intensely
romanesque, emotional life and finds in him the willing agent of her plot to
poison Ernest IV, which he will do on a signal from her. In exchange, she gives
him an étui of diamonds (479). Similarly, after Fabrice’s escape from prison,
she summons her factotum Ludovic and sends him to Parma to open the water
reservoir, the signal Ferrante has been waiting for. In exchange, Ludovic
receives a gift of landed property (491).
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• In the early days of life at Grianta, Gina, not yet Duchess Sanseverina, and
Fabrice used to enjoy boating on Lake Como (162). Years later, they are on
Lake Maggiore, only this time, intimacy has been replaced by distant reserve
(498).
• General Fontana is present at each of the great scenes involving his prince.
Each involves three people, though the duchess is the only constant, the others
being Ernest IV and Count Mosca in the first, Ernest V and his mother in the
second. In his bewilderment at the protagonists’ entrances and exits, Fontana
stands as a comedic foil (360-361, 529).
• A foyer of the palace is the scene of a hurried discussion between the count and
the duchess. The first scene is early in the novel, soon after the duchess'
presentation, after she has dared rebuke Ernest IV (256). The second occurs in
the second half, during Ernest V’s reign, when in a guard room she has entered
between acts of a commedia dell’arte, she informs the count of her role in
Ernest IV’s death (524).
• During a concert in her palace in Sacca (341), the duchess recognizes Fabrice,
though disguised, something in his manner having betrayed his true identity. In
the same way, Clélia, at a concert in the second half, recognizes Fabrice,
though deep distress has emaciated him almost beyond recognition (567).
• At the beginning of his courtship of the future duchess, Count Mosca runs to La
Scala to have the pleasure of gazing at her when she appears in her loge. (231).
Similarly, in the second half of the novel, Fabrice, who is preaching in church,
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arranges his schedule so that he can run to the opera house Clélia will attend.
When she enters her loge, Fabrice seated in a fourth tier opposite her, has the
luxury of admiring her beauty at leisure (579).
• La Raversi, the leader of the political party opposing Count Mosca and
therefore the duchess' intractable enemy, the orchestrator of Fabrice’s arrest,
has become a fan of his sermons, and the man she once considered a little
schemer she now thinks of as a saint. To Clélia, her endorsement seems a
heavenly sign that she may resume her relationship with Fabrice. Thus, in her
last appearance, La Raversi achieves Clélia’s downfall (589), just as she had
that of Fabrice (373).
• Ernest IV, during his audiences, was always fortified by the thought of Louis
XIV, whose image he strove to imitate (240). During her audience with the
duchess, his widow mentally compares herself to Marie de Medici and the role
she played as the mother of Louis XIII (531-532).
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APPENDIX C
Intersections and Lines: Continuing dynamics in Stendhal’s staging techniques.
I. After what the duchess believes is a successful conclusion to her bargaining with the prince
(360-367), she returns home and calls a halt to the preparations her servants are making for
her departure:
•
•
•
•
•

•

II.

“La duchesse sonna. Ses femmes étaient toujours occupées à faire des
malles; la voiture était sous le portique et on la chargeait; tous les
domestiques qui n’avaient pas de travail à faire entouraient cette voiture.”
“‘Fais-les monter,’ dit la duchesse; un instant après elle passa dans la salle
d’attente.”
“Après un petit silence, les domestiques se mirent à crier Vive Mme la
duchesse! et applaudirent avec fureur. La duchesse, qui était déjà dans la
pièce voisine, reparut comme une actrice applaudie.”
“Elle fit un signe à un postillon, […] qui la suivit.”
“Tu vas t’habiller en paysan aisé, tu sortiras de Parme […] tu loueras une
sediola et tu iras aussi vite que possible à Bologne. Tu entreras à Bologne
en promenade […] et tu remettras à Fabrice; […] un paquet […]. Fabrice
te renverra ici.”
“Elle fit rappeler le postillon. “Tu ne peux partir, lui dit-elle, qu’à 4
heures, […] Connais-tu quelqu’un chez monseigneur l’évêque? […] Voici
une lettre pour ce saint prélat: introduis-toi sans bruit dans son palais chez
le valet de chambre; […] demain matin à 4 heures, fais-toi annoncer de ma
part, […] remets-lui le paquet que voici, et prends les lettres qu’il te
donnera peut-être pour Bologne.” (368-370)
Another line extends from Count Mosca’s receipt of a hypocritical letter by the prince to
the belated arrival of Rassi an instant later and to Rassi’s explanation of why he is late:

•
•
•
•
•

“[le comte] reçut une lettre parfaitement fausse.”
“Un instant après, on annonça le fiscal Rassi.”
“Le prince m’a tenu cloué à une table hier toute la journée; je n’ai pu sortir du palais.”
“Quand enfin j’ai pu prendre congé, vers les 5 heures, […] il m’a donné l’ordre d’aller
chez moi directement, et de ne pas en sortir de la soirée.”
“Ce matin, […] j’ai fait venir une voiture qui m’a conduit jusqu’à la porte de la
cathédrale. Je suis descendu de voiture […] j’ai traversé l’église et me voici.” (412-413)
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III.

Just after Clélia has entered Fabrice’s cell, believing him near death, she falls into his
arms and succumbs. The actions below follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“On entendit un grand bruit dans le corridor.”
“[Clélia] se précipita vers la porte.”
“Fabrice la saisit à bras-le-corps, prit sa place […] et ouvrant cette porte
avec fureur, il se précipita sur l’escalier.”
“Il avait à la main le petit poignard […] et fut sur le point d’en percer le
gilet du général Fontana, […] qui recula bien vite.”
“Fabrice remonta les six marches, dit dans la chambre: Fontana vient me
sauver; puis, revenant près du général […] s’expliqua froidement.”
“[les geôliers] […] se hâtèrent de descendre; ils prenaient les devants, […]
et en effet pour se sauver et disparaître.”
“Fabrice s’arrêta un gros quart d’heure au petit escalier […] il voulait
donner le temps à Clélia de se cacher au premier étage.” (543-544)
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